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Abstract
Abstract
This thesis describes the development of a psychoacoustically optimised bandwidth limitation method 
for multichannel audio. The proposed method takes advantages from the hierarchical representation of 
multichannel audio signals.
Several hierarchical transform techniques were reviewed and their applicability to be used in the 
proposed hierarchical bandwidth limitation method were verified using psychoacoustical studies. The 
Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) outperformed other hierarchical transform techniques due to its 
ability of rearranging the information in a perceptually hierarchical manner. Another advantage of 
KLT is that the transform matrices are signal-content-dependent and are adaptive to the actual spatial 
characteristics of audio material.
The perceptual effects of the adaptive KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth limitation were studied. The 
results showed that applying KLT to short-term multichannel audio signals and updating the KLT 
transform matrices adaptively over time will result in better audio quality compared with 
non-adaptive KLT for those multichannel audio programmes that had significantly varying statistical 
characteristics over time. In addition, the bandwidth allocation strategy in KLT-based hierarchical 
bandwidth limitation was optimised for 3/2 stereo format for two levels of overall bandwidth: 40 and 
60 kHz. An evaluation has been made of the optimised KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth limitation 
algorithm by comparing it with other bandwidth limitation algorithms. The results showed that the 
KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth limitation with the optimal bandwidth allocation strategy provided 
higher audio quality than the other traditional bandwidth limitation algorithms used for the limitation 
of bandwidth of multichannel sound.
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0 . 1  M o t i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  R e s e a r c h  
0 . 1 . 1  T h e  n e e d  f o r  b a n d w i d t h  l i m i t a t i o n
On D VD s, and in broadcast and multimedia systems, multichannel sound formats have been widely 
used for audio reproduction. Compared with two-channel stereo, multichannel sound formats, which 
are also referred to as surround sound, demonstrably improve the entertainment value o f  the audio 
programme material, provide a greater sense o f  involvement for the consumer and bring a new 
dimension to communication applications.
On the other hand, the storage memory requirements or bitrate required for transmission o f  surround 
sound recordings are evidently higher than those o f  two-channel stereo programme material due to the 
increased number o f  audio channels. Although high capacity storage media and high-speed networks 
have becom e more easily accessible nowadays, it is still far from enough for transmitting high-fidelity 
multichannel audio in many applications. For example, in audio-on-demand systems or home 
entertainment networks a certain fixed data rate will be shared between different information types 
(including sound, picture and data services). Consequently, a careful choice o f  compression strategies 
for multichannel audio is essential for both the technical and econom ical feasibility o f  modern digital 
audio broadcasting systems (Floros et al. 2004).
Audio compression techniques, known as audio coding, can be divided into two categories: lossless 
coding and lossy coding. A  lossless coder can reconstruct perfectly the samples o f  the original signal 
from the coded representation. Bitrate reduction is obtained by removing redundancy present in audio
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signals using entropy coding techniques, such as Huffman coding and arithmetic coding (Yang et al. 
2004).
Lossy coding, also known as perceptual coding, was developed based on the fact that not all data in an 
audio stream can be perceived by the human auditory system. The signal information that cannot be 
detected by even a well-trained listener can be discarded without affecting the audio quality. Several 
psychoacoustic models, such as the absolute hearing threshold (M oore 2003) and masking (Zwicker 
and Fasti 1999), could be used to identify those “ useless”  information, or perceptual redundancy. The 
psychoacoustic model derives a masking curve that quantifies the maximum amount o f  permissible 
noise. Some time-ffequency parameters o f  the audio signals can be coded with decreased accuracy 
without degrading the audio quality so far as the quantization noise o f  these parameters is kept under 
the masking threshold.
For some applications, further lossy compression is required to meet the demand o f  very high 
compression ratios, which may result in a perceived reduction o f  the audio quality. When the 
compression ratio is high, for example, above 20:1, the psychoacoustic demand that quantization 
noise stays below  the masking threshold cannot be fulfilled due to “ bit-starvation” . As a result the 
quantization noise introduced during the encoding process w ill becom e audible and annoying to the 
listener (Henn et al. 2003). One o f  the most efficient ways to cope with this problem is to limit the 
audio bandwidth o f  the coded signal by low pass filtering. Under very restricted bit rate conditions, 
transmitting narrower bandwidth signals could even achieve better audio quality than transmitting 
wider bandwidth signals (Bosi and Goldberg 2003). Consequently, some forms o f  bandwidth 
limitation were used for most audio codecs. For example, the MPEG A A C  codec limits the bandwidth
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to 10 kHz or less at a bitrate o f  32 kbps for m ono signal, resulting in a reasonably clean, but dull 
impression (Coding Technologies, 2007).
0 . 1 . 2  P r o g r a m m e - d e p e n d e n t  b a n d w i d t h  l i m i t a t i o n
Bandwidth limitation is also essential for multichannel audio coding. Taking M PEG A A C  as an 
example again, for 5-channel recordings the bandwidth is limited to 12.5 kHz at a bitrate o f  160 kbps 
(Coding Technologies, 2007).
In most current multichannel audio codecs, audio signals in all channels are limited to the same 
bandwidth. This may lead to low  efficiency in usage o f  bitrate since channels are not equally 
important for bandwidth limitation for most multichannel sound programmes.
Zielinski et al. investigated the effects o f  bandwidth limitation in multichannel audio system on 
subjectively assessed basic audio quality (2002a; 2002b; 2003b). The investigation was based on the 
3/2 surround sound reproduction system, the loudspeaker layout o f  which is demonstrated in Figure 
0-1. It was found that limiting bandwidth solely in front left and front right channels resulted in 
significant deterioration o f  audio quality. However, limiting bandwidth solely in the centre channel 
caused small deterioration o f  quality for most programme material categories except for a movie item, 
while limiting the bandwidth o f  the rear channels caused small audio quality degradation for 
programmes in which foreground audio content was reproduced by front channels and background 
audio content by the rear channels.
These findings indicate that it might be possible to minimise the audio quality deterioration by 
choosing an intelligent bandwidth limitation strategy based on the characteristics o f  certain
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multichannel programme. For example, for typical programme material, it might be possible to limit 
the bandwidth o f  the centre channel without significant deterioration o f  basic audio quality.
Figure 0-1: The 3/2-stereo reference loudspeaker arrangement as recommended in ITU-R 
BS.775. This Figure shows the positions of the left (L), right(R), centre (C), left-surround (LS) 
and right-surround (RS) loudspeakers (Henning et. al. 2006).
In order to generalise the above idea, named programme-dependent bandwidth limitation in this thesis, 
we can define Perceptual Importance for Bandwidth Limitation (simplified as Perceptual Importance 
in this thesis) as an indicator o f  magnitude o f  audio quality degradation for a given level o f  bandwidth 
limitation. Limiting bandwidth o f  a channel with higher Perceptual Importance will cause bigger 
quality degradation than applying the same bandwidth limitation to a channel having less Perceptual 
Importance. Therefore, the rationale for the intelligent programme-dependent bandwidth limitation 
strategy can be summarised as: allocating wider bandwidth to perceptually important signals rather 
than treating all signals equally.
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A  multichannel audio quality expert system called Quality Advisor (Q A ) was developed based on this 
rationale by Zielinski et al. (2005a). Based on som e features o f  the multichannel audio programme, 
the Q A  system could indicate the best bandwidth limitation solutions: what cu t-o ff frequencies should 
be used in which channels. The Q A  recommended solutions were proved to outperform the traditional 
bandwidth limitation method in which equal bandwidth was allocated to all channels (Jiao et ai 
2006a).
Zielinski’ s programme-dependent bandwidth limitation technique has some limitations, which may 
prevent it from achieving the “ best use”  o f  bandwidth. Firstly, Q A is not capable o f  automatic 
identification o f  Perceptual Importance o f  channels, and the algorithm needs to be “ guided”  in this 
respect by the user. The Q A system uses a veiy  simple model based on several attributes, like 
bandwidth compression ratio and spatial characteristics o f  audio programme, and consequently it may 
not be able to predict accurately quality degradations o f  all types o f  surround recordings. This author 
proved that Q A  works poorly for some types o f  programmes. Secondly, there may exist recordings 
whose channels might all have equal or similar Perceptual Importance. For those programmes, this 
method will not improve the audio quality i f  used for bandwidth limitation.
0 . 2  A i m s  a n d  S c o p e  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h
In view o f  the information provided above, it is apparent that a psychoacoustically optimised usage o f  
bandwidth could deliver improvements in surround sound quality in applications such as Internet 
broadcasting and digital TV , computer gaming, and teleconferencing. Therefore, the aim o f  this 
research is to develop a psychoacoustically optimised method o f  bandwidth limitation, which 
performs better than the traditional methods in terms o f  audio quality.
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The proposed method is named Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation (HBL), which takes advantages 
from the hierarchical representation o f  multichannel sound. In HBL, a hierarchical transform (encoder 
and decoder) is adopted, the diagram o f  which is depicted in Figure 0-2.
Side Information
Figure 0-2: Diagram of hierarchical bandwidth limitation for 3/2 stereo sound.
In contrast to the traditional way o f  limiting the bandwidth applied directly to original surround sound
channels, original audio signals are first transformed (encoded) into a psychoacoustically hierarchical
domain prior to undertaking bandwidth limitation. A  distinct advantage o f  the so-called
psychoacoustically hierarchical transform is that the encoded signals ej are ordered according to their
Perceptual Importance (e t is the most important signal, e2 is the second most important signal etc.;
whereas es is the least important one). These signals can be losslessly reconstructed in the decoder,
provided that the encoding coefficients are transmitted to the decoder, which is depicted in Figure 0-2
using the bottom line. With a clear hierarchical structure o f  the signals, it is advisable to allocate
wider bandwidth to the most important signals and allocate narrow bandwidth to the least important
signals when surround sound has to be broadcast under severely limited overall bandwidth conditions.
In other words, this research seeks to take advantage o f  the hierarchical representation o f  surround
sound by prioritising the channels during the bandwidth limitation and applying higher cut-off
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frequencies to the most important channels and the lower cu t-o ff frequencies to the least important 
channels.
A  logical first step towards developing an HBL system is to find a proper transform technique that 
can represent multichannel sound in a hierarchical domain according to Perceptual Importance. In 
order to accomplish this goal, a psychoacoustical study needs to be done to evaluate existing surround 
sound hierarchical transform techniques for the purposes o f  bandwidth limitation.
The idea o f  hierarchical encoding for surround sound was introduced by Gerzon (1992a) in the early 
1990s, developed as a platform for psychoacoustically near-optimum transmission and conversion o f  
surround sound formats. Gerzon originally introduced two types o f  hierarchical representation o f  
surround sound: M SBTF and W X YE F. The M SBTF transform is a generalisation o f  the “ M S” 
concept (sum-and-difference), the most popular hierarchical representation o f  the 2-channel stereo, 
used for example in FM  broadcasting. The W X Y E F  is based on the first order Am bisonics and 
m odified for 3/2 stereo sound with television screen in front o f  a listener (Gerzon 1992b). A  potential 
problem related to Gerzon ’ s M SBTF and W X Y E F  transforms is that the encoding coefficients are 
fixed and programme independent. The transformed signals are ordered according to their spatial 
importance assumed by Gerzon. However, the actual order o f  transformed signals may be incorrect 
for some programme types in terms o f  the Perceptual Importance.
Another technique, in which transformed signals are hierarchically ordered, is the Karhunen-Loeve 
transform (K LT) (Diamantaras et al. 1996). In KLT, the transformed signals are statistically 
independent and coefficients in the encoding and decoding matrix are based on the signal content. At 
the outset o f  this project it was expected that the signal-dependent K LT could achieve better audio
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quality than the signal-independent M SBTF and W X YE F transform as a means o f  preprocessing o f  
bandwidth limitation.
Systematic psychoacoustical evaluation o f  the algorithms discussed above needed to be done and the 
most suitable hierarchical transform needs to be studied in the context o f  bandwidth limitation for 
surround sound.
Once the hierarchical transform is selected, the choice o f  an appropriate strategy for bandwidth 
allocation across hierarchical domain signals is also essential from the point o f  view  o f  the resultant 
audio quality in HBL. In principle, wider bandwidth should be allocated to signals having a high level 
o f  Perceptual Importance. However, even with this principle, there are still a number o f  degrees o f  
freedom within which to share the overall bandwidth between the hierarchical domain signals. 
Therefore, it is necessaiy to find the optimal bandwidth allocation strategy to achieve the best audio 
quality.
Based on the discussion above, the main aims o f  the project can be summarised as follow s:
• T o  develop a psychoacoustically optimised bandwidth limitation method for multichannel 
audio, which can minimise the losses o f  audio quality caused by bandwidth limitation.
• T o compare the newly developed method against the traditional ones in terms o f  audio 
quality for the same overall bandwidth levels.
The first aim requires achieving two major objectives. First is the identification o f  a suitable 
perceptual transform (it refers to the left and right hand side blocks in Figure 0-2). The second is the 
identification o f  the optimum bandwidth allocation strategy (the middle block in the Figure 0-2).
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This research was limited to the 3/2 stereo format (ITU -R BS.775, 1994), as it is currently the only 
standardised multichannel audio format. The LFE (low  frequency effects) channel was neglected in 
this study for experimental simplicity and since, due to its limited bandwidth, it carries only a small 
amount o f  information. Therefore, this research is based on the 3/2 stereo reproduction system which 
is shown in Figure 0-1. However it is expected that the results o f  the psychoacoustical study 
conducted in this research could be extrapolated to any future format o f  surround sound, which will 
be discussed in Chapter 8.
0 . 3  S t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  T h e s i s
This thesis describes the research that has been undertaken to develop a hierarchical bandwidth 
limitation technique for multichannel sound, which can minimise the audio quality degradation.
Chapter 1 reviews previous research and techniques o f  bandwidth limitation for multichannel sound. 
Firstly, current techniques and strategies o f  the bandwidth limitation used in multichannel audio 
codecs are summarised and discussed. In addition, Zielinski’ s research on the perceptual effects o f  
bandwidth limitation o f  multichannel sound is reviewed in detail.
Chapter 2 discusses three potential hierarchical transform techniques that might be used for 
bandwidth limitation o f  multichannel sound. The mathematical and psychoacoustical foundations o f  
these hierarchical transform techniques are reviewed. Their advantages and disadvantages in the 
context o f  the proposed hierarchical bandwidth limitation method are discussed theoretically.
In Chapter 3, the experimental and technical considerations related to the experimental work o f  this 
research are summarised. Some com m on listening test methodologies used are described.
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Chapter 4 reports experimental work that studied the applicability o f  the potentially suitable 
hierarchical transform techniques in the context o f  hierarchical bandwidth limitation o f  multichannel 
audio. Psychoacoustical comparative studies were undertaken between these transform algorithms.
Further study on the KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth limitation was reported in Chapter 5. The 
K LT matrix was calculated based on short-term signals and updated adaptively over time. The 
perceptual effects o f  the adaptive K L T  process were studied using a series o f  listening tests.
Chapter 6 reports work aiming to find the optimum strategy for bandwidth allocation to eigenchannels 
in the context o f  KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth limitation. Regression models were developed 
which enabled the author to establish the relationship between basic audio quality and the bandwidth 
limitation strategies. By analyzing the response surface o f  the regression models, the optimum 
bandwidth strategies were identified.
In Chapter 7, a listening test is described that was conducted to evaluate the proposed HBL algorithms, 
including the optimised KLT-based method, by comparing them with the traditional bandwidth 
limitation algorithms.
Chapter 8 addresses some limitations o f  the approaches used in this research and discusses the 
applicability o f  the proposed KLT-based HBL to other conditions that have not been studied in this 
research.
In Chapter 9, the content o f  this thesis is summarised and main conclusions that can be drawn from 
the results o f  this research are reiterated. Some potential research directions derived from this research 
are also discussed.
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Finally, a glossary is provided to explain the meanings o f  the abbreviations and some o f  the special 
terms used.
0 . 4  O r i g i n a l  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  o f  t h e  r e s e a r c h
As a result o f  the research that has been undertaken for this thesis, a number o f  original contributions 
have been made to the field o f  multichannel sound processing. These are briefly summarised below.
• It was validated that Gerzon ’ s M SBTF or W X Y E F  transform could be used as effective 
preprocessing methods prior to reduction o f  bandwidth to save the overall bandwidth o f  
surround sound without significant quality degradation.
• It was shown that the eigenchannels resulting from K L T are in a hierarchical order according 
to their Perceptual Importance and K LT can be used as a preprocessing method prior to 
reduction o f  bandwidth. Experimental evidence was provided demonstrating that by 
discarding some unimportant eigenchannels, the total bandwidth can be reduced without 
significant quality degradation.
• Different criteria for extraction o f  eigenchannels were studied and it was found out that the 
covariance-based K LT is more suitable for hierarchical transform o f  multichannel audio than 
the correlation-based KLT.
• An attempt was made to introduce a perceptual mechanism into K LT using a 
frequency-weighting curve as preprocessing before eigenvector extraction. However, it was 
found that the frequency-weighting process was not beneficial in terms o f  the audio quality.
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• The perceptual effects o f  the adaptive KLT-based H BL were studied. The results showed 
that applying K LT to short-term multichannel audio signals and updating the K LT transform 
matrices adaptively over time resulted in better audio quality compared with non-adaptive 
K L T  for those multichannel audio programmes that had significantly varying statistical 
characteristics over time. However, the adaptive K LT introduced some artefacts, which were 
related to the adaptation rate.
• The bandwidth allocation strategy in KLT-based HBL was optimised for 3/2 stereo format.
• An evaluation was made o f  the optimised KLT-based HBL algorithm by comparing it with 
other bandwidth limitation algorithms, including those based on the M SBTF or W X YE F 
transforms. The results showed that the KLT-based HBL with the optimal bandwidth 
allocation strategies was superior compared to the other traditional bandwidth limitation 
algorithms used for the limitation o f  bandwidth o f  multichannel sound.
0 . 5  S u m m a r y
This introductory chapter described the background to the research that is contained in this thesis. The 
requirement for bandwidth limitation on multichannel audio coding was determined and a 
Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation method was proposed to limit the bandwidth while minimizing the 
audio quality degradation. The aims o f  the research were set from this. The structure o f  the thesis was 
explained, and finally the main original contributions to the field were summarised.
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1 Bandwidth Limitation in Audio Transmission
This chapter reviews the literature that demonstrates the need for bandwidth limitation in the 
transmission o f  audio signals and shows existing solutions used in different applications. Some 
state-of-the-art research on how to limit bandwidth more efficiently for multichannel audio is also 
discussed in this chapter.
1 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the age o f  analogue audio, early psychoacoustical experiments proved that the audible frequency 
range o f  human beings ranges from approximately 20 Hz to 20 kHz; this can be assumed to be the 
necessary frequency range for audio reproduction systems. However, the work o f  Snow (1931) and 
subsequent works (Garnett et al. 1944; Olson 1947) claimed that a limited bandwidth o f  40 Hz to 
15 kHz is sufficient for reproducing music without audible changes.
This finding was used in the industry to direct the bandwidth limitation o f  audio signals in 
broadcasting to optimise the trade-off between audio quality and expenses. Amplitude-modulated 
(A M ) radio technology, which began in the 1920s, can transmit audio frequencies up to 15 kHz, but 
most receivers were only capable o f  reproducing frequencies up to 7 kHz. Frequency-modulated (FM ) 
radio broadcasting allows for a transmission o f  15 kHz bandwidth audio signals.
When digital audio was introduced to the industry, audio engineers soon became aware o f  its benefits. 
They w elcom ed the com ing age o f  the digital audio because it permitted the automation o f  
complicated manipulations o f  audio signals, as well as its potential to improve the quality o f  the 
reproduced sound to a level that was never achieved before. From then on, two trends in the
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development o f  audio applications could be distinguished (Zielinski et al. 2003a). The first one aimed 
at achieving the highest possible audio quality (for example the high-resolution audio applications), 
whereas the second trend was to reduce the cost o f  audio broadcasting or media storage, resulting in 
some inevitable degradation o f  audio quality (for example audio broadcasting via the internet).
In order to achieve the highest possible audio quality, higher sampling rates and quantization 
resolution were used. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Shannon 1949), the 
bandwidth o f  the audio signals that can be represented in a digital domain is h alf o f  the sampling rate.
After digital audio was introduced, the debate about “ optimum bandwidth”  raised its head again, in 
terms o f  “ optimum sampling rate” . Some researchers believed that it would not be o f  any advantage 
to use a bandwidth wider than the normally encountered audible frequency range o f  human beings; 
the upper band limit o f  15 kHz is efficient for consumer use and 20 kHz is high enough for 
professional equipment (Plenge et al. 1980; Muraoka 1981). On the contrary, some researchers 
claimed that although humans could not recognize very high frequency components (above 26 kHz) 
as audible sound, full bandwidth music that retained the high frequency content affected brain 
activities differently to music with a high frequency cut (Oohashi et al. 1991). In the middle o f  the 
1990s, researchers from the Pioneer Electronic Corporation published a series o f  papers to propose 
that the industry should use 96 kHz sampling rate for audio in future media (Yamamoto et al. 1994; 
Yoshikawa et al. 1995, 1997). They listed some features o f  96 kHz sampled recordings in audio 
quality, including:
• High note musical instruments can be heard clearly.
• Attacks o f  sound were sharp.
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• Fast staccato played, high note music passages can be heard separately from each other.
• L ow  and mid-range tones have richness and fullness.
• Sound localisation was clear. Even depth o f  sound stage can be heard.
• The total impression o f  sound quality for 96 kHz-sampled recordings was very natural, very
close to live performance and full o f  sound stage information.
Although some researchers still question the usage o f  very high sampling frequency (Katz 1997; 
Nishiguchi et al. 2003), 96 kHz and even higher sampling rates are adopted in modern audio storage 
formats to provide veiy  high quality audio. The sampling rates adopted in main digital audio formats 
are summarised in Table 1-1.
Although high sampling rate increases the audio quality, it correspondingly demands more data 
capacity, measured as bitrate, for storage and transmission. High capacity storage media and 
high-speed networks have becom e more easily accessible recently, it is still far from enough to 
transmit full high-fidelity audio in many applications. For example, in audio-on-demand systems or 
home entertainment networks, certain fixed data rates are shared between different information types 
(including sound, picture and data services). Consequently, a careful choice o f  compression strategies 
is essential to optimise the trade-off between data-rate and audio quality for both the technical and 
econom ical feasibility o f  modern digital audio broadcasting systems (Floros et al. 2004).
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Year A udio Format Sam pling Rate A dopted  (kHz)
1982 Compact Disc (CD ) 44.1
1987 Digital Audio Tape (D A T ) 3 2 ,4 4 .1 ,4 8
1990s Digital Audio Broadcasting (D A B ) 48
1991 M iniDisc (M D ) 44.1
1997 Digital Versatile Disc (D V D ) 48, 96
1999 Super Audio CD (SA C D ) 2822.41
2000 D V D -A udio (D V D -A ) 44 .1 ,48 , 88.2, 96, 176.4, 192
2003 DualDisc 44 .1 ,48 , 96, 192
Table 1-1: Sampling rates of digital audio formats.
Audio compression, known as audio coding, aims at reducing the bitrate while keeping the audio 
quality as high as possible. Many advanced techniques are employed to reduce bitrate, such as 
modelling the masking phenomenon, entropy coding etc. However, in applications where the bitrate is 
very limited, the artefacts introduced during the encoding process will becom e audible and annoying 
to the listener (Henn et al. 2003). One o f  the most efficient ways to cope with this problem is to limit 
the audio bandwidth. The limited bandwidth introduces audible annoying effects and degrades the 
audio quality, for example, attacks o f  sound are blurred, time resolution is decreased and sound 
localisation is vague (a reversal o f  the advantages brought by high sampling rate (Yamamoto et al. 
1994). However, it is still a great deal less annoying than coding artefacts appearing with full 
bandwidth signal at low bitrate (Dietz et al. 1996).
The above discussion shows that bandwidth limitation is useful, and sometimes unavoidable in audio 
transmission, especially for low bitrate applications. In the rest o f  this chapter, solutions for
1 SACD  uses a very different technology from CD and D V D -A udio to encode its audio data, a 1-bit 
delta-sigma process known as Direct Stream Digital. The upper limit o f  audio bandwidth in SACD is 
up to 100 kHz.
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bandwidth limitation used in low bitrate audio coding standards and some commercial applications 
are reviewed in Section 1.2. Some state-of-the-art research on how to limit bandwidth more efficiently 
for multichannel audio is also summarised in Section 1.3.
1 . 2  B a n d w i d t h  L i m i t a t i o n  S t r a t e g i e s  i n  A u d i o  C o d i n g
The International Standards Organization/Moving Pictures Experts Group (ISO/M PEG) has 
developed a series o f  audio coding standards for storage and transmission o f  various digital media. 
The family o f  ISO/MPEG standards involves state-of-art o f  audio coding techniques. Since MPEG 
standards are com m only adopted in many applications, this chapter, using the ISO/MPEG standards 
as representatives, reviews the bandwidth limitation strategies used in low bitrate audio codecs.
1 . 2 . 1  M P E G - 1
The first phase o f  MPEG standards (M PEG -1) comprises a flexible hybrid coding technique for m ono 
and stereo audio, which incorporates several processes including subband decomposition, filter bank 
analysis, transform coding, entropy coding, dynamic bit allocation, non-uniform quantization, 
adaptive segmentation and psychoacoustic analysis (Painter and Spanias 2000). The MPEG-1 
architecture contains three layers o f  increasing complexity, delay, and output quality. Each higher 
layer incorporates functional blocks from the lower layers.
A  CD-like quality can be achieved at a bitrate o f  128 kb/s (i.e. a compression 11:1 at 44.1 kHz) using 
the MPEG-1 layer 3 (M P3) (Dietz et al. 1996). For many applications, however, the requirement for a 
very low data rate has the highest priority, while lower audio quality can be tolerated. Therefore, it is 
desirable to further reduce the bitrate by sacrificing audio quality. One o f  the most com m on methods
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is to reduce the bandwidth o f  audio signals using lower sampling rate. For this reason, the MPEG-1 
coders support 16-bit PCM  as input data at three sampling rates: 32, 44.1 and 48 kHz. Available bit 
rates o f  M P E G -1 are 32-192 kb/s for m ono and 64-448 kb/s for stereo. However, those bit rates are 
still not low  enough for some very low bitrate applications. Furthermore, in some applications where 
the bitrate requirement can be achieved, the MPEG-1 does not offer the best audio quality because it 
was designed for correspondingly high bitrate conditions (D ietz et al. 1996).
1 . 2 . 2  M P E G - 2  B C
Motivated by the increase o f  low data rate applications transmitting over Internet, M PEG-2, the 
successor o f  M P E G -1, aims to achieve MPEG-1 or better audio quality at low  bit rates (ISO/IEC 
13818-3). Tw o coding standards are defined within M PEG-2: the BC (Backward Compatible) 
standard preserves the compatibility with MPEG-1 and the A A C  (Advanced Audio Coding) standard, 
which is not compatible to M PEG-1.
One way to achieve this goal without requiring major modifications in MPEG-1 was to decrease the 
sampling rate (Bosi and Goldberg 2003). The M PEG-2 BC standard has an option that is called 
M PEG-2 LSR (low er sampling rate), which uses half the sampling rate (24, 22.05 and 16 kHz) o f  
MPEG-1 (48, 44.1 and 32 kHz). Although the audio bandwidth is reduced by a factor 2, MPEG-2 
LSR normally provides adequate audio quality for various applications throughout its operating range 
from 8-128 kbps per channel (32-128 kbps per channel for layer I, and 8-32 kbps per channel for layer 
II). An overview o f  quality that can be attained by MPEG-1 and M PEG-2 (layer 3) is given in Table 
1-2.
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Total bitrate 
(kb/s)
M ode Q uality (Subjective) ( ’oding Scheme Bandw idth (kHz)
128 Stereo CD  quality MPEG-1 layer 3 >=  16
96 Stereo Near CD  quality MPEG-1 layer 3 15
64 Stereo Near FM quality MPEG-2 layer 3 11
32 M ono Better than AM MPEG-2 layer 3 7.5
16 M ono Better than short wave MPEG-2 layer 3 4.5
Table 1-2: Bitrate versus quality for ISO/MPEG layer 3 (Dietz et al. 1996).
Using a lower sampling rate does not always lead to lower audio quality. When a very low bitrate is 
given, using lower sampling rate may produce better audio quality than using a higher sampling rate. 
P roof can be found in Figure 1-1; differential grades are shown between the quality o f  bandwidth 
limited reference signal and that o f  the coded signals. The grade o f  -1 refers to the degradation o f  
quality that is “ audible but not annoying” ; -2 to “ slightly annoying” ; -3 to “ annoying” ; and -4 to “ very 
annoying” . It can be seen that the MPEG-2 LSR performs better at lower sampling frequency. A 
possible explanation is as follow s: although lower sampling rate resulted in narrower bandwidth, it 
increased the frequency resolution in the Filter bank, which allowed an even better adaptation o f  scale 
factor bands to the bandwidth o f  the critical bands (Dietz et al. 1996). This adaptability may improve 
the overall audio quality even when the audio bandwidth is narrower.
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6 4  k b p s  j o i n t - s t e r e o ,  r e f .  l o w p a s s  f i l t e r e d
Layer-2 Layer-3 Layer-2 Layer-3
(fs=24kHz) (fs=24kHz) (fs= 16kHz) (fs= 16kHz)
Figure 1-1: Test results of MPEG-2 LSR for 64 kb/s joint stereo bit stream (MPEG 2002b).
1 . 2 . 3  M P E G - 2  A A C
Compared with MPEG-2 LSR, MPEG-2 A A C  supports a wider range o f  sampling rates from 8 to 
96 kHz and provides a bitrate range as shown in Table l -3. MPEG-2 A A C  provides very good audio 
quality at less than half o f  the data rate used in MPEG-2 BC by incorporating new coding tools, one 
o f  which is a hybrid filter-bank. The audio signal is first split into four bands o f  equal bandwidth. By 
removing one or more o f  the upper bands, the audio bandwidth and hence bitrate can be reduced.
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Sampling Frequency (Hz) Maximum Bitrate per  Channel (khps)
9 6 0 0 0 5 76
8 8 2 0 0 3 29 .2
6 4 0 0 0 3 84
4 8 0 0 0 2 8 8
4 4 1 0 0 26 4 .6
3 2 0 0 0 19 2
2 4 0 0 0 14 4
2 2 0 5 0 1 3 2 .3
1 6 0 0 0 96
1 2 0 0 0 72
1 1 0 2 5 6 6 .2 5
8 0 0 0 48
Table 1-3: MPEG-2 A A C  sampling frequency and associated data rates (Bosi and Goldberg
2003).
1 . 2 . 4  M P E G - 4
MPEG-4 is more powerful in terms o f  scalability compared to the previously standards because it 
covers a very wide range o f  bit rates: ranging from 2 kbps up to and above 64 kbps per channel. 
Parametric coding techniques cover the lowest bitrate range: 2-4 kbps for speech with 8 kHz sampling 
frequency and 4-16 kbps for audio with 8 or 16 kHz sampling frequency. In the region o f  speech 
coding at medium bitrate between 6-24 kb/s, two sampling rates, 8 and 16 kHz, are used to support 
both narrowband and wideband speech respectively. For bitrate starting from about 16 kbps, sampling 
frequencies range from 8 kHz to 48 kHz. The general framework o f  bitrate and bandwidth scalability 
in M PEG-4 is illustrated in Figure 1-2.
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One o f  the most important features o f  M PEG-4, which discriminates it from the predecessors, is the 
enhanced bitrate and bandwidth scalability. The bandwidth scalability is only available for speech 
coding. In some applications, the encoder is capable o f  providing multiple bit-streams with different 
bitrates using the same input signal. The multiple bit-streams consist o f  a base layer stream and 
enhancement layer streams. The decoder can reconstruct narrow bandwidth speech using the base 
layer. When higher channel capability is available, better speech quality can be achieved with wider 
bandwidth high frequency components by adding enhancement bit-streams to the base bit-stream 
(Nishiguchi 1999).
Satellite U M TS, Cellular DAM , Internet D C M E  ISDN
<3— CXI--------- >
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 24 bit-rate (kbps) 32 48 64
I— H -+ + + 1 I 1-----------------------1------------- 1------------1
i >
Parametric
coder
CELP coder
T/F coder
4 kHz 8 kHz Typical Audio Bandwidth 20 kHz
Figure 1-2: Range of bitrates and signal bandwidth for each o f the MPEG-4 audio coding tools
(Quackenbush 1998).
1 . 2 . 5  M P E G - 4  H E  A A C
M PEG-4 High Efficiency A A C  (H E-A AC, also known as “ aacPlus” ) is the combination o f  three 
technologies: MPEG A A C , Spectral Band Replication (SB R ) and Parametric Stereo (PS). H E-A AC is
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not a replacement for A A C , but rather a superset which extends the reach o f  high-quality M PEG-4 
audio to much lower bit rates. Using SBR, M PEG-4 A A C  nearly doubles the efficiency o f  MPEG-2 
A A C  (Dietz et al. 2002b).
The SBR is a very intelligent technique used to limit the audio bandwidth, based 011 the principle that 
the human brain tends to consider high frequencies to be either harmonic phenomena associated with 
lower frequencies or noise, and is thus less sensitive to the exact content o f  high frequencies in audio 
signals. In H E-A AC, an A A C  coder transmits the lower frequencies o f  the spectrum, while SBR 
synthesizes associated higher frequency content based on the lower frequencies and transmitted side 
information. Therefore, a full bandwidth audio signal can be encoded using only audio signals o f  half 
the bandwidth with some side information; this requires only half o f  the bitrate. Further information 
about SBR can be found in (Dietz et al. 2002a).
The audio quality o f  H E -A A C  has been evaluated in multiple stimulus double-blind listening tests 
conducted by independent entities such as the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) (Stoll et al. 2000) 
and the M oving Pictures Expert Group (M PEG) (M PEG 2002a). These tests show that M PEG-4 HE 
A A C  offers a significant benefit over these proprietary codecs (M PEG-1, 2) and over A A C  without 
extensions. An example is shown is Figure 1-3. This is not surprising because the H E -A A C  can offer 
audio signals with twice the bandwidth o f  those coded using ordinary A A C .
1 . 2 . 6  S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s
To achieve the optimum trade o f f  between audio quality and bitrate, many sophisticated coding 
techniques have been developed. H owever, when the available bitrate is very low, limiting the
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bandwidth o f  the audio signal becom es the most efficient way to save bitrate. Audio bandwidth 
limitation is widely used in MPEG standards as well as some other audio coding standards.
100
Original accPlus 7kHz LPF AAC 3.5kHz LPF
Figure 1-3: MPEG test result of HE-AAC (accPlus) at 24Kbps mono (LPF = Low-pass Filter)
(MPEG 2002b).
Using lower sampling rates is the basic way to limit audio bandwidth. Along with the improvement o f  
MPEG standards, a wider range o f  sampling rates is now supported. Under very low bitrate conditions, 
using a lower sampling rate in the codecs can sometimes achieve better audio quality than using a 
higher sampling rate. This is because the sub bands are narrower, masking is more effective and the 
available bits can be concentrated in a narrow range o f  frequencies, so quantising artefacts are less 
audible.
In MPEG-2 A A C  and M PEG-4 A A C , a 4-band filterbank is used to divide the audio signal into four 
frequency bands. By removing some upper bands, the signal bandwidth is limited and the bitrate is 
reduced.
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In CELP codec used in M PEG-4, the audio bandwidth can be controlled using a scalable bit-stream. 
The core layer o f  the scalable bit-stream can be used to reconstruct narrow-band audio while 
wide-band audio can be decoded by adding some enhancement layers for high frequency components.
In M PEG-4 H E-AAC, audio signal with half the bandwidth is encoded and transmitted with some 
side information. At the decoder, full-bandwidth signals can be reconstructed using Spectral Band 
Replication (SB R) technique. Subjective experiments proved that the H E-A AC could achieve much 
better audio quality compared with other coding methods using the same bitrate.
M PEG audio coding standards are widely used in commercial applications. For example, the MPEG-1 
Audio Layer 2 is adopted in the older version o f  Digital A udio Broadcasting (D A B ) that is being used 
in the UK, Ireland, Denmark, Norway and Switzerland. The new D A B + standard has adopted the 
M PEG-4 H E-A AC audio codecs. In the new recommendations for the IP-based Internet audio (EBU 
2008), M P E G -1/2 Layer III and M PEG-4 A A C  are recommended as audio compression techniques 
for transmitting audio signals over Internet. These audio codecs will limit the bandwidth o f  audio 
signals based on the bitrate availability.
1 . 3  I n t e l l i g e n t  B a n d w i d t h  L i m i t a t i o n  f o r  M u l t i c h a n n e l  A u d i o
Since the bitrate depends on the number o f  channels o f  an audio recording, multichannel audio
recordings need higher compression efficiency and hence the bandwidth limitation is even more
essential for multichannel audio coding. In most current multichannel audio coding techniques, audio
signals in all channels are limited to the same bandwidth level. This may lead to low  efficiency in
usage o f  bitrate since individual channels are not equally important for bandwidth limitation for most
multichannel sound programme. Zielinski et al. proposed to use a more intelligent way to limit the
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bandwidth o f  multichannel audio (2002a; 2002b; 2003b), which is summarised and discussed in the 
remaining part o f  this section.
1 . 3 . 1  E f f e c t s  o f  B a n d w i d t h  L i m i t a t i o n  o f  M u l t i c h a n n e l  A u d i o
Zielinski et al. (2003b) investigated the effects o f  bandwidth limitation in multichannel audio systems 
on subjectively assessed audio quality. The main research questions o f  those studies were:
• What is the quantitative relationship between bandwidth limitation and audio quality?
• How may multichannel audio material be bandwidth limited with minimum overall 
subjective effect? Which channels are the most “ susceptible”  and which channels are the 
most “ robust”  to the effects o f  band limitation in terms o f  audio quality?
To answer these questions, a series o f  subjective listening tests were carried out. Excerpts were 
selected to cover the most generic types o f  material (Pop music, Classical music, M ovies and TV  
sport) and most representative types o f  spatial characteristics. The spatial characteristics o f  
multichannel audio were categorised using a scene-based paradigm (Rumsey 2002). The modified 
double-blind multi-stimulus with hidden reference and hidden anchors (M U SH R A) tests (ITU-R 
BS.775 2 0 0 1) were used to compare audio quality o f  band-limited items.
It was found that limiting bandwidth in all channels would cause substantial quality degradation and 
that cu t-o ff frequency had a perfect linear relationship with audio quality up to approximately 15 kHz. 
Limiting bandwidth solely in the front left and front right channels also resulted in substantial quality 
degradation. However, limiting bandwidth solely in the centre channel only caused a small 
degradation o f  audio quality (except for the movie item). This was explained using a concept o f
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“ spatial masking”  mechanism. It was hypothesised that the effects o f  bandwidth limitation o f  the 
centre channel might be masked by the signals reproduced by the remaining front channels. It was 
believed that the most used excerpts (except the m ovie item) had signals in the three front channels 
that were highly correlated. Therefore, the effect o f  bandwidth limitation in the centre channel was 
not annoying because signals from remaining unprocessed channels masked the loss o f  high 
frequency energy in the centre channel. This explanation was supported by an analysis o f  cross 
correlation between front channels for a pop music item and for a sound track from a movie.
The pop music item had a moderate cross correlation between front channels (R  ~  0.4). Bandwidth 
limitation in the centre channel caused an “ imperceptible”  degradation o f  the audio quality. It was 
explained that the front channels were correlated because sound sources were “ spread” between 
channels in the original mix. The lack o f  high frequency content in the centre channel was masked by 
the remaining content in the other front channels. Therefore, the quality degradation was not 
perceived. On the contrary, the cross correlation between front channels o f  the m ovie sound track 
item was close to zero, which means that the dialogue was reproduced only in the centre channel. In 
this case, the loss o f  high frequency content could not be masked and consequently the listeners easily 
detected the quality degradation.
It was also found that bandwidth limitation solely in the rear channels did not cause much quality 
degradation for items with FB spatial characteristic (foreground audio content presenting individual 
sources is reproduced from front channels and background environment content is reproduced from 
rear channels). However, for FF items (foreground audio content in both front and rear channels),
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bandwidth limitation in rear channels caused significant quality degradation. These findings could 
also be explained by the “ spatial masking”  mechanism.
In another study (Zielinski et al. 2005c), the perceptual effects o f  bandwidth limitation on 
multichannel audio were studied using additional attributes. Basic audio quality plus three new 
fidelity attributes were used for the evaluation o f  audio quality: timbral fidelity, frontal spatial fidelity, 
and surround spatial fidelity. According to the results obtained, bandwidth limitation on multichannel 
audio causes not only a deterioration o f  timbral fidelity but also, to some extent, the deterioration o f  
spatial fidelity.
Based on the findings described above, Zielinski et al. (2005c) recommended limiting the bandwidth 
o f  the signals in the centre channel and the rear channels when the overall bandwidth has to be limited 
in order to maintain the highest possible audio quality. The bandwidth limitation was considered to be 
a suitable process in applications for the bitrate saving.
1 . 3 . 2  Q u a l i t y  A d v i s e r  -  A  M u l t i c h a n n e l  A u d i o  Q u a l i t y  E x p e r t  
S y s t e m
Based on the database obtained from  these experiments, a multichannel audio quality expert system 
called Quality Advisor (Q A ) was developed to find the optimum bandwidth limitation strategy for a 
given total bandwidth o f  a multichannel audio signal (Zielinski et al. 2005a). The graphical user 
interface o f  Q A  is presented in Figure 1-4. The inputs are “ bandwidth compression ratio”  and some 
characteristics o f  the audio material. As the outcome, the Q A  system gives the optimal solutions o f  
cu t-o ff frequency in each channel, which w ill achieve the best audio quality. The corresponding basic 
audio quality (B A Q ) levels are also predicted.
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Figure 1-4: Graphical user interface of the Quality Advisor system (Zielinski et al. 2005a).
1 . 3 . 3  G e n e r a l i s a t i o n  a n d  L i m i t a t i o n s  o f  Z i e l i n s k i ’s  s t u d y
The research o f  Zielinski et al. indicated that it might be possible to minimise the audio quality 
deterioration by choosing an intelligent bandwidth limitation strategy based on the characteristics o f  
certain multichannel programmes. For example, for typical programme material, it might be possible 
to limit the bandwidth o f  the centre channel without significant deterioration o f  basic audio quality. 
The exception is items that have a loud centre channel like movies with a dialogue or opera with a 
solo singer in the centre channel and whose content is uncorrelated with the content o f  the remaining
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channels. For those programme items with quieter rear stage content, the rear channels can be 
“ sacrificed” .
In order to generalise the above idea, named programme-dependent bandwidth limitation in this thesis, 
we can define Perceptual Importance for bandwidth limitation (simplified as Perceptual Importance in 
this thesis) as an indicator o f  how  bandwidth limitation on a certain channel w ould affect the audio 
quality. Limiting the bandwidth o f  a channel with a higher Perceptual Importance w ill cause greater 
quality degradation than applying the same level o f  bandwidth limitation to a channel having lower 
Perceptual Importance. Therefore, the rationale for the intelligent programme-dependent bandwidth 
limitation strategy can be summarised as: allocating wider bandwidth to perceptually important 
signals rather than treating all signals equally.
Zielinski’ s programme-dependent bandwidth limitation technique and Q A  system have some 
limitations, which may prevent them from achieving the “ best use”  o f  bandwidth. Firstly, they are not 
capable o f  automatically identifying the Perceptual Importance o f  channels. The Q A  system used a 
very simple model based on two attributes, which have been shown to work poorly for some types o f  
programmes. Secondly, there may exist recordings whose channels might all have equal or similar 
Perceptual Importance. For those programmes, this method will not improve the audio quality for 
bandwidth limitation.
1 . 4  S u m m a r y
This chapter reviewed previous research on bandwidth limitation techniques for audio transmission.
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In order to achieve the optimum trade-off between audio quality and bitrate when the available bitrate 
is very low, limiting the bandwidth o f  the audio signal becomes one o f  the most efficient ways to save 
bitrate. Audio bandwidth limitation is widely used in MPEG standards as well as some other audio 
coding standards. By using low sampling rate, abandoning upper bands in filter bank processing, or 
not decoding enhancement layers in a scalable bit-stream, the bandwidth could be limited, which 
helps to optimise the usage o f  the bit budget and achieve better audio quality. A  novel technique, the 
Spectral Band Replication (SBR), was developed by Coding Technologies to limit the audio signals 
into narrow bandwidth and reconstruct lost high frequency content using side information on the 
decoders. It has been proved that the audio quality can be significantly improved by this technique.
Limiting audio bandwidth will degrade the quality o f  multichannel audio, both timbrally and spatially. 
However, it was found that bandwidth limitation in different channels has different effects on audio 
quality. Bandwidth limitation o f  certain channels does not cause significant quality degradation when 
a mechanism named “ spatial masking”  occurs. Allocating wider bandwidth to perceptually important 
signals rather than treating all signals equally could achieve better audio quality. However, some 
limitations are evident in Zielinski’ s programme-dependent bandwidth limitation technique.
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2 Hierarchical Representation of Multichannel 
Sound
This chapter discusses three potential hierarchical transform techniques that might be used for 
bandwidth limitation o f  multichannel sound.
2 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
As discussed in Chapter 0, i f  multichannel sound signals could be represented hierarchically 
according to their Perceptual Importance, the losses o f  audio quality caused by bandwidth limitation 
could be minimised. W ider bandwidth can be allocated to the most important signals and the least 
important signals “ sacrificed”  when surround sound has to be broadcast under severely limited overall 
bandwidth conditions.
One o f  the key ‘ building blocks’ o f  the proposed Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation technique is a 
psychoacoustically optimal hierarchical transform o f  surround sound, which is used in the encoder, 
see Figure 0-2. A  logical first step towards developing an HBL system is to find a proper transform 
technique that can represent multichannel sound in a hierarchical domain according to Perceptual 
Importance.
In this chapter, the mathematical and psychoacoustical foundations o f  three existing hierarchical 
transform techniques for surround sound are reviewed. Their advantages and disadvantages in the 
context o f  the proposed hierarchical bandwidth limitation method are discussed theoretically.
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2 . 2  M S B T F  T r a n s f o r m
One potentially suitable hierarchical transform is the M SBTF transform, which was developed by 
Gerzon (1992a) in the early 1990s as a platform for psychoacoustically near-optimum transmission 
and conversion o f  five-channel surround sound. The M SBTF transform is an extension o f  the 
sum-and-difference representation o f  two-channel stereo, as used in FM stereo broadcasting (Craven 
et al. 2003). M SBTF encoding is designed for m/n stereo format, in which m loudspeakers are used to 
cover the frontal stage and n loudspeakers to cover the rear stage. Due to the scope o f  this project, 
only the M SBTF transform for a five-channel surround sound setup (3/2 stereo) is discussed in this 
thesis.
M SBTF encoding is a linear transform in which the encoded signals (the output) are the linear 
combination o f  input signals. The inputs o f  M SBTF encoding are the loudspeaker signals o f  standard 
3/2 stereo setup, see Figure 0-1. The output signals are interpreted as “ notional transmission signals” , 
namely the M SBTF hierarchy. The M  signal ("m iddle") represents a com m on m onophonic signal; the 
S signal ("side") is a stereophonic left-minus-right difference signal; the T  signal ("third") is a 
difference information between 2-speaker and 3-speaker stereo; the B signal ("back") is a rear stage 
m onophonic signal and the F signal ("focu s") is the difference between front-stage difference 
information and rear-stage difference information.
M SBTF transform can be expressed in terms o f  matrix operations. The coefficients in the encoding 
matrix were derived based on the optimal psychoacoustical effect, which is described in (Gerzon 
1991). The matrix operation o f  M SBTF encoding is demonstrated in Equation 2-1. Using a decoding 
matrix, which is the inverse matrix o f  the encoding matrix, the “ notional transmission signals”  can be
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transformed back to the input signals. The matrix operation o f  M SBTF decoding is demonstrated in 
Equation 2-2.
M 0.5000 0.7071 0.5000 0.4523 0.4523 L
S 0.7071 0.0000 -0.7071 0.7071 -0.7071 C
B = 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6199 0.6199 R
T 0.5000 -0.7071 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 LS
f 0.7071 0.0000 -0.7071 -0 .88 39 0.8839 j _RS
L 0.5000 0.3928 -0 .3648 0.5000 0.3143 M
C 0.7071 -0 .0000 -0 .5159 -0.7071 -0 .0000 S
R = 0.5000 -0 .3928 -0 .3648 0.5000 -0 .3143 B
LS 0.0000 0.3143 0.8066 0.0000 -0.3143 T
RS, 0.0000 -0 .3143 0.8066 0.0000 0.3143 F_
It was asserted by Gerzon that the “ notional transmission signals”  form a hierarchical structure. The 
M  signal is used for the “ basic”  m ono reproduction, which preserves all timbral information. The S 
signal provides additional information for stereo playback. The B signal provides surround stage 
information and the F signal helps to widen the surround stage. The T  signal provides advanced 
information to enhance the directional resolution o f  the front stage. The hierarchical structure o f  
M SBTF is shown in Figure 2-1.
The M SBTF hierarchy is actually a “ spatial hierarchy” . In other words, the M SBTF signals are 
ordered according to their spatial importance, their contributions to the directional or spatial 
resolution o f  surround sound, rather than Perceptual Importance. The S and T  signals help to enhance 
the spatial resolution o f  the front stage while the B and F signals improve that o f  the rear stage. Since 
the spatial characteristic o f  surround sound is only one o f  the factors that affect the audio quality, 
som e problems might occur i f  M SBTF were to be used as the preprocessing method for bandwidth 
limitation.
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M oreover, the M SBTF is particularly designed for m/n stereo programmes accompanied with video in 
front, in which the front stage is implicitly considered to be perceptually more important than the 
surround stage due to speech content in the centre, which is connected, with the screen content. 
Although this is true for most traditional programme types, it may not be the case for som e modern 
programme material, potentially giving rise to the incorrect perceptual order o f  importance in the 
M SBTF hierarchy. The “ incorrect order”  problem could be mainly caused by the fixed encoding 
coefficients o f  the M SBTF transform matrix. Since in Gerzon ’ s approach the spatial importance o f  
3/2 stereo channels has been presupposed and also assumed to be programme independent, using a 
fixed encoding matrix is a good choice in the original application o f  M SBTF (optimum 
inter-conversion between different surround sound systems). However, it is likely that the Perceptual 
Importance o f  the encoded is programme dependent, and consequently the “ incorrect order”  problem 
may lead to sub-optimal audio quality i f  the M SBTF transform is applied to bandwidth limitation 
(Jiao et al, 2006).
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In addition, the M SBTF transform does not meet the mathematical criterion o f  independence o f  the 
encoded signals. According to information theory, the mathematical independence o f  encoded signals 
is a fundamental requirement for optimal use o f  transmission channel bandwidth (Kramer and 
Mathews 1956). The encoded signals are not orthogonal, which may reduce the efficiency o f  
redundancy reduction and bandwidth saving. Nevertheless, M SBTF transform and its extension have 
been used in Meridian Lossless Packing (M LP), which has been adopted as the standard lossless 
compression system on D V D -A udio (Craven et al. 2003).
2 . 3  W X Y E F  T r a n s f o r m
The W X Y E F  transform, like M SBTF, was designed for the transmission and conversion o f  m/n stereo 
surround sound based on the idea o f  Am bisonics coding (Gerzon 1985).
Am bisonics is an encoding technique for surround sound based on spherical harmonics. Unlike 
M SBTF encoding, Am bisonics is based on original sound field representation rather than the 
loudspeaker feeds. For a sound field distributed only in the horizontal plane, the spherical harmonics 
can be simplified with circular harmonics. Each source is encoded to several transmission signals; the 
number o f  transmission signals depends on the “ order”  o f  the harmonics. The first-order Am bisonics 
is called B-format, which encodes sound sources into four signals W, X , Y  and Z. For sound sources 
in the horizontal plane, the Y  signal is not needed.
In B-format reproduction o f  home consumer audio-visual systems it was found that the actual 
direction o f  the central-stage image does not remain at the same position as the television screen 
(Gerzon and Barton 1992b). To solve this problem, W X Y E F encoding was introduced by Gerzon et al.
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as an enhanced version o f  B-format, particularly for 3/2 stereo reproduction. In the W X Y E F  encoding, 
two further signals “ EF”  were added to the conventional B-format to help stabilise the sound image.
In B-format, the zero-order harmonic signal W  is the m ono sound pressure, while the first order 
signals X  and Y  represent the front-back and left-right velocity components respectively. Signals in 
B-format have an inherent hierarchical structure o f  their degree o f  importance. The lower the order o f  
the harmonic the signal, the higher its level o f  importance. For example, the W  signal is more 
important than the X  and Y  signals. However, the additional E and F signals are not pure spatial 
harmonic signals. The E and F signals in W X Y E F  encoding have the same meaning as the T  and F 
signals in M SBTF encoding, but with different weights. Therefore, the W X Y E F  can be considered a 
hybrid o f  B-format and M SBTF, which is developed for reproduction with a stable front image. In 
M SBTF, S is assumed more perceptually important than the B signal, while in W X Y E F, the X  and Y  
signals have the same importance rank. Gerzon gave the conversion matrices between M SBTF and 
W X YE F, which are shown in Equations 2-3 and 2-4.
M '0 .7500 0.1768 0.0000 0.0000 0 .0000 ' ~w~
S 0.0000 0.0000 0.6638 0.0000 0.0000 X
B = 0.4500 -0 .3 8 8 9 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Y
T 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1 .0 0 0 0 0.0000 E
F_ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6638_ F
W '1 .0476 0.0000 0.4762 0.0000 0.0000 '
X 1.2122 0.0000 -2 .0 2 0 3 0.0000 0.0000 s
Y = 0.0000 1.5065 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 B
E 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1 .0 0 0 0 0.0000 T
F 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.5.65 _F
As mentioned before, B-format is based on sound field representation rather than the loudspeaker 
feeds. Therefore, the W X Y E F  signals cannot be converted directly from the signals o f  the standard 
3/2 stereo channels (loudspeaker feeds). With the intermediate M SBTF representation, however, it is
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possible to get W X Y E F  signals from standard signals by combining Equations 2-5 and 2-6. The 
conversion matrices between W X Y E F  and signals o f  the standard 3/2 stereo channels are shown in 
Equations 2-5 and 2-6.
w~ 0.5238 0.7407 0.5238 0.7690 0.7690 ' " L
X 0.6061 0.8571 0.6061 -0 .7 0 4 1 -0 .7 0 4 1 C
Y = 1.0652 0.0000 -1 .0 6 5 2 1.0652 -1 .0 6 5 2 R
E -0 .5 0 0 0 0.7071 -0 .5 0 0 0 0.0000 0.0000 LS
F _ 1.0652 0.0000 -1 .0 6 5 2 -1 .3 3 1 6 1.3316 _RS
L -1 '0.2108 0.2303 0.2608 -0 .5 0 0 0 0.2086 -i ~W
C 0.2982 0.3257 0.0000 0.7071 0.0000 X
R = 0.2108 0.2303 -1 .2 6 0 8 -0 .5 0 0 0 -0 .2 0 8 6 Y
LS 0.3630 -0 .3 1 3 7 0.2086 0.0000 -0 .2 0 8 6 E
RS 0.3630 -0 .3 1 3 7 -0 .2 0 8 6 0.0000 0.2086 F
The W X Y E F  hierarchical transform has similar problems to the M SBTF transform:
• The W X Y E F transform is programme content independent and has fixed transform matrices.
• Encoded signals are statistically dependent.
Like the M SBTF transform, W X Y E F  and its extension have also been used in Meridian Lossless 
Packing (M LP), which has been adopted as the standard lossless compression system on D V D -A udio 
(Craven et al. 2003).
2 . 4  K a r h u n e n - L d e v e  T r a n s f o r m
This section reviews the mathematical foundation o f  the Karhunen-Ldeve transform (K LT) and its 
applications in audio processing.
The basic idea o f  the Principal Component Analysis (PC A ) will be introduced before starting the 
discussion o f  KLT, which is an extension o f  PCA in the case o f  infinite-dimension (Jolliffe 2002).
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PCA is a statistical technique to reduce the dimensionality o f  a dataset consisting o f  a large number o f  
interrelated variables, while retaining most o f  the information o f  the data set (Jolliffe 2002). In order 
to do this, PCA searches for a few  uncorrelated (orthogonal) linear combinations o f  the original 
variables, which are called Principal Components (PCs). These PCs are ordered according to the 
percentage o f  variance they explain. The first few PCs account for most o f  the variance o f  the original 
signals. Therefore, the last PCs are not important and can be removed without loss o f  much 
information. Thus, by removing unimportant PCs, the dimensionality o f  the original variables can be 
reduced.
KLT was developed independently by Karhunen and Loeve during 1940, and is the extension o f  PCA 
in the case o f  infinite-dimension, such as the space o f  continuous-time signals (Diamantaras et al. 
1996). In the applications o f  digital signal processing, K LT is essentially synonymous with PCA. In 
most parts o f  this thesis, the term K L T is used. A s exceptions, the term PCA is used from Section
2.4.3.1 to Section 2.4.3.4 in order to keep the consistency with the original material.
2 . 4 . 1  M a t h e m a t i c a l  F o u n d a t i o n s  o f  K L T
This section discusses the foundation o f  K L T  (Jolliffe 2002).
Suppose x  =  [ x , , x 2, . . . , x j '  is a vector o f  n  random variables with mean £ [ x ]  =  0 and 
covariance matrix R = E\xxr ] •
The purpose o f  K LT  is to find another set o f  orthogonal variables y  y  . . , y  that are linear 
combinations o f  x , , x 2, x ;i • These variables are called eigenchannels in the context o f  audio signal 
processing and are equal to the PCs in the system o f  terminologies used in PCA. The first
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eigenchannel y  has the largest variance and the subsequent eigenchannels are ordered according to 
their variance (descending order).
In order to find the eigenchannels, the first step is lo look  for a variable y  , which is a linear function 
o f  the elements o f  x  and has a maximum possible variance:
where a, is called the eigenvector o f  y  .
The second step is to look for a variable y ,  ~  ct2x ,  which is orthogonal to y  and has a maximum 
variance. The third step is to find a variable y 3 = a 3X which is orthogonal to both y ] and y 2 
and has a maximum variance. This procedure continues until all variance o f  x  is explained. 
Combining these variables into a vector y  =  [ /  , y 2, . . . } y  ]T yields:
yi =  a vx  =  K > a n »-» a u, ] [ +  j X 2, X  J r , (2-7)
a
a 2
[ X j , X 2 , X n ]  W x ,y  = (2-8)
an
where W is called the K LT transform matrix:
a,
a
(2-9)
a im
The original signals x  can be reconstructed from y  using:
x - W ' y , (2-10)
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where W  is the inverse matrix o f  W  .
The variance o f  y  is equal to the largest eigenvalue o f  the covariance matrix R x and the first 
eigenvector is a r  The variance o f  y 2 is equal to the second largest eigenvalue o f  i? and the 
second eigenvector is a 2 ■ Analogically, any element o f  the K LT transform matrix W  can be 
derived from the covariance matrix R  . The sum o f  the eigenvalues is identical to the total amount o f  
variance o f  original variables x (Jolliffe 2002; Diamantaras et al. 1996).
Therefore, i f  a set o f  n  variables is given, the eigenchannels can be derived by follow ing steps:
1. Calculate the covariance matrix R  o f  x .
2. Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues o f  R  .
3. Combine the eigenvectors into a matrix W  as rows in a decreasing order o f  corresponding
eigenvalues.
4. Calculate y  using the function y  — Wx ■ The elements o f  y  are the PCs and the 
eigenvalues represent the amount o f  variance they contain.
The methods o f  deriving eigenvectors and eigenvalues o f  a matrix can be found in (Poole 2006). A  
more detailed step-by-step tutorial on how to use K LT to transform signals can be found in (Smith 
2002).
2 . 4 . 2  C o v a r i a n c e  M a t r i x  v e r s u s  C o r r e l a t i o n  M a t r i x
The derivation and properties o f  eigenchannels (PCs) are based on the eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
o f  the covariance matrix, which was discussed above. However, in some applications o f  statistical 
analysis, the correlation matrix is used instead o f  the covariance matrix.
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PCA based on a covariance matrix is sensitive to the units o f  measurement used for each variable o f  
X . I f  there are large differences between the magnitudes o f  x , , x 2, x  , those variables with large
variances w ill dominate the first few  PCs. In practice, elements o f  x  often com e from different 
types o f  measurements, for example, height and weight. In these cases, the PCs will depend on the 
units o f  measurement. To avoid this problem, the variables o f  different types o f  measurements should 
be standardised. The covariance matrix o f  the standardised variables is identical to the correlation 
matrix o f  the non-standardised variables. In other words, PCA based on correlation matrices is 
equivalent to the PCA based on covariance matrices o f  standardised variables. The p roo f can be found 
in (Jolliffe 2002).
One may ask a question as to which type o f  K LT is more suitable for Hierarchical Bandwidth 
Limitation o f  multichannel audio, correlation- or covariance-based? In order to answer this question a 
psychoacoustical study has been undertaken by this author and its outcome will be discussed in 
Section 4.3.
2 . 4 . 3  P C A / K L T  i n  D i g i t a l  A u d i o  P r o c e s s i n g
As mentioned above, the eigenchannels have two main properties. Firstly, they are statistically 
independent (orthogonal). Secondly, they are ordered hierarchically according to the amount o f  
variance they explain. These properties enable K LT to be widely used in applications such as data 
compression and pattern recognition. Considering the scope o f  this work, only the audio applications 
will be reviewed here. In particular, a review o f  the applications o f  K LT in digital audio signal 
processing will be reported in this section. M oreover, this section will provide initial evidence that 
K L T  can be used as a suitable hierarchical transform for bandwidth limitation.
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2 . 4 . 3 . 1  P C A - b a s e d  U p m i x i n g
PCA was used to create the centre channel in the context o f  converting two-channel stereo to 
multichannel audio (Irwan and Aarts 2002). In the 5.1 surround audio setup, the front channels are 
used to provide a high degree o f  directional accuracy over a wide listening area for front stage sounds. 
The centre channel is considered a bridge channel o f  left-front and right-front channels to provide 
stable centre sound images. In traditional 2-to-5 upmixing techniques, the feed o f  the centre channel is 
the scaled sum o f  stereo channels. The drawback o f  this solution is that crosstalk with left and right 
channels are inevitable, which will narrow the stereo image.
Ill the methods proposed by Irwan and Aarts (2002), the PCA was applied to the stereo signals. The 
first eigenvector is assumed to point to the direction o f  the most important directional sound. Then, 
the centre channel signal can be synthesised as a sum o f  the weighted left and right channels signals. 
The weighting coefficients are derived according to the primary source direction.
In (Li et al. 2005), this method was proposed for application in a frequency subband framework.
2 . 4 . 3 . 2  P C A - b a s e d  P a r a m e t r i c  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  M u l t i c h a n n e l  
A u d i o
A  PCA-based model was introduced for the representation o f  multichannel audio signals (Briand et al. 
2006). The stereo reproduction was modelled with som e directional sources and ambient sounds. The 
directional sources are distributed between the stereo channels by means o f  panning laws. The 
ambient sounds are decorrelated reverberant components o f  direction sources. It was assumed that, by 
applying PCA, the first eigenvector should point to the direction o f  the primary directional sources
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and that the second eigenchannel should contain the ambient sound. It was found that time-domain 
PCA was unable to dissociate the directional sources from the ambience. However, a 
frequency-subband PCA led to more efficient energy compaction. Finally, Briand et al. (2006) 
claimed that this model could be applied in parametric coding for multichannel audio.
2 . 4 . 3 . 3  D e c o r r e l a t i o n  S t r e t c h i n g  U s i n g  P C A
The PCA, which is implemented using Singular Value Decom position (SV D ), was used to control the 
Ensemble Stage Width (ESW ) o f  stereo sound image (Atsushi et al. 2006). In this approach it was 
assumed that the less correlation between the two stereo channels, the wider the ESW . Therefore, the 
ESW  could be controlled by changing the degree o f  interchannel correlation. This method was called 
decorrelation stretching.
In the proposed procedure the stereo signals were encoded into eigenchannels. The first eigenchannel 
was considered as the similarity o f  the two signals and the second eigenchannel was considered the 
dissimilarity o f  two signals. Then, the amplitude o f  the second eigenchannel signal was scaled before 
being decoded back to stereo signals.
2 . 4 . 3 . 4  I m p r o v i n g  I n t e l l i g i b i l i t y  o f  S u r r o u n d  S o u n d  U s i n g  
P C A - b a s e d  D e c o m p o s i t i o n
The PCA-based multichannel audio decom position was used to improve intelligibility o f  surround
sound (Zielinski et al. 2005b). The system diagram adopted in this method is shown in Figure 2-2.
The input signals representing loudspeaker feeds (five-channel setup) were firstly decom posed using
principal component decom position; then the gain o f  the four last signals (g2 -  g5) were reduced with
respect to the gain o f  the first signal (g ,), prior to undertaking the inverse transform.
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Figure 2-2: B lock  diagram  o f  the P C A -based re-m ix algorithm  (Zielinski et al. 2005b).
The idea was based on the observation that the first decomposed signal ex typically contains 
predominantly foreground audio content, whereas the remaining four signals usually contain 
predominantly background audio content. The reduction o f  the gain o f  g2 - gs should result in 
amplification o f  the foreground audio content, and consequently in improving the intelligibility o f  
speech or clarity o f  music. In addition, the middle frequency content had been emphasised using a 
speech filter in the extraction o f  PCA eigenvectors. This was expected to highlight the speech 
component from the background. A  listening test was carried out and the results showed that the 
proposed method produced better speech clarity than traditional methods for recordings in which the 
speech content was not limited to the centre channel.
2 . 4 . 3 . 5  L i n e a r  C o d i n g  i n  S p e e c h  C o m p r e s s i o n
Kramer and Mathews (1956) proposed a linear transform to remove the redundancy between
correlated speech signals. Although Kramer and Mathews did not use the term “ Karhunen Loeve
Transform” , the proposed linear coding method was identical to KLT. In Kramer and Mathews’ s
method, n  correlated speecli signals were transformed into uncorrelated signals and only the first
m signals were transmitted to reduce the required channel capacity.
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2 . 4 . 3 . 6  M o d i f i e d  A d v a n c e d  A u d i o  C o d i n g  K a r h u n e n  L o e v e  
T r a n s f o r m
Recent studies by Yang et al. (2000, 2001) have led to the development o f  a new algorithm called the 
M odified Advanced Audio Coding Karhunen Loeve Transform (M A A C K L T). The M A A C K L T  
utilises K LT in the pre-processing stage to remove the interchannel redundancy, and then compresses 
the eigenchannel signals with a m odified A A C  main profile encoder module.
Yang et al. analysed some regular five-channel recordings. It has been demonstrated that there is 
significant interchannel redundancy not only between Channel Pair Elements (CPE), e.g. left/right 
pair or left-surround/right-surround pair, but also between other channels. Since in A A C , interchannel 
redundancy removal is only applied for CPEs, Yang et al. thought that removing interchannel 
redundancy between all channels would improve the efficiency in A A C  codec. This can be achieved 
via the optimum orthogonal transform, namely the KLT. In addition, it was observed that the energy 
o f  the original channel signals was compacted in the first few  eigenchannels. Yang et al. demonstrated 
the interchannel decorrelation and energy compacting effect using the eigenvalue accumulation graph.
Yang et al. also compared the effect o f  applying K LT in frequency-domain and time-domain. The 
mean mask-to-noise-ratio (M N R) was used as to measure the improvement o f  coding efficiency. The 
conclusion was that the frequency-domain K L T has much better interchannel decorrelation capability 
than the time-domain K LT and exhibits a better coding performance. Therefore, the 
frequency-domain K LT was used in Yang et al.’ s experiments. However, in the opinion o f  this author, 
the M N R is a measurement o f  the efficiency o f  compression, which does not necessarily predict the
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effects on perceptual audio quality. The ffequency-domain K LT may introduce perceptual artefacts 
which degrade overall audio quality.
The characteristics o f  audio signals vaiy for different time periods. In order to achieve higher 
information compactness, the transform matrix should be temporally adaptive. The mean M N R was 
tested for different adaptation periods. It was shown that ten seconds is the best adaptation period. 
Yang et al. also analysed the computation complexity o f  temporally adaptive K LT and non-adaptive 
KLT. It was found that the additional computational complexity required by the K LT was much less 
than those o f  the A A C  codecs. However, the perceptual effects o f  adaptive K L T  had not been studied. 
The adaptive K LT was studied using proper psychoacoustical methods in this project -  see Chapter 5.
Due to the energy compacting effect o f  KLT, the M A A C K L T  can offer scalability o f  decoder. 
Neglecting signals o f  unimportant eigenchannels can achieve best audio quality given a fixed amount 
o f  received bitrate. Yang et al. recommended a strategy to determine the importance o f  the 
eigenchannels. Firstly, she defined the (assumed) importance order o f  original channels:
o Centre channel,
® L /R  channel pair,
« LS/RS channel pair,
• LFE
Yang et al. claimed that there exists a close relationship between eigenchannels and physical channels. 
In her opinion, the first eigenchannel sounds similar to the centre channel. Audio o f  the second and 
third eigenchannel would sound similar to that o f  the left/right channel pair and so forth. Therefore, 
the order o f  eigenchannels should be:
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1. The first eigenchannel,
2. The second and third eigenchannels,
3. The fourth and fifth eigenchannels
With each channel pair, the importance should be determined by their energy.
Yang et al. did not use the variance to determine the importance o f  eigenchannels because she 
observed that:
‘‘It happens that, sometimes, eigenchannel one may not be the channel with very 
large energy and could be easily discarded if  the channel energy> is adopted as the 
metric o f  channel importance. ”
Although Yang et al. pointed out that the K L T  eigenchannels could be removed when the 
transmission bitrate is highly limited, she did not adopt this scheme in the M A A C K L T  system. 
Furthermore, the strategy to determine the importance o f  the eigenchannels recommended by Yang et 
al. is problematic. In the opinion o f  this author, the importance order o f  original channels defined by 
Yang et al. is not always correct and there is no straight relationship between eigenchannels and 
physical channels.
The proposed Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation technique applies K LT to multichannel audio, 
which is similar to the approach used in M A A C K L T. However, there are substantial differences 
between these two techniques, which will be clarified in Chapter 8.
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2 . 4 . 3 . 7  S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s
Applications o f KLT in digital audio processing were reviewed in Section 2.4.3. It was shown that 
KLT could be used to decorrelate multichannel audio signals in order to improve the coding 
efficiency. The hierarchical structure o f KLT eigenchannels in terms o f variance (energy) was found 
to permit the scalability in audio decoding.
In some applications KLT was also used to decompose complex spatial audio scenes into its 
sub-components. After applying PCA to stereo signals, the first eigenvector represents the direction o f 
a dominant sound source in the stereo image and the second represents the uncorrelated ambience 
signals. Therefore, PCA was used to synthesise the centre channel for upmixing two-channel stereo to 
five-channel surround sound. In addition, by changing the amplitude o f PCs, stereo signals can be 
decorrelated in order to control the ensemble stage width. Analogously, PCA decomposition could be 
applied to five-channel audio. The first eigenchannel often represents the majority o f speech 
infonnation. If the amplitude o f the signal in the first eigenchannel is augmented, the speech clarity o f 
the multichannel audio can be improved.
By analysing these applications, it is possible to conclude that KLT could be used to rearrange signals 
not only according to variance but also in a perceptual sense, which indicates that KLT could be used 
as a suitable hierarchical transform for the purpose o f this research.
2 . 5  H i e r a r c h i c a l  T r a n s f o r m  i n  H B L
Three existing hierarchical transform techniques are reviewed in this chapter. Although all o f them 
are “hierarchical”, the hierarchies are based on different criteria.
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The MSBTF hierarchy provides a loudspeaker-based representation (Craven et al. 2003). The 
transformed signals are ordered according to their contributions to the directional or spatial resolution 
o f surround sound, as was assumed by Gerzon (1995). The MSBTF transform is particularly designed 
for m/n stereo programme material accompanied with video in front, in which the front stage is 
implicitly considered perceptually more important than the surround stage.
The WXYEF transform is derived from the first-order Ambisonics, B-form at, which provides a 
spatial harmonic hierarchy based on source-directions. The B-fonnat hierarchy is not biased towards 
any loudspeaker layout (Craven et al. 2003). However, in order solve the “unstable centre sound 
image” problem, two further channels “EF” were added to conventional B-fonnat to help stabilise the 
sound image. The E and F channels in WXYEF encoding have the same meaning as the T and F 
signals in MSBTF encoding, but with different weights. With the additional E and F channels, 
WXYEF is not a pure harmonic hierarchy anymore, but a hybrid o f source-based and 
loudspeaker-based hierarchies.
The KLT is a signal-based hierarchy. As explained above, the hierarchy is based on the amount o f 
variance explained by transformed signals. The KLT can be based on either a covariance matrix or a 
correlation matrix.
As has been discussed in Section 0.2, the proposed hierarchical bandwidth limitation method needs a 
transform that can represent multichannel sound hierarchically according to the Perceptual 
Importance. Since none o f these three transforms was originally designed for the purpose o f 
bandwidth limitation, their applicability in HBL needs to be verified.
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The potential problem related to MSBTF transform is the fixed and programme independent encoding 
coefficients and pre-assumed importance order o f  sound stage: the front stage is implicitly considered 
perceptually more important than the surround stage. This assumption could be wrong for the purpose 
o f bandwidth limitation; especially for some modern recordings that have a “strong” rear sound stage.
There are two different types o f channels in the WXYEF transform: the first three channels (W, X, Y) 
are arranged in a spatial harmonic hierarchy and the remaining two channels (E, F) are in a 
loudspeaker-based hierarchy. Although the harmonic channels (W, X, Y) are assumed to be superior 
in the sense o f inprtance compared to the E and F channels, this assumption has never been verified. 
WXYEF also has fixed coefficients and is not adaptive to different types o f recordings.
In KLT, the transformed signals are statistically independent and coefficients in the encoding and 
decoding matrix are based on the signal content. Thus, a potential advantage o f  this transform over the 
two methods discussed above is that it can adapt to the actual spatial characteristics o f audio 
programme material and hence may exhibit superior performance in terms o f audio quality when 
applied to the HBL. The KLT hierarchy is based on the amount o f variance, which is an indicator o f  
the amount o f information from the statistical point o f view and is defined as Statistical Importance in 
this thesis. There was no formal evidence confirming that the Statistical Importance and Perceptual 
Importance are in the same order.
A  systematic psychoacoustical evaluation o f the transforms discussed above needs to be carried out in 
the context o f  bandwidth limitation for multichannel sound. This will be discussed in more detail in 
Section 4.3
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2 . 6  S u m m a r y
In this chapter, the mathematical and psychoacoustical foundations o f three existing hierarchical 
transform techniques for surround sound were reviewed. Their advantages and disadvantages in the 
context o f  the proposed hierarchical bandwidth limitation method were discussed theoretically. 
Potential problems o f  these hierarchical transforms for the purpose o f bandwidth limitation were 
pointed out. These problems require further study using proper psychoacoustical methods. The major 
problem with the MSBTF and WXYEF transforms is that their perceptual hierarchy was assumed 
theoretically and was never validated psychoacoustically. In addition, these transforms are 
programme material independent, which may lead to some “incorrect” transformations for some 
programme types. In KLT, the transformed signals are statistically independent and coefficients in the 
encoding and decoding matrix are based on the signal content. Thus, a potential advantage o f this 
transform over the two methods discussed above is that it can adapt to the actual spatial characteristics 
o f audio programme material and hence may exhibit superior performance in terms o f audio quality 
when applied to the HBL. Systematic psychoacoustical studies are described in the following chapters, 
designed to validate these assumptions.
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3  M e t h o d o l o g y
As is discussed in previous chapters, this research needs to involve psychoacoustical studies based on 
formal listening tests. Careful selection o f test methods, proper control o f experimental factors and 
appropriate analysis o f data obtained from the listening tests are crucial for the success o f this 
research.
This chapter discusses the experimental and technical considerations related to the experimental work 
o f this research.
3 . 1  T a s k s  o f  E x p e r i m e n t s
The aim o f this research is to develop a psychoacoustically optimised method o f bandwidth limitation, 
which performs better than the traditional methods in terms o f audio quality. The research can be 
divided into three main subtasks. Firstly, the potential hierarchical transforms need to be tested in the 
context o f  HBL. Audio quality degradation caused by bandwidth limitation based on these 
hierarchical transforms needs to be compared and the hierarchical transform achieving best audio 
quality should be adopted in the HBL algorithm. Secondly, the HBL algorithm based on the selected 
hierarchical transform needs to be optimised. The strategy o f allocating bandwidth to hierarchical 
domain channels should be optimised to minimise the audio quality degradation. Finally, the 
performance o f  HBL algorithm with optimised bandwidth allocation strategy needs to be evaluated.
A ll the tasks above need the support o f  proper psychoacoustical experiments; these take the form o f 
listening tests for this thesis. The tasks o f  the listening tests o f this research were to evaluate the 
perceptual quality o f  processed multichannel sound. The theory and method o f perceptual audio
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evaluation are systematically introduced in (Bech and Zacharov 2006). The method and setup used in 
this research are discussed in the following sections.
3 . 2  P e r c e p t u a l  A t t r i b u t e s  t o  E v a l u a t e
Perceptual quality o f audio is a complex and multidimensional attribute (Bech et al. 2006) and needs 
to be discussed “in the context o f a specific technical goal” (Blauert and Jekosch 1997). Since the 
final goal o f  the proposed HBL technique was to save transmission bandwidth or data rate, which is 
the same as that o f audio coding techniques, the attributes used in evaluation o f audio codecs could be 
used in this research.
Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) is the most commonly used attribute for audio coding evaluation. BAQ is 
defined in ITU-R B S.1534 (2001) as “a single, global attribute that is used to judge any and all 
detected differences between the reference and the object”. BAQ is an overall judgement o f the 
quality o f an audio system and easy-to-understand for listeners participating in a listening test. BAQ  
was used in this research as a “measurement o f the overall quality” o f processed audio signals.
However, since BAQ is defined as any and all detected differences between the reference and the 
evaluated excerpt, it does not provide any detailed information about the nature o f perceived 
differences. Therefore, two more attributes were used in some listening tests (Chapter 5) to reveal the 
nature o f  the artefacts caused by some specific algorithms used in this research. These two attributes 
were used to evaluate the two main domains o f audio quality defined by Letowski (1989): timbral 
quality and spatial quality. The definitions o f these two attributes are given in Chapter 5. The 
definitions o f the quality attributes used in these studies and corresponding scales can also be found in 
Appendix A.
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3 . 3  L i s t e n i n g  T e s t  M e t h o d
Two main methods used to access audio quality were recommended in ITU-R B S.1534 and 1TU-R 
B S.l 116-1. The multi-stimulus test method with hidden reference and anchor (MUSHRA) (ITU-R 
B S.1534, 2001) was used in this research to assess the selected attributes o f audio quality. The main 
reason for this choice was its suitability for the assessment o f medium and large impairments. The 
quality o f  most o f the processed items in this research was degraded quite considerably. In keeping 
with the recommendation, the hidden reference was an unprocessed version o f the original excerpt. In 
those listening tests assessing overall audio quality and timbral quality, the anchor was a 3.5 kHz 
low-pass filtered version o f the original excerpt. In listening tests assessing spatial quality, the anchor 
was obtained by downmixing the five original channels into the centre channel.
The graphic user interface used in most o f the listening tests is demonstrated in Figure 3-1 (factors 
like number o f  buttons are subject to the design o f each listening test). This user interface is suitable 
for the evaluation o f a single attribute. Users can switch between the stimuli using the on-screen 
buttons at their discretion. This means that they may listen to the excerpts in any order, any number o f  
times. The stimuli are looped. Listeners can stop playback by clicking the “STOP” button. An 
important feature o f this interface is that users can switch between the different stimuli while they are 
played back in order to make quick comparisons.
Listeners can use the sliders that correspond to each stimulus to indicate their opinion on the 
perceived quality. The grading scale adopted in the experiment was a continuous 100-point scale; 
where a grade o f 0 corresponded to the bottom o f the “Bad” category, whilst a grade o f 100 
represented the top o f the “Excellent” category. The listeners were instructed to grade at least one
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excerpt 100 because the unprocessed reference signal was always included as one o f the excerpts to 
be graded.
As suggested by Heusdens (2006), a “sort” button was introduced. When desired, the listeners could 
automatically sort the order o f the sliders and associated buttons according to the current positions o f 
the sliders, such that the different items were ordered from the poorest to the best. Users could 
continue to compare the audio items and change their grading i f  necessary. This procedure could be 
repeated for any number o f times. The participants o f the listening tests reported that this “sort 
button” was very convenient and helpful. When users were satisfied with the grading o f all excerpts, 
they were instructed to click on the “SAVE AND NEXT” button at the bottom o f the screen. This 
automatically saved the scores and allowed users to move on to the next page o f  the test. A  
modification o f this interface was used in Chapter 5 to evaluate a two-dimensional attribute, which 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
During the experimental design the schedule o f sessions and the order o f presentation o f items within 
each session were randomised for each subject separately. The order o f assigning the stimuli to 
buttons on the graphical interface was also randomised (see Figure 3-1). These randomisations were 
undertaken in order to minimise any experimental bias arising due to the identical presentation o f  
stimuli for all listeners (Bech and Zacharov 2006).
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3 . 4  S i g n a l  P r o c e s s i n g
In this research, high frequency limitation was used to limit the audio signal bandwidth. The reason o f 
choosing high frequency rather than low frequency was because limiting high frequency could be 
easily achieved by using lower bandwidth, which is a very straight way to save bitrate. Word length 
reduction is another way to reduce the bitrate which is not studied in this research because it is beyond 
the scope of this research. Therefore, main signal processing methods used in this research were linear 
transforms o f multichannel sound and low-pass filtering o f audio signals.
The sampling rate o f all audio programme material used in this research was 48 kHz. Therefore, the
original bandwidth o f these audio recordings was 24 kHz. However, according to (Moore 2003),
audible frequency range o f human being ranges from approximately 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Therefore, it
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was assumed that the full (perceptible) bandwidth o f any audio channel ranges up to 20 kHz. 
Consequently, it was assumed that the overall bandwidth o f the five-channel uncompressed audio 
material is equal to 100 kHz (5 * 20 kHz).
The low-pass filters used in this research were finite impulse response (FIR) filters. The attenuation in 
stop band was more than 25 dB to meet MUSHRA specifications. Figure 3-2 shows the magnitude 
and phase response o f 3.5 kHz low pass filter used in this research as an example. Since different 
orders o f the filters might be used for different channels, different delay times (caused by differences 
in filter group delays) may result in non-synchronization between channels. The zero-phase digital 
filtering technique (Oppenheim and Schafer 1989) was used to avoid synchronization problems.
Figure 3-2: Filter magnitude and phase response (3.5 kHz low pass filter).
The loudness o f all stimuli used in the listening tests was equalized. Loudness evaluation was 
accomplished by the measurement o f equivalent sound pressure level in one-third-octave bands over a 
30 second time window (audio material was looped). The loudness was calculated using Moore’s 
loudness model (Moore 2003). The level o f the audio source material was adjusted to achieve the
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loudness at the listening position approximately 37 sones. This value was assumed as the most 
comfortable during informal listening tests (Zielinski et al. 2002a).
3 . 5  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l
3 . 5 . 1  C o l l e c t i o n  o f  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l
The audio items used for the listening tests were chosen from an audio library consisting o f more than 
300 multichannel audio excerpts. These excerpts were collected from more than eighty different 
commercially released pieces o f music. This excerpt pool a wide range o f currently used multichannel 
audio programme material, such as classical music, speech, pop music, movies, TV sport and etc.
An interface was developed which allowed the author to instantaneously assess and play back all 
these excerpts (see Figure 3-3). This interface also allowed to mute or solo certain channels and to 
apply filtering in real-time. Thus it was possible to make paired comparisons between different 
excerpts to make a "shortlist" o f excerpts that are critical for the specific purpose o f a certain listening 
test. For example, using the filtering function helps to confirm whether a particular excerpt has rich 
high frequency content, which is a critical feature for high frequency limitation process.
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Figure 3-3: Audio library.
3 . 5 . 2  S e l e c t i o n  o f  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l  f o r  L i s t e n i n g  T e s t s
A very important consideration for a listening test was to select audio material that is able to reveal 
differences o f systems under test (Zielinski et al. 2002a). The criterion o f material selection depends 
much on the specific purpose o f the listening test. The common criteria o f audio material selection 
used in this research are summarised below. Special criteria for critical material selection for certain 
listening tests will be discussed in following chapters.
3 . 5 . 2 . 1  S e l e c t i n g  R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  P r o g r a m m e  M a t e r i a l
One o f the main purposes o f the listening tests o f this research was to evaluate the audio quality o f 
different bandwidth limitation methods. Wide generalizability o f the conclusions drawn from the 
listening tests could be achieved by using representative material containing typical examples o f
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many or all types o f typical multichannel audio programmes. The criteria for selecting representative 
audio material are discussed below.
M usic Genre
It was decided to choose excerpts representing categories like classical music, pop music, movies, and 
TV sport. These categories are representative o f modem multichannel audio programme material that 
is digitally broadcast or distributed on DVD and SACD.
Spatial Mode
Multichannel audio material may be varied in its spatial characteristics. Therefore, it was reasonable 
to choose excerpts covering most representative types o f spatial characteristics. The spatial 
characteristics o f surround sound were classified into six spatial modes using a modified version o f 
Rumsey’s Scene-Based Paradigm (Rumsey 2002).
The basic spatial modes were labelled as FB, FF and BF in Rumsey’s Scene-Based Paradigm. The FB 
mode describes the case where front channels reproduce predominantly “foreground” audio content 
(close and clearly perceived audio sources), whereas rear channels contain primarily “background” 
audio content (reverberant sounds, unclear, “foggy”, quieter than the front ones). The FF mode 
describes an excerpt in which the listener is surrounded by clearly identifiable audio sources 
(predominant foreground audio content both from front and rear directions). The BF mode describes 
an uncommon case where front channels reproduce “background” audio content, whereas rear 
channels contain “foreground” audio content. In practice BF programmes are very rarely found in 
commercially available recordings. Besides the basic modes described above, excerpts with a 
predominant centre channel (voices or solo instruments) were perceived very differently from those
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without predominant centre channel content in terms o f spatial characteristics (Zielinski et al. 2004). 
Therefore, excerpts with predominant centre channel were discriminated from basic FB and FF modes 
as FB+C and FF+C modes.
Interch annel Correlation
Since the KLT process transforms a set o f  correlated signals into a set o f uncorrelated signals, the 
level interchannel correlation, correlations between audio signals o f different channels, could affect 
the performance o f KLT-based bandwidth limitation algorithm. Therefore, it was reasonable to 
choose excerpts covering wide range o f  interchannel correlation levels for the listening test involving 
KLT-based processing.
There are different ways o f describing the level o f interchannel correlation o f programme material. 
One way is to examine the correlation matrix calculated for the standard “loudspeaker” signals. Each 
coefficient within a correlation matrix falls between -1 and 1 where a coefficient o f ‘ 1 ’ represents 
100%  correlation, ‘O’ represents no correlation and ‘- 1 ’ represents 100%  correlation o f signals that are 
out o f phase (phase inverted). However, the drawback o f the above approach is that it does not 
provide a single estimate o f the overall level o f  interchannel correlation o f different excerpts. Since 
the degree o f interchannel correlation will affect the distribution o f variance among the eigenchannels 
in the KLT transform, the percentage o f variance represented by the first eigenchannel can be used as 
a single-value measurement o f the interchannel correlation. The range o f possible value is from 20%  
to 100%  for five-channel program. If a program material contains 5 identical signals in all channels, 
the value o f the above measure will be equal to 100%. However, i f  the signals are totally 
uncorrelated, the above value will be reduced to 20%.
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3 . 5 . 2 . 2  S e l e c t i n g  C r i t i c a l  P r o g r a m m e  M a t e r i a l
As is mentioned in Section 3.2, low-pass filtering was one o f the main processing methods used in 
this research. Since excerpts with rich high-frequency (HF) components were more sensitive to 
low-pass filtering, the energy at high frequencies was considered as an important criterion in the 
selection o f critical material for the listening tests involving bandwidth limitation algorithm.
In order to select audio excerpts that are rich in high frequency content, a two-step selection procedure 
was adopted. Firstly, the objective measurement o f richness o f high frequency content o f the audio 
excerpts in the audio library was calculated using an HF richness coefficient Phf.
where i is the number o f  channels, E,0( is the total energy o f a given channel signal and Ef<fc is the 
energy o f this signal filtered by a low-pass filter with the cut-off frequency fc. The frequency fc was 
set at 7.5 kHz according to the suggestions o f  an experienced listener. Excerpts identified as rich in 
HF content according to the above criteria were verified subjectively by the author o f this thesis using
and their filtered version (using low pass filter with cut-off frequency at 7.5 kHz). Excerpts with 
obvious differences assessed perceptually by this author were considered “critical” for bandwidth 
limitation.
N
\  E lol(i) )
(3-1)
N
the audio library interface described above. Comparisons were made between the original excerpts
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3 . 6  L i s t e n i n g  P a n e l
The listening panel was selected from undergraduate Tonmeister students and research students at the 
Institute o f  Sound Recording (IoSR) at the University o f  Surrey. A ll o f them were considered 
experienced listeners. The hearing threshold o f listeners was not tested. Since only relative 
judgements were tested in the listening tests o f  this research, the absence o f the listening threshold test 
would not affect the reliability o f the results.
3 . 7  T e s t  o f  L i s t e n e r ’s  R e l i a b i l i t y
In order to check listener’s reliability in terms o f their ability to discriminate between the unprocessed 
and processed recordings, the unprocessed reference recording was always included as one o f the 
excerpts to be evaluated. The listeners were instructed that the unprocessed recordings had been 
included in the pool o f items under assessment and consequently one or more excerpts must be given 
a grade o f 100. It was assumed that a reliable subject would grade the hidden reference using the 
maximum value o f the scale. In order to estimate the reliability o f  the listeners, the Basic Audio 
Quality scores obtained for the hidden reference were analyzed using box plots. For any particular 
listener a large deviation from 100, or many smaller deviations, indicated that this listener did not 
discriminate unprocessed from processed recordings; therefore this listener was considered unreliable. 
The threshold o f deviation used to determine the reliability o f listeners varied from listening test to 
listening test and was decided by this author based on the appearance o f each box plot. In order to 
avoid biases caused by these unreliable listeners, their data were post-screened (excluded) from 
further analysis.
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3 . 8  S t a t i s t i c a l  A n a l y s i s
In order to compare the perceptual effects caused by different algorithms, the differences between the 
mean scores o f assessed attributes for different algorithms and associated significance levels need to 
be tested statistically. Since there were normally more than two algorithms compared and the listeners 
took part in all experimental conditions in the listening tests o f  this research, the repeated-measures 
analysis o f variance (RM-ANOVA) was considered as an appropriate statistical analysis method 
(Field 2005).
The assumptions o f RM-ANOVA need to be checked before the main RM-ANOVA test: the 
assumption o f normal distribution and the assumption o f Sphericity (Field 2005). The assumption o f 
normal distribution o f scores for each case could be examined by analysing the distributions o f the 
standardised residuals across all conditions (Field 2005). Since in the listening tests o f  this research the 
number o f listeners within each condition was always less than 50, the Shapiro-Wilk test was used. If 
the significance value was less than 0.05, then according to this test the data was normally distributed. 
Otherwise, the assumption o f normally distributed data was violated. However, it is known that when 
the number o f listeners is relatively large (not less than 15), the RM-ANOVA is robust to the violation 
o f normality assumption (Field 2005).
The assumption o f sphericity was checked using Mauchly’s test (Field 2005). I f the significance value 
was greater than 0.05, the assumption o f assumption o f sphericity was violated. For those cases, the 
degrees o f freedom needed to be corrected using Lower-Bound estimates o f sphericity as it represents 
the most stringent scenario and if  the “Lower-Bound” criterion is satisfied, all the other ones are 
satisfied too (Field 2005).
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Pair-wise comparison was used to test the difference level and significance between perceptual 
attribute scores o f each pair o f bandwidth limitation algorithms. Bonferroni correction was used to 
control the family wise error rate (Field 2005).
3 . 9  A c o u s t i c a l  C o n d i t i o n s
The listening tests were conducted in the Listening Room o f the Institute o f Sound Recording at the 
University o f Surrey. The acoustical parameters o f this room conform to the requirements o f 1TU-R 
B S.l 116  (ITU-R 1994-1997).
Five loudspeakers were arranged according to the ITU-R BS.775 (ITU-R 1994), which was already 
shown in Figure 0-1. The LFE (low frequency effects) channel was muted since due to its limited 
bandwidth it carries only small amount o f information. Distance between the loudspeakers and the 
optimum listening position was equal to 2.1 m. The listener position was restricted to the centre point.
3 . 1 0 S u m m a r y
In this chapter, the experimental and technical considerations related to this research were discussed. 
Some common listening test methods, statistical analysis methods and the loudspeaker arrangement 
used in this study were described. Considerations specific to each listening test w ill be discussed in 
the following chapters.
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4  P s y c h o a c o u s t i c a l l y  H i e r a r c h i c a l  T r a n s f o r m
4 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
Having delineated the background to this research, this chapter will start representing experimental 
work that was undertaken in this study. As stated in Chapter 0, this research aimed to develop a 
psychoacoustically optimised bandwidth limitation method for multichannel audio, which can take 
advantage o f  the hierarchical representation o f surround sound by prioritising the channels during the 
bandwidth limitation and applying higher cut-off frequencies to the most important channels and the 
lower cut-off frequencies to the least important channels. To begin with, a proper transform technique 
that could represent multichannel sound in a hierarchical domain according to Perceptual Importance 
needed to be found.
In Chapter 2, the mathematical and psychoacoustical foundations o f three existing hierarchical 
transform techniques for surround sound were reviewed. Their hierarchies are based on different 
rationales. MSBTF hierarchy is loudspeaker-based and the transformed signals are ordered according 
to their contributions to the directional or spatial resolution o f surround sound. WXYEF transform is a 
hybrid o f  source-based and loudspeaker-based hierarchies. KLT is a signal-based hierarchy and the 
transformed signals are ordered according to the amount o f variance they represent. Since none o f  
these transforms were originally designed for the purpose o f bandwidth limitation, their applicability 
in HBL needs to be verified. A  series o f  listening tests were undertaken to investigate the applicability 
o f potentially suitable hierarchical transform techniques in this regards and are reported in this 
chapter.
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From a theoretical point o f view, MSBTF and WXYEF have similar drawbacks. They could be easily 
converted to each other, and therefore it is likely that they w ill perform similarly. Based on the results 
o f some preliminary experiments, the MSBTF transform and WXYEF transform did not cause 
significant difference o f perceptual effects when applied to HBL. Therefore, in order to use 
experimental resources more effectively the WXYEF method was excluded from investigation in the 
initial experiments. However, in the last stage o f this research (see Chapter 7), the assumptions made 
here were validated. The Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation based on MSBTF and WXYEF 
transforms always resulted similar audio quality.
The following sections discuss the three listening tests respectively. The first listening test studied the 
perceptual effects o f  MSBTF-based HBL and the second listening test investigated those o f  
KLT-based HBL. The third listening test compared the performance o f these two hierarchical 
transform techniques under the same test conditions.
4 . 2  L i s t e n i n g  T e s t  1
The MSBTF hierarchical transform o f multichannel audio was discussed theoretically in Chapter 2. It 
was hypothesised that the MSBTF hierarchical representation o f multichannel audio signals might 
provide a framework for psychoacoustically optimum bandwidth limitation. To verily these 
suppositions, a comparative experiment was carried out, which is labelled as Listening Test 1 in this 
chapter. This listening test investigated the perceptual effects o f MSBTF-based HBL on the audio 
quality o f surround sound. The research questions for the listening test were as follows:
• Could the MSBTF-based HBL improve the audio quality compared with other techniques for 
limiting the bandwidth o f original signals?
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•  Do the spatial characteristics o f the audio material influence the performance o f 
MSBTF-based HBL?
In order to answer these questions, a MUSHRA test was carried out. The degradations o f  audio 
quality caused by limiting the total bandwidth with different algorithms were compared. The overall 
bandwidth o f compared items was identical.
4 . 2 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  F a c t o r s
The following factors were used in the experiment: four bandwidth limitation algorithms, two overall 
bandwidth levels and three audio excerpts. The assessed attribute was Basic Audio Quality.
4 . 2 . 2  P r o c e s s i n g  o f  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l
Four bandwidth limitation algorithms were used that were classified in two groups.
The first group included two MSBTF-based HBL algorithms: “MSBTF1”, “MSBTF2”, In MSBTF 1, 
the channels with higher ranks in the hierarchy were kept with full bandwidth and the channels with 
lower ranks were discarded completely, which was considered as “extreme bandwidth limitation”. In 
MSBTF2, the bandwidth was stepped-down as the rank decreased in the hierarchy.
The second group involved two algorithms that directly limited the bandwidth o f the original signals
o f 5-channel surround sound. The first algorithm, named Base, allocated the same bandwidth to all
five original signals. This algorithm was called Base because it was believed that this algorithm
represented the least ‘ intelligent’ form o f processing and the results obtained for this condition were
intended to form a baseline for comparisons with other more sophisticated algorithms. The second
algorithm was based on and labelled as Quality Advisor (QA), which has been discussed in Section
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1.3.2. The “optimal solution” in terms o f cut-off frequencies for individual channels given by QA 
system varies according to the required “bandwidth compression ratio” and some characteristics o f 
the audio material, for example, the spatial mode o f audio excerpts. The spatial mode o f a selected 
audio excerpt will be discussed in Section 4.2.3 and summarised in Table 4-3.
The overall bandwidth o f 5-channel surround sound recordings was limited to two levels: 40 kHz and 
60 kHz. These two levels were assumed to be the most likely conditions used when broadcasting 
multichannel audio under highly limited conditions. For example, the former condition (40 kHz) is 
equivalent to the overall bandwidth level required for transmission o f full-bandwidth 2-channel stereo 
signals (2 x 20 kHz). Limitation o f the overall bandwidth from 100 to 60 kHz is equivalent to 
down-mixing o f the rear channels to the front ones. A ll the bandwidth limitation algorithms are 
summarised in Table 4-1(40 kHz) and Table 4-2(60 kHz).
4 . 2 . 3  C r i t i c a l  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l  S e l e c t i o n
Since high-frequency limitation was applied to the audio stimuli, the selected excerpts needed to be 
rich in high-frequency components. The selection procedure has been discussed in Section 3.5.2.2.
Algorithm Applied to Channel: bandwidth (kHz)
excerpt No.
MSBTF1 1 ,2 ,3 M: 20.0 S: 20.0 B: 0 T: 0 F: 0
MSBTF2 1 ,2 ,3 M: 17.0 S: 12.0 B: 7.5 T: 3.5 F: 0
Base 1 ,2 ,3 L: 8.0 R: 8.0 C: 8.0 LS: 8.0 RS: 8.0
QA
1 L: 13 .0 R: 13.0 C: 7.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
2 L: 11.2 R: 11.2 C: 3.5 LS: 7 RS: 7
3 L: 10 .0 R: 10.0 C: 13.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
Table 4 -1 : Bandwidth limitation algorithms fo r Listening Test 1 (40 kHz).
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Algorithm A pplied to Channel: bandwidth (kHz)
excerpt No.
MSBTF1 1 ,2 ,3 M: 20.0 S: 20.0 B: 20.0 T: 0 F: 0
MSBTF2 1 ,2 ,3 M: 20.0 S: 20.0 B: 12.0 T: 7.5 F: 3.5
Base 1 ,2 ,3 L: 12.0 R: 12.0 C: 12.0 LS: 12.0 RS: 12.0
QA
1 L: 20.0 R: 20.0 C: 13.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
2 L: 18.2 R: 18.2 C: 3.5 LS: 10.0 RS: 10.0
3 L: 20.0 R: 20.0 C: 13.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
Table 4-2: Bandwidth limitation algorithms for Listening Test 1 (60 kHz).
Another criterion was chosen to cover most representative spatial modes o f surround sound, which 
have been defined in Section 3.5.2.1. This was because the spatial mode o f the surround audio 
material was one input parameter o f QA system. Another consideration was that the MSBTF 
transform was originally designed for surround sound with certain types o f spatial mode. It was 
valuable to investigate how it works for other spatial modes, e.g. FF recordings having foreground 
material all around the listener (see Section 3.5.2.1 for details o f FF recording).
Three excerpts were chosen for this listening test. They cover FB, FF and FB+C spatial modes and all 
have considerable high frequency content. A detailed description o f the selected material is presented 
in Table 4-3.
Excerpt No. Genre Spatial Mode k/tt- (dB)
1 Jazz FB -19.08
2 Pop FF -19.57
3 Pop FB+C -22.26
Table 4-3: Description o f selected audio excerpts for Listening Test 1.
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4 . 2 . 4  R e s u l t s
Twenty-one listeners were recruited. Unreliable listeners were post-screened using the method 
discussed in Section 3.7. As a result, the data obtained from eighteen reliable listeners were used in 
further data analysis for the 40 kHz condition and the results from fifteen reliable listeners were used 
for the 60 kHz condition. The box plot is shown in Figure H-l in Appendix H.
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions. The analysis is reported in Appendix B. The assumptions o f RM-ANOVA  
analysis were checked (see Appendix B .l) and the results o f the main RM-ANOVA analysis can be 
found in Appendix B.2. The results showed that the bandwidth limitation algorithms (PROCESS), 
audio excerpts (EXCERPT) and their two-way interaction had significant influence on the BAQ  
scores for both 40 kHz and 60 kHz conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to inspect the results in 6 
separate conditions being combinations o f process and excerpt. The results are summarized in Figure
4-1. The significance levels o f  the difference between the BAQ scores were analysed using pair wise 
comparison (see Appendix B.3).
It is seen that under all o f  the six conditions, the audio quality o f  QA and the MSBTF-based HBL 
items were better than that o f  the Base items, indicating that for a given overall bandwidth o f a 
surround sound recording an equal distribution o f the available bandwidth between the original audio 
signals is not the optimum solution. Both the QA-based and MSBTF-based processes proved to be 
superior in this respect.
Another finding is that the audio quality o f  MSBTF 1 items was always graded lower (or no higher)
than those o f MSBTF2 items. This outcome suggests that it was better to “spread” the bandwidth to as
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many channels as possible in a step-down manner, rather than allocate the full bandwidth to the first 
channel and to discard the remaining ones. In the following analysis, MSBTF2 will be used when 
compared with other bandwidth limitation algorithms because it presented more potential benefits 
than the MSBTF-based HBL could bring.
40  FB
too
40 FB-fC
60 FB
usarrrji us&tfz ass?
P rocess
USHTF1 Itium Has? QA
Process
Figure 4-1: Basic Audio Q uality o f bandwidth limitation algorithms (Mean values and 95%
confidence intervals).
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For FB and FF excerpts, MSBTF2 resulted in similar level o f  audio quality as the mean scores o f 
BAQ were between 60 and 70 for the 40 kHz and between 70 and 80 for the 60 kHz condition. 
However, for the FB+C excerpt, the mean BAQ scores o f MSBTF2 are above 90 for both 40 and 
60 kHz conditions. It can be concluded that the MSBTF-based HBL method could be the best way to 
save transmission bandwidth for this kind o f excerpt (foreground content across front channels with a 
distinct dominant centre channel such as dialogue, lead vocalist etc.). This outcome can be explained 
by the analysis presented in Section 1.1: since the MSBTF was particularly designed for 
picture-accompanied programme, the front stage, especially the centre channel is emphasised in the 
transform. For FB+C excerpt, which has a predominant centre channel, MSBTF signals are in a 
“correct” psychoacoustical order and resulted in good audio quality when filtered using HBL.
For the FB excerpt in the 40 kHz condition, the audio quality o f MSBTF2 and QA items shows no 
significant difference. For the FF excerpt o f 40 kHz condition, the audio quality o f the MSBTF2 item 
is slightly better than that o f QA. For the FB and FF excerpts in 60 kHz condition, the audio quality o f 
the QA is much better than that o f MSBTF2. For the FB+C excerpt (both 40 kHz and 60 kHz 
conditions), the audio quality' o f MSBTF-based HBL was much better than that o f  QA. This is 
because MSBTF-based HBL performed veiy well for FB+C excerpt.
4 . 2 . 5  C o n c l u s i o n s
The results observed could be summarised as follows: The strategy o f bandwidth limitation guided by 
both Quality Advisor and MSBTF-based HBL could result in a smaller degradation o f audio quality 
compared to the situation when the bandwidth o f all signals is limited equally. The MSBTF transform 
is especially suitable for programme material with a predominant centre channel.
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4 . 3  L i s t e n i n g  T e s t  2
A s discussed in Chapter 2, multichannel audio signals can be transformed into a set o f  uncorrelated 
signals using KLT. These signals are ordered in a hierarchy according to their Statistical Importance, 
which is according to the amount o f variance they explain. However, the Statistical Importance and 
the Perceptual Importance o f the KL-transformed audio signals are not guaranteed to be set in the 
same order. Therefore, the Perceptual Importance o f Karhunen-Ldeve transformed multichannel audio 
signals was systematically studied using a subjective experiment, which is numbered as Listening 
Test 2 in this chapter.
The first aim o f this listening test was to investigate the perceptual effects o f KLT-based HBL on 
audio quality. Furthermore, the nature o f the programme material and KLT eigenvector extraction 
methods were to be explored as factors that might affect the perceptual effects. Multichannel audio 
excerpts were selected with a variety o f spatial characteristics and different levels o f  interchannel 
correlation. In addition, three eigenvector extraction methods were employed as follows: a covariance 
matrix-based eigenvector extraction (Cov-KLT), a correlation matrix based eigenvector extraction 
(Corr-KLT) and a perceptually optimised eigenvector extraction method (PO-KLT). Another task o f 
this listening test was to establish the relationship between the order o f Perceptual Importance and the 
order o f  Statistical Importance o f KLT eigenchannels. The main research questions for this 
experiment were as follows:
•  What are the perceptual effects o f KLT-based HBL on audio quality as a function o f the 
nature o f the multichannel audio and the eigenvector extraction methods?
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• What is the relationship between the order o f Perceptual Importance o f eigenchannels and 
that o f  the Statistical Importance o f eigenchannels? Are the KLT eigenchannels ordered 
hierarchically according to their Perceptual Importance?
4 . 3 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  F a c t o r s
The following factors were used in the experiment: four overall bandwidths, three eigenvector 
extraction methods and nine audio excerpts. The assessed attribute was Basic Audio Quality.
4 . 3 . 2  P r o c e s s i n g  o f  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l
KLT-based HBL algorithm was used in this listening test. The overall bandwidth was limited to four 
levels: 20, 40, 60 and 80 kHz. The “extreme bandwidth limitation” strategy was used, in which the 
highly ranked channels in the hierarchy were kept with full bandwidth and the channels with lower 
ranks were discarded completely. For example, when the overall bandwidth was 40 kHz, the first two 
eigenchannels were kept with hill bandwidth; while the other three eigenchannels were removed 
completely, see Figure 4-2. The processes were labelled according to how many eigenchannels 
remained intact in the KLT domain (see Table 4-4).
The reasons for choosing the “eigenchannel removal” rather than the step-down bandwidth allocation 
strategy, which was indicated as better strategy for HBL according to the outcome o f Listening Test l, 
are explained below.
The step-down bandwidth allocation strategy used in Listening Test 1 was just a special case o f many 
bandwidth allocation strategies and was not proved the best one for HBL process. For example, for a 
given step-down strategy, there are still many degrees o f freedom to allocate the bandwidth. The 
optimisation o f bandwidth allocation strategy needed further psychoacoustical studies, which was not
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the aim o f Listening Test 2 (the studies on optimisation o f bandwidth allocation strategy will be 
reported in Chapter 6).
The eigenchannel removal process could help to reveal the difference on quality degradation between 
the absence and presence o f a certain eigenchannel, which could be used to study the Perceptual 
Importance o f eigenchannels (the method o f modelling the Perceptual Importance will be discussed in 
details later in Section 4.3.5).
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Figure 4-2: Diagram of KLT-based HBL algorithms for Listening Test 2.
Label Removed eigenchannels Overall Bandw idth
KLT 1 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th 20 kHz
KLT 2 3rd, 4th, and 5th 40 kHz
KLT 3 4th, and 5th 60 kHz
KLT 4 5th 80 kHz
Table 4-4: Scheme o f KLT-based HBL algorithms for Listening Test 2.
4 . 3 . 3  E i g e n v e c t o r  E x t r a c t i o n  M e t h o d s
As discussed in Chapter 2, the KLT eigenchannels can be derived based on either the covariance 
matrix (Cov-KLT) or the correlation matrix (Corr-KLT) o f the originals signals. If the original signals 
are standardised into the same scale respectively and then Cov-KLT processing is applied on the
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standardised signals, the outputs (eigenchannels) are the same as those created by directly applying 
Corr-KLT to the original signals. When the units o f  the original signals are not the same, the 
Corr-KLT is preferred because it makes the signals comparable [Jolliffe 2002]. However, in the 
context o f  multichannel audio processing in which the signals use the same imit, standardisation will 
discard the volume differences between channels. Some previous studies (Zielinski et al. 2002a) 
showed that if  some channels are much quieter than the others, they could be removed without a 
noticeable effect on the total audio quality. In other words, the Perceptual Importance o f the original 
signals depends greatly upon their relative volume levels. Therefore, the Corr-KLT was expected to 
perform less well than the Cov-KLT for some recordings with large volume differences between 
channels; this needed to be validated through a formal listening test.
Furthermore, it can be argued that two signals with the same volume do not necessarily have the same 
Perceptual Importance because human perception is not based on volume but on loudness and on the 
actual cognitive content o f programme material, for example, the dialogue may be quieter than other 
sources but may be very important for understanding the movie. One reason for this is that the 
sensitivity o f  the human auditory system varies across the frequency axis: it is most sensitive around 
1-4 kHz and less sensitive at high and low frequencies (Moore 2003).
In modern multichannel audio programmes, for example movies and music, dialogue and vocals are 
often mixed with sound effects and other instruments. The amplitude o f bass guitar signals and o f  
low-frequency effects is typically higher than that o f dialogue or lead vocals. Hence, there is a 
possibility that for Cov-KLT the high level o f less important signals, such as that o f a bass guitar, 
could take precedence over the less important signals, such as vocals. To avoid this scenario, it might
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be advisable to filter out the signals at low frequencies prior to eigenvector extraction. Therefore, a 
modified eigenvector extraction method was proposed in this thesis, named perceptually optimised 
eigenvector extraction method (PO-KLT). The process o f PO-KLT is demonstrated in Figure 4-3. The 
original signals were filtered using an Inverse Equal Loudness Filter (IELF) and then the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors were extracted from the covariance matrix o f the filtered signals. Based on these 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the KLT process was applied to the originals signals. The eigenchannel 
removal process, shown in Table 4-4, was then applied before the inverse-KLT.
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Figure 4-3: The PO-KLT process.
The design o f the IELF was based on the equal loudness contour model shown in Figure 4-4. The 
contour o f the Minimum Audible Field (MAF) was used because it models the extreme condition, in 
which the middle frequency is mostly emphasised. This choice was based on the assumption that the 
most important signals, such as dialogue or vocals, will have predominant energy I a a s & e r s e  the 
middle frequency region (200 Hz to 8 kHz). Hence, by boosting the levels o f mickil^ frequencies
L o u d n e s s  
F i l t e r
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relative to the high- and low-frequency components, there is a higher likelihood that the KLT will be 
guided by perceptually more important signals and consequently it is expected that this will result in a 
perceptually correct order o f eigenchannels.
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Figure 4-4: Equal Loudness Contours (Robinson and Dadson, 1956).
The function o f the IELF was used to invert this contour. The amplitude-frequency response o f the 
IELF is shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: A inplitude-frequency response of the inverse equal loudness filter.
4 . 3 . 4  C r i t i c a l  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l  S e l e c t i o n
The selection o f audio material was based upon the three criteria: selecting material (1) that covers 
most representative types o f spatial characteristics, (2) with a wide range o f interchannel correlation 
level and (3) with typical types o f genre.
In order to investigate how the interchannel correlation influences the performance o f KLT process,
excerpts with different levels o f interchannel correlation were selected. The percentage o f variance
represented by the first eigenchannel was used as the single-value measure o f interchannel correlation
(see below). If the original signals are highly correlated, the first few eigenchannels represent most o f
the variance and the last eigenchannels typically contains a very small proportion o f variance. It was
expected that the audio quality degradation would be small i f  the last eigenchannels were removed for
these types o f recording. However, i f  the original signals are totally uncorrelated, the KLT will
produce eigenchannels identical to the original signals but in an order according to the amount o f
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variance they contain. It can be hypothesised that for this type o f recording, KLT will not be useful 
for hierarchical bandwidth limitation, and audio degradation would be the same as it would be with 
the removal o f standard audio signals.
The second aim o f this experiment was to investigate any possible relationship between the spatial 
characteristic o f each excerpt and the ability o f  listeners to detect the quality degradation caused by 
KLT-based HBL. Therefore, the second criterion for selection o f audio selection was that the excerpts 
should cover a variety o f spatial characteristics common to surround sound programme material. As 
in the previous listening test, the selected excerpts covered the four most common spatial modes: FB, 
FF, FB+C and FF+C.
Ideally, four groups o f excerpts should have been chosen according to their spatial mode and each 
group should have had three excerpts with high, medium and low interchannel correlations. But it was 
found that some o f these combinations were very uncommon in the audio library (e.g. low 
interchannel correlated FB+C excerpts). Since the criteria o f  material selection was a desire to be 
representative o f material commonly available, there was no need to optimise the algorithm for 
circumstances which rarely arise. Therefore, those combinations were not used in this experiment. As 
a result, nine excerpts were selected for this listening test; the details o f these excerpts are shown in 
Table 4-5.
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Excerpt No. Genre Spatial Mode Intel channel C'orrelation
1 Pop FB High (93%)
2 Pop FB Medium (58%)
3 Classical FB Low (33%)
4 Jazz FF High (75%)
5 Pop FF Medium (52%)
6 Pop FF Low (41% )
7 Movie FB+C High (93%)
8 Jazz FB+C Medium (58%)
9 Pop FF+C Low (33%)
Table 4-5: Description o f selected audio m aterial for Listening Test 2.
4 . 3 . 5  R e s u l t s
Eleven listeners were recruited. Unreliable listeners were post-screened using the method discussed in 
Section 3.7. As a result, data obtained from ten listeners were used in further data analysis. The box 
plot is shown in Figure H-2 in Appendix H.
To answer the first research question o f this listening test, RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the BAQ 
scores from the reliable subjects. The analysis is reported in Appendix C .l. The results showed that 
all the factors and both the 2-way interactions and the 3-way interaction had significant influence on 
the BAQ. Based on the RM-ANOVA results, the following analyses were carried out and conclusions 
were drawn.
Firstly, the audio quality degradations o f three eigenvector extraction methods were compared for 
different overall bandwidth conditions and the results o f this comparison are shown in Figure 4-6. The 
significance levels o f the difference between the BAQ scores were analysed using pairwise
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comparison (see Appendix C.1.3). All o f the eigenvector extraction methods produced similar audio 
quality (no statistical difference) when the overall bandwidth was limited to 80 kHz. When the overall 
bandwidth was 40 or 60 kHz, the Cov-KLT and PO-KLT resulted in similar audio quality degradation 
and both significantly better than the Corr-KLT. When the overall bandwidth was 20 kHz, Cov-KLT 
and Corr-KLT resulted in similar audio quality degradation and both significantly better than the 
PO-KLT.
E x tra ct
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Figure 4-6: Comparison o f the effect o f three eigenvector extraction methods on Basic Audio 
Quality. Results averaged across all excerpts.
The RM-ANOVA results also indicated that the 3-way interaction o f all the factors, including, had a 
statistically significant influence on BAQ. Therefore, similar graphs were produced for the recordings 
with different spatial modes separately (see Figure 4-7). The significance levels o f the difference
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between the BAQ scores were analysed using pair wise comparison (see Table C-3 in Appendix C). It 
should be noted that the data for the four spatial modes was not balanced: there were three FB and FF 
recordings, two FB+C recordings and only one FF+C recordings involved. Only 40 and 60 kHz 
conditions are the presented here because these two conditions were assumed to be the most likely 
conditions used when broadcasting multichannel audio under highly limited conditions (see Section 
4.2.2).
FB FF
E x t r a c t
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Figure 4-7: Basic Audio Quality o f different eigenvector extraction methods respectively for 
different spatial modes. (Mean values and 95%  confidence intervals). The results are averaged
across all excerpts.
For FF and FF+C recordings (on the right), all three eigenvector extraction methods resulted in
similar degradations o f audio quality, while for FB recordings, Cov-KLT and PO-KLT led to similar
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audio quality and both better than Corr-KLT. Similar trend could be found for FB+C recordings; the 
only difference was that the difference between PO-KLT and Corr-KLT was not statistically 
significant when the overall bandwidth was 40 kHz. This was not surprising because Corr-KLT omits 
the difference o f signals amplitude in different channels while the other two methods take it into 
account. For FB and FB+C recordings, the signal amplitude difference between front and rear 
channels is often large. Therefore, Corr-KLT does not efficiently retain the most important 
information, which in turn can lead to significant deterioration in audio quality. On the other hand, 
front and rear channels o f FF and FF+C recordings have relatively comparable signal amplitude, 
which does not make too much difference in the eigenvectors derived from the correlation matrix and 
covariance matrix. Due to this reason, Corr-KLT performed similarly to the other two methods for FF 
and FF+C recordings. However, PO-KLT processing did not achieve significantly better audio quality 
as expected. The possible reasons are discussed in Section 4.3.6.
Based on the above observations, it can be concluded that Cov-KLT and PO-KLT are more suitable 
for HBL than Corr-KLT. Considering that the PO-KLT introduces more processing demands but does 
not significantly improve the audio quality over Cov-KLT; the Cov-KLT was considered the best 
eigenvector extraction method for bandwidth limitation for multichannel audio. Therefore, in further 
analysis o f  this listening test only Cov-KLT will be analysed.
In order to study the influence o f audio material characteristics on the performance o f Cov-KLT, the 
mean BAQ averaged across all overall bandwidth conditions for different excerpts is presented in 
Figure 4-8. Excerpts with different levels o f  interchannel correlation are plotted in different colours 
and are grouped according to their spatial modes. As it was shown in Table 4-5, the data was not
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balanced for the factor o f interchannel correlation. Nevertheless, for FB, FF and FB+C excerpts, a 
tendency can be seen in that the audio quality degradation increased as the degree o f interchannel 
correlation decreased. Since there was only one FF+C excerpt involved, the tendency could not be 
observed in the case o f this spatial mode. As expected, the results indicate that the KLT-based HBL is 
more suitable for excerpts with high interchannel correlation than those with low interchannel 
correlation.
FB FF FB+C FF+C InterchanneI Correlation
E x cerp t  N u m b er
Figure 4-8: Basic Audio Quality o f Cov-K LT  for different excerpts (Mean values and 95%  
confidence intervals). The results are averaged across all overall bandwidth conditions.
In order to study whether the KLT eigenchannels are ordered hierarchically according to their 
Perceptual Importance, the measurements o f Statistical Importance and Perceptual Importance o f 
eigenchannels needed to be defined. The Statistical Importance o f a certain eigenchannel is defined as 
the percentage o f total variance represented by the eigenchannel. The values o f Statistical Importance 
were normalised into a scale from 0 to 100 through multiplication by 100.
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As shown in Table 4-4, the difference o f BAQ for 20 and 40 kHz conditions was caused by the 
absence or presence o f the second eigenchannel. Therefore, the difference o f BAQ score between 
these two conditions could be used as a measurement o f the Perceptual Importance o f the second 
eigenchannel. Generalising this idea, the Perceptual Importance, labelled as PIk, o f a k-th 
eigenchannel was calculated based on the set o f following equations:
P I ,  = B A Q x m \ 
P I 2 = B A Q m m - B A Q laiHz-
P I 3 = B A Q m m  -  B A Q KkH2\ 
P f = B A Q mH!- B A Q mkH- (4-°
P I 5 = \ m - B A Q mtHz-
The Perceptual Importance o f the first eigenchannel Pfi is equivalent to the audio quality obtained by 
bandwidth limitation to 20 kHz (removing eigenchannels 2, 3, 4 and 5). The Perceptual Importance o f 
the second channel is equal to a difference in audio quality between the two conditions: 40 kHz 
(removing eigenchannels 3, 4 and 5) and 20 kHz (removing eigenchannels 2, 3, 4 and 5). Similarly, 
the Perceptual Importance o f the third eigenchannel is equal to a difference in audio quality between 
the two conditions: 60 kHz (removing eigenchannels 4 and 5) and 40 kHz (removing eigenchannels 3, 
4 and 5), and so on and so forth.
To answer the second research question o f this listening test, RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the 
Perceptual Importance scores (calculated using Equation 4-1). The analysis is reported in 
Appendix C.2. The RM-ANOVA results show that the excerpts and eigenchannel had significant 
influence on the Perceptual Importance. But the two-way interaction between excerpts and 
eigenchannel did not have a significant effect on the Perceptual Importance. The scores o f Statistical 
Importance and Perceptual Importance o f eigenchannels are compared in Figure 4-9. The results were
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averaged across all excerpts. The significance levels o f the difference between the Perceptual 
Importance scores were analysed using pairwise comparison (see Appendix C.2.3). It is not surprising 
that the levels o f Statistical Importance were in decreasing order from the first to the fifth 
eigenchannel, as this is an inherent feature o f the KLT (see analysis in Section 2.4.1 above). The 
Perceptual Importance scores o f the first two eigenchannels are similar (not significantly different). 
While the Perceptual Importance scores o f the last three eigenchannels are similar (not significantly 
different), they are significantly lower than those o f the first two eigenchannels. According to the 
results averaged across the nine recordings, there is no evidence that the eigenchannels are not 
ordered according to their Perceptual Importance. These observations support the hypothesis that the 
eigenchannels o f Cov-KLT are ordered hierarchically according to their Perceptual Importance.
Iim iortance
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Figure 4-9: Perceptual Importance and Statistical Importance o f eigenchannels (Mean values 
and 95% confidence intervals). The results are averaged across all excerpts.
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4 . 3 . 6  D i s c u s s i o n
The proposed perceptually optimised KLT (PO-KLT) method did not achieve better BAQ than the 
covariance matrix based KLT (Cov-KLT). This observation seems to contradict the results from 
(Zielinski et al. 2005b), which has been discussed in Section 2.4.3.4. A  possible explanation o f this 
discrepancy is as follows. In Zielinski’s work, the KLT was used to enhance intelligibility o f surround 
recordings, not audio quality. Consequently, some form o f frequency weighting that emphasised mid 
frequencies prior to extracting eigenchannels was beneficial as it led to improved intelligibility o f 
speech. However, the subject assessed the basic audio quality (BAQ) in this experiment. The BAQ is 
defined as “any and all differences between the reference and the evaluated excerpt”, including 
timbral fidelity, spatial fidelity. The PO-KLT weighed the original signals differently to Cov-KLT, 
because it emphasised the middle frequency content. When some o f the low rank eigenchannels are 
removed, it may be possible that the PO-KLT could lead to better timbral fidelity but poorer spatial 
fidelity, which will not necessarily lead to better BAQ. However, this would require further 
investigation, as timbral fidelity and spatial fidelity were not studied in this experiment.
4 . 3 . 7  C o n c l u s i o n s
Conclusions o f Listening Test 2 can be summarised as follows:
• Three eigenvector extraction methods were compared in the context o f  KLT-based HBL. The 
method based on the eigenvector extracted from covariance matrix (Cov-KLT) was shown to 
be most suitable for KLT-based HBL.
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• KLT-based (Cov-KLT) HBL caused less degradation in audio quality for multichannel audio 
with high interchannel correlation than for those items with low interchannel correlation. 
Hence, this method is more suitable for recordings exhibiting high interchannel correlation.
• The obtained results support the hypothesis that the eigenchannels o f  Cov-KLT are ordered 
hierarchically according to their Perceptual Importance. This indicates that the Cov-KLT  
might be a suitable hierarchical transform used prior to bandwidth limitation to save the 
overall bandwidth o f multichannel audio signals.
4 . 4  L i s t e n i n g  T e s t  3
The MSBTF transform and KLT were studied in the context o f HBL in the first two listening tests. 
The results show that the MSBTF transform is suitable for recordings with a predominant centre 
channel while KLT performed better for those with high interchannel correlation. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, the MSBTF transform is independent o f programme content since it uses fixed transform 
matrices. The transformed signals are ordered according to their assumed spatial importance. With 
KLT, the coefficients in the encoding and decoding matrices are based on the signal content. It is 
expected, therefore, that the signal-dependent KLT could achieve better audio quality than the 
signal-independent MSBTF as a means o f preprocessing prior to bandwidth limitation. However, this 
supposition requires experimental verification. Listening Test 3 compared the perceptual effects o f  the 
MSBTF-based and KLT-based HBL. The main research questions were as follows:
•  Which hierarchical encoding technique is better for bandwidth limitation: KLT (signal 
dependent) or MSBTF (signal independent)?
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• What kind o f bandwidth allocation strategy is suitable for the hierarchical bandwidth 
limitation, “extreme” or “step-down”?
4 . 4 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  F a c t o r s
It was found in a pilot study that the 40 kHz overall bandwidth condition gave rise to a more 
noticeable amount o f audio quality degradation than 60 kHz condition. Therefore, only 40 kHz was 
used as the overall bandwidth in this listening test. The following factors were used in the experiment: 
four hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms, two bandwidth limitation strategies and six audio 
excerpts. The assessed attribute was Basic Audio Quality.
4 . 4 . 2  P r o c e s s i n g  o f  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l
Four hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms were used which were classified in two groups.
The first group included two MSBTF-based HBL algorithms and the second group involved 
KLT-based HBL algorithms. In each group, two bandwidth limitation strategies were used. The first 
adopted the aforementioned “extreme” bandwidth limitation strategy. The second used “step-down” 
bandwidth allocation as the rank decreased in the hierarchy. The bandwidths o f each channel were the 
same as those used in the first listening test for MSBTF-based HBL (see Table 4-6).
Algorithm Channel: Bandwidth (kHz)
MSBTFl M: 20.0 S: 20.0 B: 0 T: 0 F: 0
MSBTF2 M: 17.0 S: 12.0 B: 7.5 T: 3.5 F: 0
KLTl e,: 20.0 e 2: 20.0 ey. 0 e 4: 0 e 5: 0
KLT2 17.0 <?2:12.0 eg. 7.5 e 4: 3.5 e 5: 0
Table 4-6: Bandwidth limitation algorithm s for Listening Test 3.
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4 . 4 . 3  C r i t i c a l  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l  S e l e c t i o n
The aforementioned high-frequency-rich principle (see Section 3.5.2.2) was used for selecting items 
for this listening test because high-frequency limitation was the main experimental factor. Since the 
spatial mode o f audio material influences MSBTF-based HBL and interchannel correlation influences 
KLT-based HBL, the selected excerpts covered representative spatial modes and different levels o f 
interchannel correlation. Considering all o f the three criteria discussed above, six excerpts were 
selected, the details o f which are shown in Table 4-7.
Excerpt No. Genre Spatial Mode km (dB) Interchannel Correlation
1 Pop FB -14.76 High (94%)
2 Classical FB -36.53 Low (33%)
3 Jazz FB+C -22.26 Low (53%)
4 Jazz FF -15.92 High (76%)
5 Classical BF -57.81 Medium (51% )
6 Applause FF -28.02 Low (31% )
Table 4-7: Description o f selected audio excerpts for Listening Test 3.
4 . 4 . 4  R e s u l t s
Nineteen listeners were recruited. Four unreliable subjects were removed in post-screening using the 
method discussed in Section 3.7. As a result, data obtained from fifteen listeners were used in further 
data analysis. The box plot is shown in Figure H-3 in Appendix H.
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions. The analysis is reported in Appendix D. The assumptions o f RM-ANOVA  
analysis were checked (see Appendix E.l) and the results o f main RM-ANOVA analysis can be found 
in Appendix E.2. The results showed that bandwidth limitation algorithms (PROCESS), audio 
material (EXCERPT) and the two-way interaction between them had significant influence on the
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BAQ scores. Therefore, the effect o f  the bandwidth limitation algorithm should be analysed 
separately for different audio excerpts.
Firstly, in order to get an overview, the mean BAQ scores for different hierarchical bandwidth 
limitation methods averaged across all excerpts were compared and are presented in Figure 4-10. The 
significance levels o f the difference between the BAQ scores were analysed using pairwise 
comparison (see Appendix E.3). The KLT2 achieved the best BAQ (mean above 80). The MSBTF1 
caused largest degradation o f audio quality (mean lower than 60). The performance o f KLT1 and 
MSBTF2 was similar (mean between 60 and 70). It can be clearly seen that the KLT-based HBL 
resulted in significantly better audio quality than their counterparts (with the same bandwidth 
allocation strategy) based on MSBTF. This result proved the hypothesis that a signal dependent 
hierarchical encoding technique (KLT) is better than a signal independent technique (MSBTF) for the 
purpose o f bandwidth limitation. This is not difficult to explain: signal dependent encoding techniques 
are more flexible and efficient than signal independent techniques in terms o f identifying and 
retaining perceptually important information.
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process
Figure 4-10: Basic Audio Quality o f different hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms. 
(Mean values and 95%  confidence intervals). The results are averaged across all excerpts.
Another interesting observation was found when comparing different bandwidth allocation strategies. 
It can be seen that the KLT1 was graded significantly lower than the KLT2. Likewise, MSBTF 1 was 
graded significantly lower than MSBTF2. Compared with the “extreme” bandwidth limitation 
strategy, the “step-down" strategy retained the low-frequency content o f  the lower-ranked encoded 
channels other than “very” high frequency content (above 17 kHz) o f higher-ranked channels. This 
indicates that retention o f the low-frequency content o f  the lower-ranked encoded channels is 
important for both KLT and MSBTF transforms. This observation was consistent with findings from 
Listening Test 1.
The effects o f processing methods on BAQ were also analysed separately for different excerpts and 
the results are presented in Figure 4 -11 . The significance levels o f the difference between the BAQ
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scores were analysed using pairwise comparison (see Appendix E.3). According to the obtained 
results, similar conclusions could be drawn with the analysis based on data averaged across all 
excerpts. The KLT-based HBL was better (or at least no worse) than corresponding processes based 
on MSBTF. The second bandwidth allocation strategy (“step-down”) was consistently better or not 
worse than the first strategy (“extreme”). This indicated that the KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth 
limitation with step-down bandwidth profile should be used to save the overall bandwidth. It could 
also be found that all methods performed poorly for excerpt 6, which is an FF excerpt with the 
applause exhibiting a veiy low level o f  interchannel correlation. This is not surprising because the 
outcomes from Listening Test 1 indicated that MSBTF-based HBL did not work well for FF 
programmes and those from Listening Test 2 proved that KLT-based HBL resulted in bad audio 
quality for programmes with a low level o f  interchannel correlation.
4 . 4 . 5  C o n c l u s i o n s
The conclusions o f the third listening test can be summarised as follows:
• The signal dependent hierarchical encoding technique (KLT) performed better than the 
signal independent technique (MSBTF) for the purpose o f bandwidth limitation. Hence, the 
KLT-based hierarchical bandwidth limitation should be used to save the overall bandwidth.
• With identical overall bandwidth, it is preferable to retain the low-frequency content o f the 
low-ranked hierarchically encoded signals rather than the high-frequency content o f  
high-ranked signals. This outcome implies that it is better to “spread” the bandwidth to as 
many eigenchannels as possible in a step-down manner, rather than allocate the full
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bandwidth to the high-rank channels in the hierarchical domain and to discard the remaining
ones.
p r o c e s s in g p r o c e s s in g p r o c e s s in g
Figure 4 -11 : Basic Audio Quality o f hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms for six 
different excerpts. (Mean values and 95%  confidence intervals).
4 . 5  S u m m a r y
In this chapter, a series o f listening tests were described, whose purpose was to investigate the 
applicability o f  two potentially suitable hierarchical transform techniques in the context o f  
hierarchical bandwidth limitation o f multichannel audio.
Listening Test 1 studied the perceptual effects o f MSBTF-based HBL by comparing its performance 
with that o f  traditional bandwidth limitation algorithms. The results showed that the HBL based on 
Gerzon's MSBTF transform could achieve better audio quality than traditional multichannel audio
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bandwidth limitation techniques. It was observed that MSBTF-based HBL is especially suitable for 
programme material with a predominant centre channel.
Listening Test 2 investigated the KLT-based HBL. Different criteria for extraction o f eigenvectors 
were studied and it was found out that the covariance-based KLT was more suitable for hierarchical 
transform o f multichannel audio than the correlation-based KLT. Experimental evidence was 
provided demonstrating that the eigenchannels o f covariance-based KLT are in a hierarchical order 
according to their Perceptual Importance. In addition, it was found that using the covariance-based 
KLT in HBL caused less degradation for programme items having high interchannel correlation than 
for those items having low interchannel correlation.
Listening Test 3 compared the MSBTF transform and KLT (based on covariance matrix) in the 
context o f HBL. It was found that the signal dependent hierarchical encoding technique (KLT) 
performed better than the signal independent technique (MSBTF) for the purpose o f  bandwidth 
limitation.
According to all the observations discussed above, it can be concluded that the eigenchannels o f  
covariance-based KLT are ordered hierarchically according to their Perceptual Importance, which 
indicated KLT is a suitable hierarchical transform for the proposed HBL technique. In following 
chapters o f this thesis, the term “KLT” always means covariance-based KLT.
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5  A d a p t i v e  K a r h u n e n - L d e v e  T r a n s f o r m
5 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
According to the experimental results discussed in Chapter 4, KLT can represent multichannel sound 
in a hierarchical domain according to their Perceptual Importance. This qualifies KLT as a suitable 
transform technique for the proposed HBL technique. It was also found that the KLT-based HBL was 
program-dependent: it caused different levels o f  quality degradation and for different multichannel 
audio programmes. This is because the KLT transform matrix is derived based on certain intra- and 
inter-channel statistical characteristics o f  the original audio signals: the variance o f original signals 
and the covariance between them. In general, these statistical characteristics vary significantly for 
different multichannel audio recordings. In all the listening tests reported in Chapter 4, however, only 
Basic Audio Quality, a single value perceptual attribute o f overall audio quality, was assessed. 
Consequently, the results could not reveal what specific perceptual artefacts KLT-based HBL caused. 
This encouraged further studies in which more perceptual attributes would be used.
Further study found that the statistical characteristics o f multichannel audio signals varied 
considerably over time for many recordings (examples will be provided later). Therefore, one can 
expect that the KLT based on short-term blocks o f the signals and updated adaptively over time will 
perform better than that applied across a long period within which the statistical characteristics change 
significantly. In previous listening tests, KLT was applied globally to the whole excerpts without any 
temporal adaptation. However, too frequent updating o f the coefficients in KLT matrix, although 
theoretically beneficial in terms o f the effectiveness o f bandwidth limitation, may increase the data 
rate coming from the transmission o f KLT matrix coefficients, which is required by the inverse KLT
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transform. The more frequently KLT matrices are updated, the more coefficients need to be stored or 
transmitted. In addition to the increase o f metadata, the adaptive KLT may introduce time-variant 
artefacts that can degrade the perceived audio quality.
A  listening test (labelled as Listening Test 4 in this research) was conducted to investigate the
perceptual effects caused by HBL based on non-adaptive KLT and adaptive KLT with different
adaptation rates. The main research questions o f this experiment were as follows:
• Does the adaptation o f the KLT matrix improve the audio quality compared with 
non-adaptive KLT?
• What kinds o f perceptual effects does adaptive KLT cause? How does the adaptation rate 
affect them?
5 . 2  E x p e r i m e n t a l  D e s i g n
5 . 2 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  F a c t o r s
The following factors were used in the experiment: two overall bandwidths, six KLT-based HBL 
algorithms and three audio excerpts. Three attributes were assessed.
5 . 2 . 2  A s s e s s e d  P e r c e p t u a l  A t t r i b u t e s
Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) was used to estimate overall audio quality degradation as before.
However, since BAQ is defined as “any and all detected differences between the reference and the
evaluated excerpt”, it does not provide any detailed information about the type o f perceived
differences. The nature o f artefacts o f processed items can be very different. Therefore, it was decided
to involve more attributes in further listening tests.
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A pilot listening test was conducted to study qualitatively what specific artefacts were caused by 
adaptive and non-adaptive KLT-based HBL. Ten reliable listeners who took part in the BAQ test (see 
Section 5.3 for details) were allowed to listen to all the items and make paired comparisons between 
different items. They were asked to describe and define all the artefacts they perceived by filling in a 
questionnaire. In addition, they were interviewed by the author o f this thesis in order to discuss and 
explain what they perceived in more details.
The listeners reported that they perceived timbral distortions such as “clipping” and “scratching” 
noise. As a result, an attribute named “Timbral Distortion (TD)” was selected, which describes 
timbral differences between the reference and the evaluated recording. The differences could make 
the recording sound “harsh”, “raspy”, “scratchy” or “hoarse”. A ll these terms come from the listeners.
The listeners also perceived distortions in spatial quality, described as “reduction in overall 
reproduction image, downmixed” or “sound sources collapsed into one or two loudspeakers etc.” Also, 
they reported that for some items, the images and source locations changed over time. The changes 
could be slow or fast. When the changes were very fast, the sounds were perceived as “erratic, chaotic, 
and veiy unpleasant”. By summarising the listeners’ comments, another artefact called “Dynamic 
Spatial Distortion (DSD)” was selected. DSD is a two-dimensional attribute, which describes the level 
o f the differences in the “spatial impression” between the reference and the evaluated recording and 
how fast the differences changed over time. The definitions o f the attributes and corresponding scales 
can be found in Appendix A. In summary, three attributes were used in this experiment: BAQ, TD 
and DSD.
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5 . 2 . 3  P r o c e s s i n g  o f  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l s
Six KLT-based HBL algorithms were used in this listening test: one non-adaptive KLT and five 
adaptive KLT with different adaptation rates. In adaptive KLT, the KLT matrix was calculated based 
on short-time periods o f a signal. Each adaptation period was called a block. However, applying 
KLT-based HBL simply to segmented audio signals will result in signal discontinuity in both 
eigenchannel signals and reproduced signals. To avoid any potential artefacts related to this, an 
“overlapped-windowing-and-add” approach was used, which was similar to the technique described 
in (Bosi et al. 2003). The only difference was that the technique was applied to time-domain signals in 
this work. The time domain signals were shaped using a Hann window before further processing 
because it does not have the sudden change in its first derivative at the edges compared to other types 
o f windows (Bosi 2003). The window length was the same as the length o f each block and a 50%  
window overlap was used to meet the requirement o f perfect reconstruction o f the 
“overlapped-windowing-and-add” approach. The rate o f  the adaptation was inversely proportional to 
the block length. The block lengths for the adaptive KLT were 2ms, 20ms, 100ms, 400ms, and 2s, 
which mean the KLT matrix was updated 1000, 100, 20, 5 and 1 times per second. In non-adaptive 
KLT, the KLT matrix was calculated based on the whole duration o f the excerpts without any 
temporal adaptation.
The overall bandwidth was limited to two levels: 20 and 40 kHz. This was because under these two 
low transmission bandwidth conditions the artefacts were clear to perceive. The “extreme bandwidth 
limitation” strategy was used. When the overall bandwidth was 40kHz, the first two eigenchannels 
were kept with full bandwidth; while the other three eigenchannels were removed completely. Under
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20 kHz condition, only the first eigenchannel was kept with full bandwidth while others were 
removed. The reason o f choosing the “eigenchannel removal” rather than the step-down bandwidth 
allocation strategy was that the eigenchannel removal strategy could cause more severe perceptual 
effects compared to the latter strategy, which would help to answer the second research question.
In the BAQ and TD tests, the low-quality anchor was obtained by low-pass filtering the original 
excerpts down to 3.5 kHz in all original channels in accordance with the MUSHRA recommendation 
(ITU-R B S.1534, 2001). In the DSD test, the anchor was obtained by donwmixing the five original 
channels into the centre channel in order to create a recording with a high level o f  spatial distortions.
5 . 2 . 4  C r i t i c a l  A u d i o  M a t e r i a l  S e l e c t i o n
The short-term KLT matrices o f audio excerpts in the Audio Library were analysed using a novel 
visualisation technique (examples o f  visualisation are shown in Figure 5-1). It was found that in many 
excerpts, even in very short ones, the KLT matrix varied considerably over time. Three multichannel 
audio excerpts with significantly varying statistical characteristics were selected and the descriptions 
o f them are listed in Table 1-1.
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Excerpt No. Genre Spatial Mode Spatial C 'haracteristics
1 TV Sport FB Commentary voice from right front during 
the first half o f the excerpt; umpire’s voice 
from left front during the second half o f the 
excerpt; applause surrounding the listener all 
the time.
2 Classical
Music
FB and FF alternating 
several times
4-channel recording (centre channel not 
used); violins and cellos around the listener; 
the predominant sound image moving 
quickly over time.
3 Pop Music FB during the first 
half o f the excerpt and 
BF during the second 
half o f  the excerpt
During the first half o f the excerpt: vocals 
from front channel, reverb from rear 
channels; during the second half o f the 
excerpt: vocals from rear channels reverb 
from front channels.
4 Pop Music FF Guitar and percussions in front stage; brass 
section in the rear stage; spatial 
characteristics stable over the whole excerpt.
Table 5-1: Features o f selected audio m aterial fo r Listening Test 4.
The coefficients in the first eigenvector (see Equation 5-1) for each half-second period o f the excerpt 
are visualised with coloured ribbons in Figure 5-1.
6*1 — £7] | ' L + • R + Ct\3 • C  + £7]4 • LS +^|5* RS
The coefficients are labelled with the corresponding channel name, for example, CLX ] is labelled with 
“L". It can be seen that in the first three graphs, some or all o f the five coefficients vary significantly 
over time (ribbons strongly fluctuate). The fourth graph illustrates an example o f an excerpt with 
relatively stable statistical characteristics whose KLT matrix coefficients do not change much over 
time. This excerpt was not used in the listening tests because it was not critical but was presented in 
the figure as an example o f a relatively stable excerpt. By conjoining Figure 5-1 and Table 1-1, it can
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be seen that the statistical characteristics and the perceptual spatial characteristics o f these 
multichannel excerpts have a close relationship. For excerpt 1 (TV Sport), changes only happened in 
the front stage. For excerpt 2 (Mozart), the spatial characteristics changed very fast and they affected 
both front and rear channels (except the centre one which was not used). For excerpt 3 (Queen), sound 
image moved from the front stage to the rear stage. For excerpt 4 (Steely Dan), the spatial 
characteristics are stable over the whole excerpt. In Figure 5-1, ribbons fluctuate correspondingly.
is
MS
Figure 5-1: Adaptive-KLT matrix coefficients analysis.
5 . 2 . 5  G r a p h i c  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e
In the evaluation o f  Basic Audio Quality and Timbral Distortion, a standard interface shown
in Figure 3-1 was used, which was suitable to evaluate a single value attribute. In order to
evaluate the Spatial Distortion, which was a two-dim ensional attribute (see Appendix A  for
details), a novel graphic user interface was developed. The user interface is shown in Figure
5-2. The functions o f  this interface were very  sim ilar to the one in Figure 3-1. The only
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difference w as the scaling system . A “tw o-dim ensional scale plan” allow ed users to grade 
both dim ensions at the same time. W hen the user listened to a certain stim ulus (A  to H), the 
“tw o-dim ensional scale plan” corresponding to this stim ulus was activated. The vertical axis 
w as the scale o f  level o f  spatial distortion and the horizontal axis w as the scale o f  dynam icity  
o f  the spatial distortion. The U sers could switch between the d ifferent stim uli w hile  they 
w ere played back in order to make quick com parisons. The “sort” function w as not used in 
this user interface.
r R E F E R E N C E
A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H
Now Playing
N E X T »
Figure 5-2: The graphic user interface for evaluation o f a two-dimensional attribute.
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5 . 3  R e s u l t s
In the BAQ test, twelve listeners took part. In the TD and DSD tests, five listeners participated. 
Reliability o f the listeners was assessed using the method discussed in Section 3.7. Data from two 
unreliable participants was removed in further analysis o f the BAQ test under the 40 kHz condition. 
The box plot is shown in Figures H-4, H-5, H-6 and H-7 in Appendix H. In 20 kHz condition o f BAQ  
test and both conditions in TD and DSD tests, all listeners were reliable. The experiment results were 
analysed respectively for three assessed attributes and will be discussed below.
5 . 3 . 1  B a s i c  A u d i o  Q u a l i t y
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions. The analysis is reported in Appendix E. The assumptions o f RM-ANOVA  
analysis were checked (see Appendix E .l.l)  and the results o f  main RM-ANOVA analysis can be 
found in Appendix E.1.2. The results showed that the bandwidth limitation algorithms (PROCESS), 
audio material (EXCERPT) excerpts and their two-way interactions have significant influence on the 
BAQ scores. Therefore, the data were analysed separately for different overall bandwidth conditions 
and audio excerpts.
The BAQ scores for different bandwidth limitation algorithms are presented in Figure 5-3. The 
adaptive KLT processes are labelled using their block length. The “no-ad” label was used to denote 
the non-adaptive KLT item. The significance levels o f  the difference between the BAQ scores were 
analysed using pairwise comparison (see Appendix E.1.3). It can be observed that for adaptive KLT, 
when the adaptation rate increases, the BAQ scores tend to decrease. The only exception was the item 
with 2ms block window o f excerpt 1 under 40 kHz condition. The reason for this w ill be discussed
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later. For all conditions, the slowest adaptation item, with block length o f 2000 ms, can be considered 
the best adaptive KLT item since no other items were significantly better than it.
For excerpt 3, the BAQ scores o f the best adaptive KLT items were significantly better than that o f 
the non-adaptive items. For other excerpts, no significant difference between the best adaptive items 
and non-adaptive items were observed.
process process
Process: block length (ms)
process
Figure 5-3: Basic Audio Quality o f different hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms. 
(Mean values and 95%  confidence intervals).
5 . 3 . 2  T i m b r a l  D i s t o r t i o n
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions. The assumptions o f RM-ANOVA analysis were checked (see Appendix E.2.1) 
and the results o f main RM-ANOVA analysis can be found in Appendix E.2.2. According to the
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results o f RM-ANOVA analysis, the data were analysed separately for different overall bandwidth 
conditions and audio excerpts.
The Timbral Distortion scores for different processing algorithms are presented in Figure 5-4. It can 
be seen that when the adaptation rate increases, the TD scores tend to increase in both experimental 
conditions and for all excerpts except excerpt 1 under the 40 kHz condition. The more frequently the 
KLT matrix was updated the more severe the Timbral Distortion was perceived. This was because in 
KLT-based HBL, the original signals will be reproduced in all channels with certain levels o f 
amplitude that are determined by the coefficients in the KLT matrix. Rapid changes o f the amplitude 
levels between consecutive blocks o f KLT transform gave rise to some temporal discontinuities o f 
both eigenchannel signals and reproduced signals. Although the “overlapped-windowing-and-add” 
process was used to reduce these discontinuities, they were not completely removed for higher 
adaptation rates, which inevitably gave rise to some timbral distortions. For excerpt 1 o f 40 kHz 
condition, there were no significant differences between the TD scores. This was because the excerpt 
1 contains much applause and the timbral distortion effect was partially masked.
5 . 3 . 3  D y n a m i c  S p a t i a l  D i s t o r t i o n
The level o f  Dynamic Spatial Distortion (LDSD) and the dynamicity o f Dynamic Spatial Distortion 
(DDSD) were analysed respectively.
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Figure 5-4: Timbral Distortion o f different hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms. 
(Mean values and 95%  confidence intervals).
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions. The assumptions o f RM-ANOVA analysis were checked (see Appendix E.3.1) 
and the results o f main RM-ANOVA analysis can be found in Appendix E.3.2. According to the 
results o f RM-ANOVA analysis, the data were analysed separately for different overall bandwidth 
conditions and audio excerpts.
The LDSD scores for different processing algorithms are presented in Figure 5-5. A tendency can be 
seen that the level o f DSD for adaptive KLT was lower than non-adaptive KLT. For 20 kHz condition, 
the no-adaptive items resulted in smaller spatial distortion (better spatial representation) than adaptive
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KLT items. This implies that adaptive KLT could improve the spatial representation of the audio 
scene compared with the no-adaptive KLT.
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Figure 5-5: Level of Dynamic Spatial Distortion of different hierarchical bandwidth limitation 
algorithms. (Mean values and 95% confidence intervals).
The DDSD scores for different processing algorithms are presented in Figure 5-6. It can be seen that 
the dynamicity of DSD tends to increase along with the adaptation rate. Interestingly (also 
surprisingly), for the block length of 2ms, when the adaptation was extremely fast, the dynamicity 
decreases to a very low level. This might be due to the fact that the human auditory system cannot 
follow “too fast” changes of spatial distortion. The overall perception was dominated by the Timbral 
Distortion, see Figure 5-4. This was very similar to the phenomenon that happens due to the 
“fluctuation strength” and “roughness” (Zwicker et al. 1999). When the modification frequencies of 
amplitude-modulated (AM) tones or AM noise is below 20Hz, amplitude fluctuation is perceived.
I l l
Excerpt 1 20 kHz Excerpt 2 20 kHz Excerpt 3 20 kHz
no-ao 2000 400 JOO 20 2
Process: block length (ms)
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However, when the modification frequency increases above 20Hz, it becomes impossible to follow 
rapid successions of amplitude changes and the sound is perceived as rough. Informal listening tests 
undertaken by this author showed that a similar phenomenon can be observed in the case of the 
dynamicity of DSD. If the adaptation time of the KLT increases, the perceived spatial scene becomes 
progressively more unstable and sound sources seem to fluctuate in increasingly erratic way. However, 
when the adaptation rate exceeds the integration time of hearing system, the spatial instability 
becomes much less noticeable. Instead, very fast amplitude changes become perceived as timbral 
distortions (see Section 5.4 for more discussions).
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Excerpt 1 20 kHz Excerpt 2 20 kHz Excerpt 3 20 kHz
Excerpt 1 40 kHz Excerpt 3 40 kHz
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Process: block length (ms)
Figure 5-6: Dynamicity of Dynamic Spatial Distortion of different hierarchical bandwidth 
limitation algorithms. (Mean values and 95% confidence intervals).
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5.3.4 Relationships between Perceptual Attributes
As analysed above, all the assessed perceptual attributes were strongly linked with the KLT update 
rate. The mean scores, averaged across all excerpts and conditions, of all the perceptual attributes for 
different block length and non-adaptive KLT process are presented in Figure 5-7.
non-
adaptive
•BAQ
•TD
•Level of DSD 
•Dyn of DSD
2000 400 100
block length (m s)
20
Figure 5-7: Perceptual attributes for different processing. Scores averaged across all excerpts
and conditions.
According to the definition, the higher the BAQ score is, the better the overall audio quality is 
perceived. By contrast, for the other three attributes, that are for TD, level and dynamicity of the DSD, 
the higher the scores are, the worse the audio quality is perceived. A trend can be seen that the BAQ 
decreases as the adaptation rate increased, which was consistent with the observations discussed 
before. The non-adaptive KLT had a slightly lower BAQ score than the best adaptive KLT (block 
length of 2s). However, according to Figure 5-7 the reasons for the degradation of the audio quality 
for different adaptation rate were not the same. The non-adaptive KLT resulted in high level of spatial
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distortions, which were stable over time (Dynamicity of DSD at minimum). No substantial Timbral 
Distortion was introduced by non-adaptive KLT process. However, as the adaptation rate increases, 
the level of spatial distortion becomes smaller but the Spatial Distortion changes faster, which 
“harms” the overall audio quality. At the same time, the Timbral Distortion increased as well. In the 
extreme case, when the adaptation rate was higher than the integration threshold of the human 
auditory system (block length of 2ms), the basic audio quality was degraded mainly by the timbral 
distortion.
A correlation analysis was performed in order to measure the linear relationship between the attributes. 
The standard technique of bivariate correlation was used for this purpose. The first conclusion that 
can be drawn from the correlation analysis (Table 5-2) is that there were no correlation between 
Timbral Distortion and level of Dynamic Spatial Distortions (0.016). The correlation between Timbral 
Distortion and Dynamicity of Dynamic Spatial Distortions is small (0.227). The correlation of two 
attributes of spatial distortion (level and dynamicity) was moderate as well (0.398).
Co rrclntions
Basic Audio 
Quality
Timbral
Distortion
Level o f 
DSD
Dynamacity 
o f  DSD
Basic Audio Quality Pearson Correlation 1 - .843 * - .4 56 *' - .547+’
Sig. (2 -tailed ) .000 .0 0 5 .00 1
N 36 36 36 36
Tim bral Distort ion Pearson Correlation - . 843* I .016 .277
Sig. (2 - tailed) .000 .92 6 .102
N 36 36 36 36
Level o f  DSD Pearson Correlation - . 456* .016 1 .398*
Sig. (2 -tailed ) .005 .926 .016
N 36 36 36 36
Dynamacity o f  DSD Pearson Correlation - . 547* .2 7 7 .398* 1
Sig. (2 -tailed ) .001 .102 .0 16
N 36 36 36 36
**■ Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (2- tailed). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2- tailed).
T able 5 -2 : C o rre la tio n  analysis o f  percep tu a l a ttributes.
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The relationship between the attributes can be considered genuine since the significance value of the 
correlation is no more than 0.005 in the majority of the cases. Moreover, the Basic Audio Quality 
attribute was negatively related to all other effects. This was due to the fact that the BAQ is defined as 
“quality” and the other attributes were defined as “distortion”.
In addition to the correlation analysis presented above, the relationship between the attributes was 
also studied by means of the regression analysis. In particular, it was decided to check what the effect 
on BAQ was of the three more direct attributes assessed in the listening test. This exploratory analysis 
was of high importance in this study because it could potentially reveal the salient factors affecting 
BAQ and hence could inform which perceptual aspects of adaptive KLT (e.g. timbral or spatial) 
should be optimised further.
The developed regression model is summarised in Table 5-3. The presented results show that the 
regression model fits the data very well as the correlation R between the predicted and the actual 
BAQ scores is very high and equals 0.996 and the average error of prediction was only 6.44%. The 
value of R2 is 0.933 that implies that the model is capable of predicting 93% of variance of the BAQ 
scores. This means that only 7% of the variance of the actual BAQ cannot be predicted by this model.
Mo del Sum ni ary
Mode 1 R R Sq uare
Std. Error of 
the Estimate
1 .9 66a .933 6 .4 4 0 7 9
a. Predictors: (Constant), Dynam acity o f  DSD, 
TD, Level o f  DSD
T able  5 -3 : T he regression m odel sum m ary.
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According to Field (2005), in terms of regression analysis, a parameter is considered significant if its 
significance level p is smaller than 0.05. In this model (see Table 5-4), the significance levels for all 
regression coefficients obtained were not greater than 0.002.
C oeffic ien ts1
Unstandardized
C oefficients
Standardized
Coefficients
M ode 1 B Std. Error Bita t Sis.
1 (Constant) 86.450 2.323 37.21 I .000
Tim bral Distortion - .6 68 .041 - .787 - 16.397 .000
Level o f  DSD - .3 50 .04 7 - .3 72 - 7.391 .000
Dynanracity o f  
DSD - .179 .052 - .181 - 3.450 .002
a. D epen den t Variable: Basic Audio Quality
Table 5-4: The regression coefficients.
Therefore, they all are statistically significant and should be included in the regression equation. Thus, 
the equation for unstandardised coefficients would be:
BAQ= -0.668 x TD - 0.350 x LD SD - 0.179 x DDSD+ 86.45 (5_2)
The scatter plot of predicted BAQ and actual BAQ is plotted in the Figure 5-8. Since the data is 
scattered along the diagonal line, this shows that the model fits the data well and hence is reliable. In 
addition, no obvious outliers can be identified and that the average error of prediction is 6.4% (see 
Table 5-3).
1 1 6
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Actual BAQ
Figure 5-8: Predicted BAQ and actual BAQ scores.
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Artefacts
In the KLT-based HBL, the output signals are linear combinations of the original signals. Equations
5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 below demonstrate a special case of KLT-based HBL in which only one 
eigenchannel was retained. The function of matrix RM is to remove all eigenchannels except the first 
one. The proportion (amplitude) of the components (the originals signals) in the reproduced signals is 
determined by the coefficients in the KLT and inverse KLT matrices. If not all eigenchannels are 
retained; the difference between the reproduced signals and originals signals may lead to spatial 
distortions.
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V L
R' R
C = KLT~] ■ RM 'KLT  • C
LS' LS
RS'_ RS_
~ L'~ by i by2 by3 by4 b\5
R' bi\ bn b23 b24 b25
C = b3\ 3^2 3^3 3^4 b35
LS' b4 i b42 b42 b44 bA5
_RS'_ _p5\ b52 5^3 b54 b55
(5-5)
L'
R'
C =
LS'
RS'_
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0
byy(ayyL + + ct^C + ciX4LS 4- ciX5RS)
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From the above equation it can be concluded that when the matrix coefficients ay and by change over 
time, the amplitude of the output signals L’, R\ C’, LS’ and RS’ fluctuates. In this study it was 
observed that the overall effect of amplitude fluctuation in all output channels led to the spatial 
distortion, which was perceived as the movement of image and source locations. Along with the 
increase in the adaptation rate of KLT matrices, the sound images and sources moved very rapidly 
and became erratic. When the adaptation rate increased even more, the changes of spatial distortion 
became hard to follow as the rate of the source movement exceeded the integration time of human 
auditory system. The fast changes of the amplitude of the components made the sound “scratchy”, 
which was perceived as Timbral Distortion.
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5.4.2 Side Information
Using adaptive KLT would increase the computational complexity of the encoder and also would 
bring extra side information to transfer, which is required in the decoder to apply the inverse KLT. 
Based on the results of this listening test, the optimal adaptation rate for the excerpts under test was 
once per second. This adaptation rate is very slow and the extra side information is negligibly small (a 
matrix of the order 5x5, that is 25 numbers per second in total). This amount could be even further 
reduced by taking benefits from the symmetry of the matrix (Yang 2002). Hence the bandwidth 
required to transmit the side information of adaptive KLT is negligible.
5.5 Sum m ary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the perceptual effects of the adaptive KLT-based HBL were studied using subjective 
tests. The results showed that applying KLT to short-term multichannel audio signals updated 
adaptively over time will result in better audio quality compared with non-adaptive KLT for those 
multichannel audio programmes that had significantly varying statistical characteristics over time. 
However, the adaptive KLT introduced some artefacts, which are related to the adaptation rate. When 
the adaptation rate was relatively slow, dynamic spatial distortion was perceived in the form of 
moving audio image. When the adaptation rate exceeded the integration threshold of the human 
auditoiy system, timbral distortions were predominant.
These observations indicate that in the KLT-based HBL process, the KLT should be applied to 
multichannel signals in a period within which spatial characteristics, and hence the statistical 
correlations between channels, are stable. Based on the results of this listening test, the optimal 
adaptation rate for excerpt under test was once per second. However, the optimal adaptation rate is
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programme material specific and is difficult to identify for each recording using an automated 
algorithm. Ideally, the changes of inter-channel correlations should be monitored and KLT matrix 
needs to be updated at transient points. Further studies are required to develop a technique that can 
detect the rate of changes of statistical relations between multichannel signals and adjust the KLT 
adaptation rate accordingly. However, the development of this algorithm would require lots of 
experimental resources and was beyond the scope of this PhD project. In addition, according to our 
results the additional benefits of using the adaptive KLT are relatively small compared to that of using 
a static KLT. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that any potential improvements in quality would 
be small compared to the amount of work involved in developing the automated adaptive KLT 
algorithm.
It was decided to use a full-duration (static) KLT in subsequent listening tests of this research by 
considering the facts that the duration of audio excerpts are typically short, 10 s to 20 (ITU-R 
BS.1345, 2001), in which the statistical characteristics are relatively stable. But in real applications 
such as compressing multichannel audio programme longer than one minute, variations of statistical 
characteristics are considerable across the whole duration of audio excerpts and have to be taken in to 
account.
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6 O ptim isation  o f B andw idth A llocation  S trategy
6.1 Introduction
In the proposed Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation technique, two main challenges needed to be 
tackled. The first one was to find a psychoacoustically hierarchical transform in which the 
transformed signals are ordered according to their Perceptual Importance. The covariance-based 
Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) was found to represent a suitable solution, see Chapters 4 and 5. 
In our previous studies it was shown that the KLT-transformed signals are hierarchically ordered 
according to their Perceptual Importance and the overall audio quality was not significantly degraded 
if  some Iow-order eigenchannels were bandwidth-limited or even removed.
Besides a psychoacoustically hierarchical transform, the choice o f  an appropriate strategy for 
bandwidth allocation across eigenchannels is also essential from the point o f  view o f the resultant 
audio quality in KLT-based HBL. In principle, wider bandwidth should be allocated to KLT 
eigenchannel with higher rank in the hierarchy. However, given a certain fixed overall bandwidth 
value, there are many degrees o f freedom to allocate the bandwidth to the eigenchannels. In our 
former experiments it has been found that some bandwidth allocation strategies lead to better audio 
quality than others (see Chapter 4).
The main aim o f the work reported in this chapter was to find the best bandwidth allocation strategy
(BAS): an optimal combination o f bandwidths for individual eigenchannels that achieve the best
audio quality when the sum o f these bandwidths is fixed. The optimisation o f BAS was undertaken in
three steps. Firstly, the data with the information on audio quality degradations caused by HBL using
different bandwidth allocation strategies were collected thorough a large-scale listening test (labelled
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as Listening Test 5 in this research). Based on these data, the mathematical relationship between 
audio quality and the bandwidth allocation strategies was established by means of regression 
modelling. Then, the optimal BAS that resulted in best audio quality was identified using standard 
optimization techniques.
6.2 Experim ental Design
In order to build the regression model, some samples of different bandwidth allocation strategies 
across eigenchannels and their corresponding audio qualities were needed. Carefully selected samples 
increase the chance of building up precise model and reduce the complexity of experiment. The 
“D-optimal mixture design” with constraints (Esbensen 2002) was considered a suitable solution for 
this experiment, which allows using experimenter’s prior knowledge in the design to increase the 
efficiency of experiments. A fundamental principle used in the experimental design was to apply the 
following multi-linear constraints on the independent variables (bandwidths allocated to the 
eigenchannels). Firstly, the sum of individual bandwidths allocated to all five eigenchannels should be 
equal to a constant value C which represents the total available bandwidth. This constraint is 
expressed by the following equation:
Bx+B2 +B3+B4 +B5 =C
where Bj denotes the bandwidth of eigenchannel e;. Secondly, the individual bandwidths should be 
allocated to the eigenchannels in a progressively decreasing or non-increasing way according to their 
rank in the KLT hierarchy. This means that the widest bandwidth should always be allocated to the 
first eigenchannel. The bandwidth allocated to every next eigenchannel should either be lower or
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equal to the bandwidth allocated to the previous eigenchannel in the KLT hierarchy, which is 
mathematically described by the following constraint:
E\ — E2 > B3 > B4 > Bs (6-2)
The theoretical background of the “D-optimal mixture design” with constraints can be found 
in (Esbensen 2002).
6.2.1 Experimental Factors
The response data (audio quality) were collected using a listening test. The following factors were 
used in the listening test: two levels of overall bandwidth, twenty-seven bandwidth allocation 
strategies and eleven audio excerpts. These bandwidth allocation strategies were recommended by 
Unscrambler, a professional multivariate analysis and experimental design software. The assessed 
attribute was Basic Audio Quality.
6.2.2 Processing of Audio Material
The original signals from the selected surround sound recordings were transformed using KLT prior 
to bandwidth limitation. The transform was applied to the whole duration of the surround sound 
excerpts. The KLT-transformed signals were low-pass filtered using selected bandwidth allocation 
strategies. The overall bandwidth C was limited to two levels: 40 kHz and 60 kHz (the constant in 
Equation 6-1). These two levels were assumed to be the most likely conditions used when 
broadcasting multichannel audio under highly limited conditions (See Section 4.42).
With the D-optimal mixture experimental design, twenty-seven bandwidth allocation strategies were
selected for the 40 kHz condition and different twenty-seven strategies were selected for the 60 kHz
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condition. Repetitions were included in the experimental design in order to check the consistency of 
the listeners. The bandwidth allocation strategies are summarised in Table 6-1. (40 kHz) and Table
6-2 (60 kHz).
6.2.3 Critical Audio Material Selection
Since the purpose of this experiment was to find the best bandwidth allocation strategy for any (most) 
kind of multichannel audio programmes, the main and the most obvious criterion of selection of 
program material was to choose a large selection of the recordings representing a wide range of genre 
types. Therefore it was decided to choose excerpts representing categories such as classical music, 
pop music, movies, and TV sport.
in Listening Test 2 (see Chapter 4), it was found that HBL caused different perceptual effects 
depending on the spatial characteristics of the surround audio excerpts. Therefore, it was reasonable to 
choose exceipts covering most representative types of spatial characteristics. It was also found in our 
previous experiments that interchannel correlation of the audio material influenced the performance of 
KLT-based HBL. Therefore, excerpts with different levels of interchannel correlation were selected 
for this study. The level of interchannel correlation was measured using the method introduced in 
Section 4.3.4.
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Strategy’ Channel: Bandwidth (kHz)
No. ei e2 e3 e4 5^
1 20.0 20.0 0 0 0
2 20.0 20.0 0 0 0
3 13.3 13.3 13.3 0 0
4 13.3 13.3 13.3 0 0
5 20.0 10.0 10.0 0 0
6 20.0 10.0 10.0 0 0
7 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 0
8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
9 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
10 20.0 6.7 6.7 6.7 0
11 20.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
12 20.0 13.3 3.3 3.3 0
13 11.7 11.7 11.7 5.0 0
14 11.7 11.7 11.7 5.0 0
15 15.0 15.0 5.0 5.0 0
16 16.7 16.7 6.7 0 0
17 16.7 16.7 6.7 0 0
18 15.0 8.3 8.4 8.3 0
19 20.0 12.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
20 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 4.0
21 9.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 4.0
22 10.7 10.7 10.7 4.0 4.0
23 10.7 10.7 10.7 4.0 4.0
24 14.0 14.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
25 14.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5
26 15.9 10.4 7.6 4.2 1.9
27 15.9 10.4 7.6 4.2 1.9
Table 6-1: Bandwidth allocation strategies for 40 kHz condition.
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Strategy Channel: Bandwidth (kHz)
No. e, e2 e3 e4
1 20.0 20.0 20.0 0 0
2 20.0 20.0 20.0 0 0
3 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 0
4 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
5 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
6 20.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 0
7 20.0 20.0 10.0 10.0 0
8 20.0 20.0 6.7 6.7 6.7
9 20.0 20.0 6.7 6.7 6.7
10 20.0 13.3 13.3 13.3 0
11 20.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
12 20.0 16.7 16.7 6.7 0
13 17.5 17.5 17.5 7.5 0
14 20.0 20.0 13.3 3.3 3.3
15 20.0 20.0 13.3 3.3 3.3
16 20.0 11.7 11.7 11.7 5.0
17 20.0 15.0 15.0 5.0 5.0
18 20.0 15.0 8.3 8.3 8.3
19 20.0 15.0 8.3 8.3 8.3
20 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 6.0
21 16.0 16.0 16.0 6.0 6.0
22 16.0 16.0 9.3 9.3 9.3
23 16.0 16.0 9.3 9.3 9.3
24 16.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0
25 16.0 11.0 11.0 1.01 11.0
26 18.1 15.7 12.4 9.6 4.1
27 18.1 15.7 12.4 9.6 4.1
Table 6-2: Bandwidth allocation strategies for 60 kHz condition.
As a result of the above procedure, eleven audio excerpts were selected for this experiment, covering 
a wide range of genre types, the range of most common spatial audio scenes and the range of 
inter-channel correlation values. The details of these excerpts are shown in Table 6-3.
In a pilot experiment undertaken prior to undertaking the large-scale listening test, the listeners found
it difficult to discriminate the differences of audio quality for different bandwidth allocation strategies
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under 60kHz condition. It implied that for the overall bandwidth of 60 kHz most of the bandwidth 
limiting strategies were almost identical from the perceptual point of view and that they were ‘good 
enough’ when the overall bandwidth reached 60 kHz (the results obtained for the processed 
recordings were often similar to those obtained for the unprocessed reference recordings). Therefore, 
it was decided not to spend too much experimental effort for 60 kHz condition in the proper test. 
Consequently, only three most critical excerpts were used for 60 kHz condition, namely excerpts 6, 8 
and 11 shown in Table 6-3.
Excerpt No. Genre Spatial Mode Interchannel C ’orrelation
1 Pop FB 94%
2 Classical FB 33%
3 Jazz FF 76%
4 Arabian FF 41%
5 Opera FB 93%
6 Sports FF 41%
7 Pop FB 72%
8 Pop FF 94%
9 Movie FB+C 91%
10 Rock FF 49%
11 Jazz FF+C 52%
Table 6-3: Description of selected audio excerpts.
6.3 Results
Twenty listeners participated in this listening test. Reliability and consistency of listeners were 
assessed based on the method discussed in Section 3.7. As a result, data from seventeen reliable and 
consistent participants were used for further analysis. The box plot is shown in Figure H-8 in 
Appendix H.
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6.3.1 Analysis for 40 kHz condition
An analysis RM-ANOVA was used to analyze the data (see Appendix F). The results showed that the 
bandwidth allocation strategies (BAS), audio material (EXCERPT) and their two-way interactions 
had significant influence on BAQ. The BAQ scores as a function of bandwidth allocation strategies 
are plotted in Figure 6-1. It can be seen that some bandwidth allocation strategies achieved much 
better audio quality than others. For example, the BAS No. 9 allocated the overall bandwidth equally 
to all eigenchannels, which equalled to the “Base” algorithm used in Listening Test 1, therefore it was 
not surprising that it came up with the worst Basic Audio Quality. However, BAS No. 12, which used 
a step-down strategy, resulted in very high Basic Audio Quality.
6.3.1.1 Regression Model
The mean values averaged across all eleven excerpts and listeners were used to develop the regression 
model. The partial least squares regression (PLS-R) technique was used due to its superior statistical 
properties (Esbensen 2002). The model took all five independent variables Br  B5 (bandwidths of five 
eigenchannels), their two-way interactions and square effects into account and could be described by 
the following function:
where B; is the bandwidth of the i-th eigenchannel and cb cjk, and ci represent the regression 
coefficients. The index k in the above equation must be greater than the index j (that is k > j) in order 
to avoid duplication of symmetrical interactions (e.g. B] B2 and B2 Bi).
5 5 5 5
(6-3)
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Bandwidth Allocation Strategy
Figure 6-1: Basic Audio Quality as a function of bandwidth allocation strategy for C = 40 kHz. 
(Mean values and 95% confidence intervals). The figure shows the results averaged across
excerpts and listeners.
The first task that needs to be undertaken by the experimenter in the PLS regression modelling is to 
determine the optimum number of principal components required in the final solution. According to 
the obtained results, the regression model was developed based on the first eleven components, which 
explained 99.3% of the BAQ variance.
The scatter plot between the actual and predicted scores using the final model is shown in Figure 6-2.
The actual scores obtained from the listening test are plotted along the horizontal axis and are labelled
as “measured” in the figure. It can be seen that the predicted BAQ scores fit the actual BAQ scores
obtained from the listening test very well. The correlation between predicted and actual scores
exceeds 0.99 and the tangent of regression line is close to unity (0.99) while the vertical offset is
negligibly small (0.50 points relative to 100 points MUSHRA scale). The root mean square error
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(RMSE) of the calibration is small and equals 1.18 points relative to 100 points scale. The reliability 
of this model was tested using the random cross-validation approach (Esbensen 2002). The results 
showed that the model is very reliable. For cross-validation the correlation between actual and 
predicted BAQ scores was 0.98 and the RMSE was equal to 3.05 points. In summary, the regression 
model with eleven principal components obtained for 40 kHz condition performed very well.
Figure 6-2: Scatter plot of the basic audio quality predicted scores as a function of the actual 
scores obtained from the listening test. (PLS-R model with eleven principal components; black
line y = x; C — 40 kHz).
6.3.1.2 Optimisation
Optimisation analysis was conducted to find the maximum value of the function defined by the 
regression model derived in the previous step. This function was defined as a second order
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polynomial of five variables with two-way interactions between the variables -  see Equation (6-3) 
above. The coefficients in this polynomial were obtained in the regression model described above. 
The function was optimised using Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method (Powell 1978). 
It was found that the maximum BAQ value (86.6) was achieved by allocating 18.0 kHz to the first 
eigenchannel, 14.0 kHz to the second eigenchannel, 4.0 kHz to both the third and fourth 
eigenchannels. The bandwidth of the last eigenchannel was reduced to 0 (signal removed).
The response surface graph obtained for the first three eigenchannels is presented in Figure 6-3. This 
figure shows the audio quality contours (‘ iso-quality’ lines) as a function of the bandwidth allocated 
to the first three eigenchannels. Although the model under optimization was the function of five 
variables, for practical reasons the presented graph shows variation of audio quality solely across the 
first three variables and was included here for illustrative purposes only. Instead of having two 
coordinates, the mixture response surface plot uses a special system of three coordinates (Esbensen 
2002). Two of the coordinate variables are varied independently from each other (within the allowed 
limits), and the third one is computed under the constraint defined by Equation 6-1.
Considering that the overall bandwidth was limited in this condition to 40 kHz, the resultant quality of 
86.6 points on the 100-point MUSHRA scale can be considered as remarkably high. This result shows 
that the bandwidth of 5-channel surround sound recordings can be limited using the optimised 
KLT-based technique to the equivalent bandwidth of 2-channel stereo signals with only a small 
degradation of the audio quality.
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Figure 6-3: Response surface plot of PLS-R model using eleven principle components for C = 40
kHz.
6.3.2 Analysis for 60 kHz condition
Similarly as in the previous condition, an analysis of RM-ANOVA was used to analyze the listening 
test data obtained for 60 kHz condition (see Appendix F). The results showed that the bandwidth 
allocation strategies (BAS), audio material (EXCERPT) and their two-way interactions had 
significant influence on BAQ. The BAQ scores are plotted in Figure 6-4 as a function of bandwidth 
allocation strategy. As before, it can be seen that some bandwidth allocation strategies achieved much 
better audio quality than others. Similar to 40 kHz condition, the item allocated the overall bandwidth 
equally to all eigenchannels (BAS No. 5) resulted in the worst Basic Audio Quality. However, in 60 
kHz condition, regardless of the allocation strategy the resultant audio quality is relatively high and 
ranges between 65 and 85 on the MUSHRA scale.
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Bandwidth Al location Strategy
Figure 6-4: Basic Audio Quality as a function of bandwidth allocation strategy for C = 60 kHz. 
(Mean values and 95% confidence intervals). The figure shows the results averaged across
excerpts and listeners.
6.3.2.1 Regression Model
The mean values averaged across all three excerpts and listeners were used to develop the regression
model. A regression model was developed based on the first nine components, which explained
97.9% of the BAQ variance. The scatter plot between the actual and predicted scores is shown in
Figure 6-5. As before, the horizontal axis shows the data obtained from the listening tests whereas the
vertical axis represents the predicted scores from the regression model. The correlation between the
actual and predicted scores exceeds 0.99 and slope of regression line is close to unity (0.98) while its
vertical offset is small (1.00 points relative to 100 points scale). The root mean square error RMSE of
the calibration is small (0.68 points relative to 100 points scale). Hence, it can be concluded that the
predicted BAQ scores fit the actual BAQ scores obtained from the listening test very well. The
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reliability of this model was tested using the random cross-validation approach. The results showed 
that the regression model is very reliable. For the cross-validation the correlation and RMSE equalled 
0.96 and 1.53 respectively.
Figure 6-5: Scatter plot of the basic audio quality predicted scores as a function of the actual 
scores obtained from the listening test. (PLS-R model with eleven principal components; black
line y = x; 60 kHz condition).
6.3.2.2 Optimisation
The optimization procedure was identical to the procedure explained above in Section 1.2.1.2. The 
response surface graph obtained for the first three eigenchannels is presented in Figure 6-6. It was 
found that the maximum BAQ value (87.0) was achieved by allocating 19.0 kHz to the first
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eigenchannel, 16.5 kHz to the second and third eigenchannel and 4.0 kHz to both the fourth and fifth 
eigenchannels. It needs to be mentioned that although a response surface graph obtained for 60 kHz 
condition could show the optimum point and some variation of audio quality in numerical sense, from 
the perceptual point of view the changes in the quality levels across the whole graph are negligibly 
small and are comparable to 95% confidence intervals obtained in the listening test.
B1:17.3-24.0 kHz 
B2:16.0-22.7 kHz 
B3: 12.0-18.7 kHz 
B4: 4.0 kHz
B5: 4.0 kHz
B 1=24.0 kHz
/
/
/
3 j  4‘*’.J
B A Q  = 87 .0  
B1 =19.0 kHz 
B2 = 16.5 kHz 
B3 = 16.5 kHz 
B4= 4.0 kHz 
B5= 4.0 kHz
B2=22.7 kHz B3=18.7 kHz
Figure 6-6: Response surface plot of PLS-R model using nine principle components for C = 60
kHz.
6.4 Discussion
In Section 6.3 above, the regression modelling and optimisation were only based on the mean values 
of BAQ scores averaged across all eleven excerpts, which will be called “averaged optimal BAS” in 
this thesis. However, according to the RM-ANOVA analysis in Appendix F, the two-way interaction 
between bandwidth allocation strategies (BAS) and audio material (EXCERPT) had significant 
influence on BAQ when overall bandwidth was limited to 40 kHz, which means that optimal
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bandwidth allocation strategy was programme dependent. Therefore, it was decided to repeat the 
above analysis for every excerpt separately. Thus, the regression models were developed and the BAS 
was optimised excerpt by excerpt, using the same methods to those used for averaged data. The 
results showed that the excerpt-specific optimal bandwidth allocation strategies were different from 
the optimal bandwidth allocation strategy based on the data averaged across all excerpts. However, 
the differences between the resultant BAQ scores of the excerpt-specific optimal BAS and the 
averaged optimal BAS were very small, see Figure 6-7. The largest difference is 8 out of 100 points 
(Excerpt 2), which is still comparable to 95% confidence intervals obtained in the listening test. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the averaged optimal BAS found for 40 kHz is optimal for all 
excerpts.
Optim al BAS
*  A vera g ed
*  S pecific
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 1 0 1 1 1 2
EXCERPT
Figure 6-7: Comparison between excerpt-specific and averaged optimal bandwidth allocation
strategies, C=40 kHz.
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For 60 kHz condition, although the optimal BAS was foimd in numerical sense, from the perceptual 
point of view the differences in the quality between different BAS were not significant. This might be 
due to the fact that most of the bandwidth limiting strategies were almost identical from the perceptual 
point of view and that they were ‘good enough’ when the overall bandwidth reached 60 kHz. 
Therefore, the comparison between excerpt-specific and averaged optimal bandwidth allocation 
strategies was not conducted for 60 kHz condition.
6.5 Sum m ary
The goal of the experiments described in this chapter was to find the optimum bandwidth allocation 
strategy for surround signals in the KLT domain.
Regression models were developed to establish the relationship between basic audio quality and the 
bandwidth allocation strategies. As a result, the optimum bandwidth allocation strategies were 
identified. When the overall bandwidth was 40 kHz, the predicted optimum bandwidth limitation 
strategy was [18.0, 14.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0] kHz for the hierarchically ordered eigenchannels. The predicted 
basic audio quality for this strategy was 86.6 on the 100-point MUSHRA scale, with a root mean 
square error of prediction of 1.18 points. When the available overall bandwidth was 60 kHz, the 
predicted optimum bandwidth limitation strategy was [19.0, 16.5, 16.5, 4.0, 4.0] kHz for the 
hierarchically ordered eigenchannels. The predicted basic audio quality for this strategy was 87.0 on 
the 100-point MUSHRA scale, with an error of prediction of 0.69 points. As a result, a Hierarchical 
Bandwidth Limitation algorithm psychoacoustically optimised for 3/2 stereo surround sound was 
developed.
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7 Evaluation o f O ptim al H ierarchical Bandw idth  
Lim itation M ethod
7.1 Introduction
In order to save the transmission bandwidth of surround sound, a Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation 
(HBL) algorithm psychoacoustically optimised for 3/2 stereo surround sound was developed through 
the experimental work that is reported in this thesis. The aim of the study reported in this chapter was 
to evaluate the performance of the optimised HBL algorithm. A large-scale listening test (labelled as 
Listening Test 6 in this research) was conducted to compare the perceptual audio quality degradation 
caused by the optimised HBL with other bandwidth limitation algorithms.
7.2 Experim ental Design
7.2.1 Experimental Factors
The following factors were used in the listening test: two levels of overall bandwidth, five bandwidth 
limitation techniques and eleven audio excerpts. The assessed attribute was Basic Audio Quality.
7.2.2 Processing of Audio Material
Two levels of overall bandwidth were used: 40 and 60 kHz. These two levels were assumed to be the 
most likely conditions used when broadcasting multichannel audio under highly limited conditions 
(See Section 4.2.2). Five bandwidth limitation algorithms were used that were classified in two 
groups.
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The first group involved two algorithms that directly limited the bandwidth of the original signals of 
5-channel surround sound. The first algorithm, named Base, allocated same bandwidth to all five 
original signals. This algorithm was called Base because it was believed that this algorithm 
represented the least ‘intelligent’ form of processing and the results obtained for this condition were 
intended to form a baseline for comparisons with other more sophisticated algorithms. The second 
algorithm was based on and labelled as Quality Advisor (QA), and its details have been discussed in 
Section 1.3.2.
The second group included three hierarchical bandwidth limitation algorithms: MSBTF-based HBL, 
WXYEF-based and KLT-based HBL. The former two algorithms were based on signal-independent 
transforms techniques that have been discussed in Chapter 2. In the KLT-based HBL, the KLT was 
applied to the whole duration of audio excerpts. The allocation of bandwidth for the two 
signal-dependent algorithms was not optimised though; however ‘reasonable’ values (according to a 
suggestion from an experienced listener) of individual channel bandwidth were selected. The 
bandwidth allocation strategies used for KLT-based HBL were those recommended in Chapter 6. The 
bandwidth allocation strategies used for all algorithms are summarised in Table 7-1 and Table 7-2.
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Algorithm Applied to 
Excerpt No.
( lumnel: Bandw idth (kHz)
Base 1-11 L: 8.0 R:8.0 C: 8.0 LS: 8.0 RS: 8.0
QA 1,2,5,7 L: 13.0 R: 13.0 C: 7.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
QA 3,4,6,8,10,11 L: 11.3 R: 11.3 C: 3.5 LS: 7.0 RS: 7.0
QA 9 L: 10.0 R: 10.0 C: 13.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
MSBTF 1-11 M: 18.0 S: 14.0 B: 4.0 T: 4.0 F: 0
WXYEF 1-11 W: 18.0 X: 9.0 Y:9.0 E: 4.0 F: 0
KLT 1-11 e,: 18.0 e2:14.0 eg. 4.0 eg. 4.0 eg. 0
Table 7-1: Bandwidth limitation algorithms (40 kHz).
Algorithm Applied to 
Excerpt No.
( channel: Bandw idth (kHz)
Base 1,2,3 L: 12.0 R: 12.0 C: 12.0 LS: 12.0 RS: 12.0
QA 1,2,5,7, 9 L: 20.0 R: 20.0 C: 13.0 LS: 3.5 RS: 3.5
QA 3,4,6,8,10 L: 18.3 R: 18.3 C: 3.5 LS: 10.0 RS: 10.0
QA 11 L: 12.0 R: 12.0 C: 12.0 LS: 12.0 RS: 12.0
MSBTF 1-11 M: 19.0 S: 6.5 B: 6.5 T: 4.0 F: 4.0
WXYEF 1-11 W: 19.0 X: 6.5 Y: 6.5 E: 4.0 F: 4.0
KLT 1-11 eg. 19.0 e2:16.5 eg.\6.5 eg. 4.0 eg. 4.0
Table 7-2: Bandwidth limitation algorithms (60 kHz).
7.2.3 Critical Audio Material Selection
The main criteria of selection of program material were to choose audio excerpts covering a wide 
range of genre types, most common spatial audio modes and the large range of inter-channel 
correlation levels. As the result of the above procedure, eleven audio excerpts were selected for this 
experiment. The details of these excerpts are shown in Table 7-3.
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Excerpt No. Spatial Mode Interchannel C Correlation
1 Pop FB 94%
2 Classical FB 33%
3 Jazz FF 76%
4 Arabian FF 41%
5 Opera FB 93%
6 Sports FF 41%
7 Pop FB 72%
8 Pop FF 94%
9 Movie FB+C 91%
10 Rock FF 49%
11 Jazz FF+C 52%
Table 7-3: Description of selected audio excerpts for Listening Test 5.
7.3 Results
Twenty listeners participated in this listening test. Reliability of listeners was assessed using the 
method discussed in Section 3.7. As a result, data from sixteen reliable participants was used for 40 
kHz conditions and data from fifteen participants was used for 60 kHz conditions. The box plot is 
shown in Figure H-9 in Appendix H.
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions. The analysis is reported in Appendix G. The assumptions of RM-ANOVA 
analysis were checked (see Appendix G.l) and the results of main RM-ANOVA analysis can be 
found in Appendix G.2. The results showed that the bandwidth limitation algorithms (PROCESS), 
audio material excerpts (EXCERPT) and their two-way interactions had significant influence on the 
BAQ scores.
Firstly, the BAQ scores were plotted in Figure 7-1 as a function of bandwidth limitation algorithm 
averaged across all excerpts. The significance levels of the difference between the BAQ scores were
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analysed using pairwise comparison (see Appendix G.3). It can be seen that for both 40 kHz and 
60 kHz conditions, KLT-based HBL with the optimised bandwidth allocation strategies achieved 
significantly better audio quality than the other algorithms. As expected, the Base algorithm resulted 
in the worst audio quality. In both 40 kHz and 60 kHz conditions QA, MSBTF-based HBL and 
WXYEF-based HBL led to similar audio quality levels and all significantly better than that of Base.
processing processing
Figure 7-1: Basic Audio Quality of different bandwidth limitation algorithms. (Mean values and 
associated 95% confidence intervals). The results averaged across all excerpts and all listeners.
The effect of processing methods on BAQ was also analysed separately for different excerpts and 
different overall bandwidth conditions. The results are presented in Figure 7-2 (40 kHz condition) and 
Figure 7-3 (60 kHz condition). It can be seen that KLT-based HBL with the optimised bandwidth 
allocation strategies achieved significantly better audio quality or at least no worse than the other 
algorithms for all excerpts but Excerpt 4 under 60 kHz condition, which had very low interchannel 
correlation level. In addition, MSBTF-based HBL and WXYEF-based HBL led to similar audio 
quality levels for all conditions. This observation validated the assumption that the author made in
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Section 4.1: from theoretical point of view, MSBTF and WXYEF have similar drawbacks; they could 
be easily converted to each other, and it is likely that they will perform similarly. The WXYEF 
transform was excluded at the initial stage of this research based on this assumption (see Chapter 4). 
Flowever, based on the results from this listening test, it can be concluded that the WXYEF can also 
be used as a hierarchical transform prior to bandwidth limitation as the results obtained for this 
method are better than those obtained for the baseline algorithm. However, as expected, the results 
obtained for the signal dependent KLT HBL outperform the results obtained for the signal 
independent transforms (WXYEF and MSBTF).
7.4 Sum m ary
In order to evaluate the performance of the optimised KLT-based HBL algorithm, a listening test was 
conducted to compare its performance with other bandwidth limitation algorithms. The results 
showed that the MSBTF and WXYEF transforms can also be used as a hierarchical transform prior to 
bandwidth limitation as the results obtained for this method are better than those obtained for the 
baseline algorithm. However, the KLT-based HBL with the optimal bandwidth allocation strategies 
was superior compared to the other traditional bandwidth limitation algorithms used for the limitation 
of bandwidth of multichannel sound.
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processing processing processing
Figure 7-2: Basic Audio Quality of different bandwidth limitation algorithms for 40 kHz 
condition. (Mean values and associated 95% confidence intervals).
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MSE USffTF <tTQA YWfEF
processing
BASE HSBTF <iT BASE HSffTF <tT
QA VWCTEF QA WCTEF
processing processing
Figure 7-3: Basic Audio Quality of different bandwidth limitation algorithms for 60 kHz
condition. (Mean values and associated 95% confidence intervals).
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8 D iscussion
Due to the limitations of resources that could be used in this research, such as budget and time, the 
experimental conditions of the listening tests were limited to certain levels. These limitations could 
affect the generalisation of the conclusions drawn. This chapter addresses those limitations and 
discusses the applicability of the proposed KLT-based HBL to other conditions, not studied in this 
research. Some possible applications of KLT-based HBL are also addressed. In addition, the 
similarities and differences between this research and some other studies are clarified.
8.1 G eneralisability
In this research, the number of recordings used in the listening tests ranged from three in initial 
experiments to eleven in the final experiments. The eleven audio excerpts used in the final 
experiments can be considered to be a relatively large number sufficient to draw firm conclusions, as 
the programme material comprised a representative selection of typical programme genres and typical 
audio characteristics.
8.2 Beyond 3/2 Stereo
All listening tests of this research were based on the 5.1-channel format multichannel audio 
programmes and standard 3/2 stereo reproduction system (ITU-R BS.775, 1994) with LFE channel 
muted (see Figure 0-1). The choice of this loudspeaker arrangement was informed by the fact that this 
was the only standardised and the most commonly used multichannel audio format.
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The KLT matrices are derived based on the characteristics of “loudspeaker” signals and is not 
dependent upon the loudspeaker configurations used in reproduction. Therefore, KLT-based HBL 
could be extended to any number of channels and reproduction setups. However, perceptual 
properties of HBL applied to non-standard loudspeaker configurations are unknown and would have 
to be examined by means of further psychoacoustical studies.
S.3 Scalab ility
Scalability is the property of encoded signal that the receiver can either successfully decode the full 
bitstream or only decode a subset of the bitstream to meet its bitrate capacity (Brandenburg and Grill 
1994). Scalability has become an important aspect of audio compression, particularly for multimedia 
applications where a range of coding bitrates may be required, or where channel bitrate fluctuates 
(Dunn 2007).
The KLT-based HBL can easily support the scalability functionality: a certain level of overall 
bandwidth of signals to be transmitted could be adapted to the bitrate capacity of decoders. Taking 
five-channel audio programmes as an example, the overall bandwidth of the five-channel 
uncompressed audio material was assumed to be equal to 100 kHz (5 x 20 kHz). The simplest way to 
implement the scalability is to only transmit the highly ranked eigenchannels with full bandwidth 
while not transmitting the eigenchannels with lower ranks at all (“extreme” bandwidth limitation). 
This method supports a five-step scalability; the possible levels of overall bandwidth are 20, 40, 60, 
80 and 100 kHz. When the overall bandwidth is 100 kHz, the audio signals are uncompressed. The 
Basic Audio Quality scores of HBL based on covariance KLT with these overall bandwidth levels are 
plotted in Figure 8-1 based on the data from listening test 2 in Chapter 4. It can be seen that the 40
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kHz could deliver a high audio quality (approximate 70 points on MUHSRA scale) and 60 kHz and 
80 kHz resulted in even better audio quality (above 80 points on MUHSRA scale). However, when 
the overall bandwidth was limited to 20 kHz, the audio quality was graded as “poor”.
O v e ra ll  B an d w id th  (kH z)
Figure 8-1: Basic Audio Quality of KLT-based HBL for different overall bandwidth levels for 
“extreme” bandwidth limitation strategy. (Mean values and associated 95% confidence 
intervals). The data averaged across all recordings.
The algorithm described above is rather crude as it is based on “extreme” bandwidth limitation, which
involves either retaining or removing individual eigenchannels. However, as it was demonstrated in
Chapter 6, the audio quality could be improved if more sophisticated bandwidth allocation strategies
are employed. The optimal bandwidth allocation strategy could offer an “excellent” audio quality
when the overall bandwidth level was 40 kHz (Figure 7-1). However, the bandwidth allocation
strategy was only optimised for the 40 kHz and 60 kHz conditions.
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In principle, the overall bandwidth could be any value between 0 (or approximately 1 kHz in practice) 
to 100 kHz. However, this research did not provide a solution of how to allocate the overall 
bandwidth for an arbitrary overall bandwidth level.
8.4 Integration w ith A udio  Codecs
As discussed in Section 8.3, although the overall bandwidth could have any value between 1 kHz in 
practice and 100 kHz, good audio quality only can be met when the overall bandwidth exceeds 
40 kHz. Taking 40 kHz as an example, the compression ratio obtained using solely KLT-based HBL 
is 2:5, which cannot meet the requirements of many applications.
Using KLT-based HBL, the audio signals to be transmitted are band-limited KLT eigenchannel 
signals. Those signals are linear combination of standard channel time domain signals, which are still 
time domain signals. These signals could be further compressed using audio codecs as ordinary mono 
time domain signals. Since these signals have limited bandwidth, less bitrate is needed to compress 
these signals compared to full bandwidth signals. The KLT-based HBL algorithm could be cascaded 
with low bitrate coding techniques to reach a higher compression ratio. The diagram of this method is 
shown in Figure 8-2.
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Side Information
Figure 8-2: Diagram of KLT-based HBL algorithm cascaded with an audio codec.
The bitrate used to encode the bandwidth-limited eigenchannel signals could be different: less bitrate 
should be used for lowly ranked eigenchannel signals since they have narrower bandwidth and 
normally less energy. A preliminary example of this application can be found in (Marins et al. 2008). 
The KLT-based HBL cascaded with a codec resulted in better audio quality compared to the scenario 
when this codec was applied directly (without HBL).
8.5 H ierarchical Bandwidth Lim itation versus M AACKLT
The proposed in this study Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation technique applies KLT to multichannel 
audio, which is similar to the approach used in MAACKLT that was developed by Yang (2002). 
However, there are substantial differences between these two techniques.
In MAACKLT, all KLT eigenchannels were used to reconstruct the signals. The bitrate was saved by 
reducing bit resolution of the low-ranked eigenchannels during quantisation process. On the contrary, 
in this research, the signals of the eigenchannels were band-limited and under 40 kHz condition some 
of the lowest-ranked eigenchannels were even removed completely.
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In addition, the implementation of KLT was different. For example, MACCKLT only used 
covariance-based KLT eigenvector extraction method whereas in this project, in this project three 
different eigenvector extraction methods were used and the most suitable one in the context of digital 
audio processing was identified. Moreover, in this project, the KLT was optimised to achieve the best 
audio quality. By contrast, in the studies of Yang (2002) the KLT was optimised to achieve the lowest 
bitrate in MAACKLT.
8.6 Sum m ary
This chapter addresses some limitations of the approach used in this research and discusses the 
applicability of the proposed KLT-based HBL to other conditions that have not been studied in this 
research. Since the KLT-based HBL is not dependent upon the loudspeaker configurations in 
reproduction, theoretically it might be possible to extend it to any number of channels and 
reproduction setups. The KLT-based HBL could easily support the scalability in audio data 
compression. In addition, the KLT-based HBL could be integrated with low bitrate coding techniques 
to reach a higher compression ratio.
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9 Sum m ary, C onclusions and Future W ork
This chapter summarises the research and experimentation that is described in this thesis, including an 
outline of the main conclusions resulting from this work. Possible directions to further this study are 
discussed as well.
9.1 Sum m ary and Conclusions
9.1.1 Chapter 0
It is a challenging task to meet the demand of very high compression ratios required in low bit rate 
applications for audio transmission or storage, especially for multichannel audio. Limiting the 
bandwidth of audio signals is one of the most efficient ways to cope with this problem. However, in 
most of current multichannel audio codecs, audio signals in all channels are limited to the same 
bandwidth level. An investigation of literature showed that an intelligent bandwidth limitation 
strategy could significantly improve the audio quality.
The aim of the thesis that was set out in the introductory chapter was to develop a psychoacoustical 
optimal bandwidth limitation technique which takes advantage of the hierarchical representation of 
surround sound by prioritising the channels during the bandwidth limitation and applying higher 
cut-off frequencies to the most important channels and the lower cut-off frequencies to the least 
important channels.
9.1.2 Chapter 1
Chapter l reviewed previous research on bandwidth limitation techniques for audio transmission.
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In order to achieve the optimum trade-off between audio quality and bitrate when the available bitrate 
is very low, limiting the bandwidth of the audio signal becomes one of the most efficient ways to save 
bitrate. Audio bandwidth limitation is widely used in MPEG standards as well as some other audio 
coding standards. By using low sampling rate, abandoning upper bands in filter bank processing, or 
not decoding enhancement layers in a scalable bit-stream, the bandwidth could be limited, which 
helps to optimise the usage of the bit budget and achieve better audio quality. A novel technique, 
called Spectral Band Replication (SBR), was developed by Coding Technologies to limit the audio 
signals into a narrow bandwidth and reconstruct lost high frequency content using side information in 
the decoders. It has been proved that the audio quality can be significantly improved by this 
technique.
Limiting audio bandwidth will degrade the quality of audio, both timbrally and spatially. However, 
according to the literature bandwidth limitation in different channels has different effects on audio 
quality. Bandwidth limitation of certain channels does not cause significant quality degradation when 
a mechanism named “spatial masking” occurs. Allocating wider bandwidth to perceptually important 
signals rather than treating all signals equally could help to achieve better audio quality. However, 
such an algorithm has not been developed so far in an automated form as it requires automatic 
recognition of the level of Perceptual Importance of individual audio channels.
9.1.3 Chapter 2
In Chapter 2, the mathematical and psychoacoustical foundations of three existing hierarchical 
transform techniques for surround sound are reviewed. Although all of them are “hierarchical”, the
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hierarchies are based on different rationales. Their advantages and disadvantages in the context of the 
proposed hierarchical bandwidth limitation method are discussed theoretically.
The MSBTF hierarchy provides a loudspeaker-based soundstage and the transformed signals are 
ordered according to their contributions to the directional or spatial resolution of surround sound. A 
potential problem related to the MSBTF transform is the fixed and programme independent encoding 
coefficients and pre-assumed importance order of sound stage: the front stage is implicitly considered 
perceptually more important than the surround stage. This assumption could be wrong for the purpose 
of bandwidth limitation; especially for some modem recordings that have a prominent rear sound 
stage.
The WXYEF is a hybrid of source-based and loudspeaker-based hierarchies: the first three channels 
are arranged in a harmonic hierarchy and the remaining two channels are in a loudspeaker-based 
hierarchy. Although the harmonic channels (W, X, Y) are assumed to be superior compared to the E 
and F channels, this assumption has never been verified. WXYEF also has fixed coefficients and is 
not adaptive to different types of recordings.
The KLT is a signal-based hierarchy. The hierarchy is based on the amount of variance explained by 
transformed signals. The KLT could be calculated using either a covariance matrix or a correlation 
matrix. According to the results obtained, the covariance matrix based KLT is more suitable for 
transforming multichannel audio signals.
Since none of these three transforms was originally designed for the purpose of bandwidth limitation,
it was concluded that a systematic psychoacoustical evaluation of them needed to be carried out in the
context o f  bandwidth limitation for multichannel sound.
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9.1.4 Chapters
Chapter 3 discussed the methodology that was used in this research, including both experimental and 
technical considerations related to the experimental works.
This research needed the support of proper psychoacoustical experiments to evaluate the perceptual 
quality of multichannel sound processed.
The Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) was chosen as a measurement of the overall perceptual audio quality 
of processed audio programmes. Another two attributes were used to evaluate the two main aspects of 
audio quality: timbral quality and spatial quality. The standard multi-stimulus test method with hidden 
reference and anchor (MUSHRA) (ITU-R 2001) was used in this research to assess the perceptual 
attributes of audio quality.
More than 300 multichannel audio excerpts were collected and an interface was developed allowing 
users to make paired comparisons between different excerpts and chose excerpts that are critical for 
the specific purpose of a certain listening test. The criteria for critical excerpt selection were set.
All listening tests were conducted using the standard 3/2 stereo loudspeaker setup with the muted LFE 
channel.
9.1.5 Chapter 4
In Chapter 4, a series of listening tests were carried out to investigate the applicability of two 
potentially suitable hierarchical transform techniques in the context of hierarchical bandwidth 
limitation for multichannel audio.
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The first listening test studied the perceptual effects of MSBTF-based HBL by comparing it with 
traditional bandwidth limitation algorithms. The results showed that the MSBTF-based could achieve 
better audio quality than traditional multichannel audio bandwidth limitation techniques. According to 
the results obtained, the MSBTF-based HBL is especially suitable for programmes with a 
predominant centre channel.
The second listening test investigated the KLT-based HBL. Different criteria for extraction of 
eigenvectors were studied and it was found out that the covariance-based KLT was more suitable for 
hierarchical transform of multichannel audio than the correlation-based KLT. Experimental evidence 
was provided demonstrating that the eigenchannels of covariance-based KLT are in a hierarchical 
order according to their Perceptual Importance. In addition, it was found that using the 
covariance-based KLT in HBL caused less degradation for programme items having high interchannel 
correlation than for those items exhibiting low interchannel correlation.
The third listening test compared the two methods: MSBTF transform and KLT (based on covariance 
matrix) in the context of HBL. It was found that the signal dependent hierarchical encoding technique 
(KLT) performed better than the signal independent technique (MSBTF) for the purpose of bandwidth 
limitation.
As a result, covariance-based KLT was chosen as a suitable hierarchical transform for the proposed 
HBL technique and was used in further studies as the principal method.
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9.1.6 Chapter 5
In Chapter 5, the perceptual effects of the adaptive KLT-based HBL were studied using listening tests. 
The results showed that applying KLT on short-term multichannel audio signals and updating the 
KLT transform matrices adaptively over time resulted in better audio quality compared with 
non-adaptive KLT for those multichannel audio programmes that had significantly varying statistical 
characteristics over time. However, the adaptive KLT introduced some artefacts, which are related to 
the adaptation rate. When the adaptation rate was relatively slow, dynamic spatial distortion was 
perceived in the form of moving image and sources. When the adaptation rate exceeded the 
integration auditory threshold of the human auditory system, timbral distortions were predominant.
Considering the facts that adaptive KLT was only beneficial for excerpts with very significant 
time-varying statistical characteristics, and that the optimal frame duration was comparable to the 
duration of excerpts used in listening tests, it was decided to use full-duration KLT in succeeding 
listening tests of this research.
9.1.7 Chapter 6
Besides a psychoacoustically hierarchical transform, the choice of an appropriate strategy for 
bandwidth allocation across eigenchannels is also essential from the point of view of the resultant 
audio quality in KLT-based HBL.
In Chapter 6, a listening test was conducted to find the optimal bandwidth allocation strategy for 
KLT-based HBL for 3/2 stereo format: an optimal combination of bandwidths for individual 
eigenchannels that achieve the best audio quality when the sum of these bandwidths is fixed. The
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optimisation of BAS was identified via three steps. Firstly, the data describing audio quality 
degradations caused by HBL using different bandwidth allocation strategies were collected thorough a 
listening test. Based on these data, the mathematical relationship between audio quality and the 
bandwidth allocation strategies was established by means of regression modelling. Then, the optimal 
BAS that resulted in best audio quality was identified using a standard optimization technique.
When the overall bandwidth was limited to 40 kHz, the predicted optimum bandwidth limitation 
strategy in the KLT domain was [18.0, 14.0, 4.0, 4.0, 0] kHz; while when the available overall 
bandwidth was restricted to 60 kHz, the predicted optimum bandwidth limitation strategy was [19.0, 
16.5, 16.5,4.0,4.0] kHz.
9.1.8 Chapter 7
In Chapter 7, a listening test was conducted to evaluate the performance of the optimised KLT-based 
HBL algorithm by comparing it with other bandwidth limitation algorithms. The results showed that 
the hierarchical bandwidth limitation based on MSBTF or WXYEF transforms could be used as an 
effective preprocessing method prior to reduction of bandwidth to save the overall bandwidth of 
surround sound without significant quality degradation. The KLT-based HBL with the optimal 
bandwidth allocation strategy was superior compared to the other traditional bandwidth limitation 
algorithms used for the limitation of bandwidth of multichannel sound.
9.1.9 Chapter 8
This chapter addresses some limitations of this research and discusses the applicability of the 
proposed KLT-based HBL to other conditions that have not been studied in this study. Since the
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KLT-based HBL is not dependent upon the loudspeaker configurations in reproduction systems, 
theoretically it might be possible to extend it to a system incorporating any number of audio channels, 
however this conclusion would require further experimental validation.
9.2 Future W ork
In this research, the KLT was applied to the time domain signals. In the applied method the 
correlation or covariance matrix of these time domain signals is calculated and on this basis the 
redundancy among them is removed. It was found that the higher the correlation among the original 
multichannel audio signals, the less degradation in audio quality was caused by KLT-based HBL. 
This was because KLT could compact more information into the highly ranked eigenchannels.
In Yang’s research (2002), it was found that the frequency domain signals have higher level of 
interchannel redundancy than time domain signals. This observation implies that applying KLT to 
frequency-domain signals could lead to a better de-correlation capability, which might improve the 
coding performance of KLT-based HBL.
Another benefit of frequency domain KLT is that the frequency domain representation of highly tonal 
signals are slowly changing in time so that the data necessaiy to fully describe the signals in 
frequency domain can be significantly less than that involved in directly describing the signals shape 
(Bosi 2003).
Considering that no rigorous psychoacoustical study has yet been done to compare the time domain 
and frequency domain KLT, further research is required to investigate whether the frequency domain 
KLT could really improve the performance of KLT-based HBL.
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9.3 C ontributions to the Field
This thesis has described a psychoacoustically optimised bandwidth limitation method for 
multichannel audio. The main criterion in the optimisation of this method was to minimise the losses 
of audio quality caused by bandwidth limitation. The contributions of this research are restated as 
following:
® It was validated that Gerzon’s MSBTF or WXYEF transforms could be used as an effective 
preprocessing method prior to reduction of bandwidth to save the overall bandwidth of 
surround sound with less quality degradation than traditional bandwidth limitation 
algorithms.
• It was shown that the eigenchannels of KLT are arranged in a hierarchical order according to 
their Perceptual Importance. Experimental evidence was provided demonstrating that by 
discarding some unimportant eigenchannels, the total bandwidth can be saved with less 
quality degradation than traditional bandwidth limitation algorithms.
• Different criteria for extraction of eigenchannels were studied and it was found out that the 
covariance-based KLT is more suitable for hierarchical transform of multichannel audio than 
the correlation-based KLT.
• An attempt was made to introduce a perceptual mechanism into KLT using a 
frequency-weighting curve as a form of preprocessing before eigenvector extraction. 
However, it was found that the frequency-weighting process was not beneficial in terms of 
the audio quality.
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® The perceptual effects of the adaptive KLT-based HBL were studied. The results showed 
that applying KLT to short-term multichannel audio signals and updating the KLT transform 
matrices adaptively over time will result in better audio quality compared with non-adaptive 
KLT for those multichannel audio programmes that had significantly varying statistical 
characteristics over time. However, the adaptive KLT introduced some artefacts, which are 
related to the adaptation rate.
• The bandwidth allocation strategy in KLT-based HBL was optimised for 3/2 stereo format 
for two levels of overall bandwidth: 40 and 60 kHz.
• An evaluation has been made of the optimised KLT-based HBL algorithm by comparing it 
with other bandwidth limitation algorithms. The results showed that the KLT-based HBL 
with the optimal bandwidth allocation strategy was superior compared to the other traditional 
bandwidth limitation algorithms used for the limitation of bandwidth of multichannel sound.
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A p p e n d ix  A  P e rc e p tu a l A ttr ib u te s
Three perceptual attributes were assessed in this research. Their definitions and scales are explained 
below.
A . l  Basic A udio Q uality
Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) is defined as the global attribute that describes any and all detected 
differences between the reference and the evaluated excerpt. For example, this may include:
® Differences in timbre,
• Differences in spatial characteristic,
® Differences in number of active channels,
® Balance,
• Dynamic range,
• Changes in front image,
• Changes in localisation of audio sources,
• Changes in envelopment,
• Occurrence of any type of linear and/or non-linear distortion,
• Any kind of noise and distortion,
• Distortion caused by compression algorithms,
® Phase distortion,
® Etc.
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The grading scale is continuous from “Bad” to “Excellent”. A grade of 0 corresponds to the bottom of 
the “Bad” category, while a grade 100 corresponds to the top of the “Excellent” category (see Figure
A-l).
100
80
60
40
20
0
Excellent
Good
F a ir
Poor
Bad
Figure A -l: Grading scale for Basic Audio Quality.
A .2 Tim bral D istortion
Timbral Distortion (TD) describes timbral differences between the reference and the evaluated 
recording. The differences could make the recording sound harsh, raspy, scratchy or hoarse..
The grading scale for Timbral Distortion ranges from “Not at all” to “Extremely”, accompanied with 
numerical scale from 0 to 100. A grade of 0 corresponds to the "not distorted at all" category, while a 
grade of 100 corresponds to the "extremely distorted" category (see the figure A-2).
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The sound is timbraly distorted
100 —m—  Extremely 
80 
60 
40 
20
Not at all
Figure A-2: Grading scale for Timbral Distortion.
A .3 Dynam ic Spatial D istortion
Dynamic Spatial Distortion is a two-dimensional attribute. In order to understand the concept 
Dynamic Spatial Distortion, you need to understand the concept of Spatial Distortion.
Spatial Distortion is defined as the global attribute that describes any and all detected differences in 
the “spatial impression” between the reference and the evaluated recording. The differences could be
in:
© Source Location 
Source widtli/depth 
Source distance 
Source focus 
Image width/depth 
Ensemble width/depth
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• Room/ Environment Impression
• Envelopment
• Etc.
The grading scale for Spatial Distortion ranges from “Not at all” to “Extremely”, accompanied with 
numerical scale from 0 to 100. A grade of 0 corresponds to “Not at all”, while a grade of 100 
corresponds to the “Extremely” category.
However, the Spatial Distortion of a recording may change over time. Therefore, the Spatial 
Distortion can be extended to Dynamic Spatial Distortion, which could be assessed by two attributes: 
level and dynamicity.
• The level of Dynamic Spatial Distortion is defined as the average Spatial Distortion across 
the whole recording. The grading scale of level is the same as for the Spatial Distortion.
• The dynamicity of Dynamic Spatial Distortion is defined by how quickly the nature (not only 
level) of the Spatial Distortion changes. The grading scale of speed ranges from “static” to 
“very fast”, accompanied with numerical scale from 0 to 100. A grade of 0 corresponds to 
the “static” category, which means the Spatial Distortion does not change at all across the 
whole recording; while a grade of 100 corresponds to the “very fast change” category.
The Dynamic Spatial Distortion can be assessed using a two-dimensional plane, see Figure A-3.
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Figure A-3: Grading scale for Dynamic Spatial Distortion.
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A p p e n d ix  B S ta tis tic a l A n a ly s is  o f L is te n in g  T e s t 1
This appendix includes the statistical analysis of Listening Test 1 that is reported in Chapter 4. 
RM-ANOVA was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
B .l Checking the A ssum ptions of RM -ANOVA
Basic Audio Quality (BAQ) is defined as the global attribute that describes any and all detected 
differences between the reference and the evaluated excerpt.
The distributions of the standardised residual for BAQ of all conditions were examined (see Table B-l). 
Since the sample number of each condition is less than 50, the Shapiro-Wilk test was used. The 
significance values indicated that only data from some of experimental conditions were normally 
distributed. Hence, the assumption of normally distributed data was violated. However, it is known that 
when the number of samples is relatively large (18 for 40 kHz condition and 15 for 60 kHz condition), 
RM-ANOVA models are robust to violations of the normality assumption. Therefore, the use of 
RM-ANOVA was accepted in respect of this assumption.
The assumption of Sphericity was checked using Mauchly’s test (see Tables B-2). For both 40 kHz and 
60 kHz conditions, the Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for 
the two-way interaction between excerpt and process. For those factors, degrees of freedom were 
decided to be corrected using Lower-Bound correction, which is the safest choice.
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Tests of Normality (40 kHz)
Shapiro-Wilk I
excerpt process df Sig.
1 MSBTF 1 18 .706
MSBTF2 18 .795
Base 18 .00 1
QA 18 .465
2 MSBTF 1 18 .990
MSBTF2 18 .471
Base 18 .410
QA 18 .124
3 MSBTF 1 18 .07 7
MSBTF2 18 .007
Base 18 .9 3 4
QA 18 .4 0 8
Tests of Normality (6 0 kHz)
Shapiro- Wilk
excerpt Process df Sig.
1 MSBTF 1 15 .2 5 7
MSBTF2 15 .902
Base 15 .802
QA 15 .004
2 MSBTF 1 15 .944
MSBTF2 15 .1 1 6
Base 15 .502
QA 15 .000
3 MSBTF 1 15 .002
MSBTF2 15 .0 0 0
Base 15 .189
QA 15 .10 1
Table B -l: Normality test of the standardised residuals for Basic Audio Quality.
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Mauchly's Test of Sphericity (4 0 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Effect Sig.
Epsilo n
Lower-
bound
EXCERPT .490 .500
PROCESS .177 .333
EXCERPT * PROCESS .045 .167
Mauchly's Test of Sphericity (6 0 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Effect sig
Eps ilo n
Lower-
bound
EXCERPT .952 .500
PROCESS .893 .333
EXCERPT * PROCESS .021 .167
Table B-2: Mauchly’s test of sphericity for Basic Audio Quality.
B.2 M ain RM -ANOVA
The main results of RM-ANOVA are shown in Table B-3. It can be seen that for both 40 and 60 kHz 
conditions, all effects are reported as significant at p<0.05, which means that all excerpts, processing 
methods and their two-way interaction had significant influence on the BAQ.
Tests o f  Within-Subjects Effects (40 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE 1
Source df Sig.
EXCERPT Sphericity Assumed 2 .000
PROCESS Sphericity Assumed 3 .000
EXCERPT * PROCESS Lower- bound 1.000 .005
Tests o f  Within-Subjects Effects (60 kHz) 
Measure: MEASURE 1
Source df Sig.
EXCERPT Sphericity Assumed 2 .000
PROCESS Sphericity Assumed 3 .000
EXCERPT * PROCESS Lower- bound 1.000 .000
T able B-3: M ain results o f R M -A N O V A  fo r Basic A udio Q uality.
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B.3 Pairw ise Com parisons
The pairwise comparison between BAQ scores of different process algorithms was conducted 
respectively for different excerpts and different overall bandwidth (see Tables B-4, B-5 and B-6 for 40 
kHz condition and B-7, B-8 and B-9 for 60 kHz condition).
P ain v isc C om p arison s  
M easure: MEASURE !
(1) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
Sig.
1 2 - 8.944* .012
3 21. 444* .013
4 - 4.778 1.000
2 I 8.944* .012
3 30.389* .001
4 4.167 1.000
3 1 - 21.444* .013
2 - 30.38 9* .001
4 - 26.222* .001
4 1 4.778 1.000
2 - 4.167 1.000
3 26.222* .00 1
*• Tire mean difference is significant at the .0 5 
level.
Table B-4: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ (40 kHz, excerpt 1).
P airw ise C om parisons 
Measure: MEASURE !
(1) PROCESS (D PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
fl-J) Sin.
1 2 - 12.667* .005
3 25.667 * .000
4 5.61 1 1.000
2 1 12.667* .005
3 38. 333* .000
4 18. 278* .002
3 1 - 25.667* .000
2 - 38.333* .000
4 - 20.05 6* .000
4 1 - 5.61 1 1.000
2 - 18.27 8* .002
3 20.056* .000
*• The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able B -5: P a irw ise  com parisons fo r  B A Q  (40 kHz, excerp t 2).
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Pairwise C om parisons
Measure: MEASUREI
(1) PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce
.. T -n  . Sig.1 2 - 6.61 1 .276
3 5 0. 500* .000
4 27. 222* .000
2 1 6.61 1 .276
3 57.11 1* .000
4 33. 833* .000
3 1 - 50.50 0* .000
2 - 57.11 1* .000
4 - 23.27 8* .000
4 1 - 27.22 2* .000
2 - 33.83 3* .000
3 23. 278* .000
*• The mean difference is significant at the .0 5 
level.
Table B-6: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ (40 kHz, excerpt 3).
Pairwise C om parisons 
Mea sure: MEASUREJ
(I) FROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
H-J) Sig.
1 2 - 22.53 3* .018
3 5.933 1.000
4 - 40.80 0* .000
2 1 22.533* .018
3 28.467* .000
4 - 18.267* .009
3 1 - 5.933 1.000
2 - 28.46 7* .000
4 - 46.73 3* .000
4 1 40.800* .000
2 1 8.267* .009
3 46. 733* .000
*- Hie mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
Table B-7: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ (60 kHz, excerpt 1).
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Pairwise Com parisons
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS ff) PROCESS
Men n 
Differcn cc
(1-J) Sig.1 2 - 9.333* .006
3 14. 533* .0 4 0
4 - 42.80 0* .000
2 1 9.333* .006
3 23.867* .001
4 - 33.46 7* .000
3 1 - 14.53 3* .040
2 - 23.86 7* .001
4 - 57.33 3* .000
4 1 42. 800* .000
2 33. 467* .000
3 57. 333* .000
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .0 5 
level.
Table B-8: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ (60 kHz, excerpt 2).
Pairwise Com parisons 
Measure: MEASURE 1
m  PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differcn ce
Sig.
1 2 - 1.200 1.000
3 39.867* .000
4 20.600* .002
2 1 1.200 1.000
3 4 1. 067* .000
4 2 1.800* .000
3 1 - 39.867* .000
2 - 41.067* .000
4 - 19.267* .009
4 1 - 20.600* .002
2 - 21.800* .000
3 19.267* .009
*. Tlie mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
Table B-9: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ (60 kHz, excerpt 3).
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A p p e n d ix  C S ta tis tic a l A n a ly s is  o f  L is te n in g  T e s t 2
This appendix includes the statistical analysis o f  Listening Test 2 that is reported in Chapter 4.
C1. Test of Basic Audio Quality
R M -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects.
C.1.1 Checking the Assumptions of RM-ANOVA
It is known that when the number o f  sam ples is relatively large (10 for this listening test), 
R M -A N O V A  m odels are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption (Field 2005). Therefore, the 
use o f  R M -AN O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity w as checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables C -l) . The M auchly’s test 
indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had not been violated only for the Excerpt and the two-way  
interaction between Excerpt and Overall Bandwidth. For those factors that violated the assumption o f  
Sphericity, degrees o f  freedom were decided to be corrected using Lower-Bound correction, which is 
the safest choice.
M auchly's T e s t  of S phericityMeasure: MEASURE 1 EpsilonWithin Subjects Efect Sig. Lower-boundEXTRACT .043 .500EXCERPT .067 .125OBW .000 .333EXTRACT * EXCERPT 6.2 5 0E- 02EXTRACT * OBW .247 .167EXCERPT * OB 4.167E- 02EXTRACT * EXCERPT * OBW 2.0 83E- 02
Table C -l: Mauchly’s test of sphericity for Basic Audio Quality.
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C.1.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  R M -A N O V A  are shown in Table C-2. It can be seen that all effects are reported as 
significant at p<0.05, which means that all eigenvector extraction methods, excerpts, overall bandwidth, 
their tw o-w ay and three-way interaction had significant influence on the BAQ.
T ests  o f  With in -S u b je c t s  Effects
Measure: MEASURE l
Source d f Sig.
EXTRACT Lower- bound 1.000 .0 2 9
EXCERPT Sphericity Assum ed 8 .0 0 0
OBW Lower- bound 1.000 .0 0 0
EXTRACT * EXCERPT Lower- bound 1.000 .0 0 5
EXTRACT * OBW Sphericity Assum ed 6 .0 0 0
EXCERPT * OBW Lower- bound 1.000 .0 1 7
EXTRACT * EXCERPT * OBW Lower- bound 1.000 .0 2 9
T able C-2: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for B asic A udio Q uality.
C.1.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between BAQ scores o f  different eigenvector extraction methods was 
conducted respectively for different overall bandwidth conditions (see Table C-3). The results were 
averaged across all excerpts.
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Pa irwis e Co ni pa riso ns
Measure: MEASURE!
(1) EXTRACT (J) EXTRACT
Overall 
Ban dwidth
Mean 
Difference 
(1- J) Sig.
CorrJCLT CovJCLT 1.0 78 1.0 00
POJCLT 20 kHz 8.1 89 .0 0 1
CovJCLT CorrJCLT - 1.0 78 1.0 00
PO_KLT 20 kHz 7.1 11 .001
PO_KLT CorrJCLT -8 .1 8 9 .001
CovJCLT 20 kHz - 7 . I l l .00 1
CorrJCLT CovJCLT - 1 2.2 1 1 .00 0
FO_KLT 40 kHz -1 1.167 .000
CovJCLT CorrJCLT 12.211 .000
PO_KLT 40 kHz 1.0 44 1.0 00
PO_KLT CorrJCLT 11.167 .000
Cov KLT 40 kHz - 1.044 1 .0 00
CorrJCLT CovJCLT -1 0.9 7 8 .020
PO_KLT 60 kHz - 10.389 .098
CovJCLT CorrJCLT 10.978 .020
PO_KLT 60 kHz .5 8 9 1.0 00
POJCLT CorrJCLT 10.389 .098
CovJCLT 60 kHz - .5 89 1.0 00
CorrJCLT CovJCLT - .3 56 1.0 00
PO_KLT 80 kHz - 1.8 89 1.0 00
CovJCLT CorrJCLT .3 5 6 1.0 00
PO_KLT 80 kHz - 1.5 33 1 .0 00
PO_KLT CorrJCLT 1.8 89 1.0 00
Cov_KLT 80 kHz 1.5 33 1.0 00
T able C-3: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ  o f  d ifferent eigenvector extraction m ethods.
The results were grouped according to overall bandwidth conditions and were averaged across all 
excerpts.
The pairwise comparisons between BAQ scores o f  different eigenvector extraction methods o f  40 and 
60 kHz conditions were conducted respectively for different spatial modes. The results were averaged 
across all excerpts. The results for FB audio excerpts are presented in Table C-4. The results for FF 
audio excerpts are presented in Table C-5. The results for FB+C audio excerpts are presented in Table 
C-6. The results for FF+C audio excerpts are presented in Table C-7.
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M u lt ip le  C o m p a r i s o n s "
D e p e n d e n t V a ria b le : Basic A ud io  Q u a lity  
Bo n fe rro n i__________________________________
( I)  Eigen c h a n n e l (J) E ig en ch an ne l 
E x tra c tio n  m e th o d s  E x tra c tio n  m eth ods
Mea n 
D iffe re n  ce 
( I-J ) Sig.
C o rr -K L T  C o v -K L T  
PO - KLT
- 2 1 .8 0 *  
- 2 1 . 4 0 *
.00  0 
.00  0
C o v -K L T  C o rr -K L T  
PO- KLT
2 1 .8 0 *  
.4 0
.00  0 
1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT Co rr- K LT  
C o v -K L T
21 .4 0 *  
- .40
.00  0 
1 .0 0 0
Based on o b served  m eans .
*• The m ean d iffe re n c e  is s ig n ific a n t at th 
a. S p a tia l M o d e  =  FB, O vera ll B an d w id th  =
e .05  level. 
4 0  k H z
M u lt ip le  C o m p a ris o n s "
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le : Basic A udio  Q u ality  
B onferron i
( I)E ig e n  channel (J) E igenchannel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth o d s  E x trac tio n  m ethods
M ean  
D ifferen  ce 
( I-J ) Sin-
C o rr -K L T  C o v -K L T  
P O -K L T
- 15.3 7 *
- 2 0 .0 7 *
.00  0 
.0 0 0
C o v -K L T  C o rr-K L T  
PO- KLT
1 5 .3 7 *
- 4 .7 0
.00 0 
.51 6
P O -K L T  C o rr-K L T  
C o v -K L T
2 0 .0 7 *  
4 .7  0
.00  0 
.51 6
Based on observed m eans.
* . 'Hie m ean d iffe re n c e  is s ign ificant at th 
a. S p a tia l M od e =  FB, Overall B andw idth  =
.05 level. 
6 0  kH z
T able C-4: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ  o f  different eigenvector extraction m ethods (FB audio  
excerpts). T he results w ere grouped accord ing to overall bandw idth conditions and w ere  
averaged across all excerpts.
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M u lt ip le  Coin  p a d s  o n s !l
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le : Basic A udio Q u ality  
B onferro n i
( I)  Eigen channel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth ods
(J) E igenchannel 
E xtrac tio n  m ethods
Mea n 
D iffe ren  ce
a - .n Sig.
C o rr-K L T C o v -K L T .37 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT - 3 .7 0 1 .0 0 0
C ov- KLT C o rr-K L T - .3 7 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT - 4 .0 7 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT C o rr-K L T 3 .7  0 1 .0 0 0
C o v -K L T 4 .0  7 1 .0 0 0
Based on observed m eans.
a. S pa tia l M ode =  FF, O vera ll Bandwidth =  40 kH z
M u lt ip le  C o m p a r i s o n s ' *
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le: Basic A udio  Q u ality  
B onferro n i
(1) Eigen channel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth ods
(J) E igenchannel 
E x tra c tio n  m ethods
Mea n 
D iffe ren  ce
a -  i) Sig.
C o rr -K L T C o v -K L T - 1.3 0 1 .0 0 0
P O -K L T .17 1 .0 0 0
C o v -K L T C o rr- KLT 1.3 0 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT 1.4 7 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT C o rr-K L T - .17 1 .0 0 0
C o v -K L T - 1 .47 1 .0 0 0
Based on observed m eans.
a. S patia l M od e =  FF, O vera ll Bandwidth =  60 kH z
T ab le  C-5: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ  o f  d ifferent eigenvector extraction m ethods (FF audio  
excerpts). T he results w ere grouped according to overall bandw idth conditions and w ere  
averaged across all excerpts.
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M u lt ip le  C o m p a r i s o n s "
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le : Basic A udio  Q u ality  
B onferro n i_________________________________
(I)E ig e n  channel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth ods
(J) E igenchannel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth ods
Mea n 
D iffe ren  ce 
(1-.I) Sig.
C o rr -K L T C o v -K L T - 2 0 .2 0 * .00 1
PO- KLT - 12.95 .05 3
C o v -K L T C o rr-K L T 2 0 .2 0 * .00  1
PO- KLT 7.2  5 .53 1
PO- KLT C o rr-K L T 12 .9 5 .05 3
C o v -K L T -7 .2 5 .53 1
Based on observed m eans.
* .  T lie  m ean d iffe re n c e  is s ign ifican t a t the .05 level, 
a. S patia l M ode =  FB +C , O vera ll B andw idth  =  40 k H z
M u lt ip le  C o m  p a i i s  o n s "
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le: Basic A udio Q u ality  
B onferro n i_________________________________
(1) Eigen channel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth o d s
(J) E igenchannel 
E xtrac tio n  m ethods
Ms a n 
D iffe ren  ce 
f l - b Sig.
C o rr -K L T C o v -K L T - 2 4 .3 0 * .00 0
PO- KLT - 1 8 .8 5 * .00  1
C o v -K L T C o rr-K L T 2 4 .3 0 * .00  0
PO- KLT 5.4  5 .75 8
PO- KLT C o rr-K L T 1 8 .8 5 * .00  1
C o v -K L T - 5 .4 5 .75 8
Based on observed m eans.
* . The m ean d iffe re n c e  is s ign ificant at the .05 level, 
a. S pa tia l M ode =  FB +C , O verall B andw idth  =  60 k H z
T able C-6: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ  o f d ifferent eigenvector extraction m ethods (FB +C  
audio excerpts). T he results w ere grouped accord ing to overall bandw idth conditions and  
w ere averaged across all excerpts.
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M u lt ip le  C o m p a r i s o n s "
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le : Basic A udio  Q u ality  
B onferro  ni_________________________________
(I)E ig e n  channel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth o d s
(J) E igenchannel 
E xtrac tio n  m ethods
Mea n 
D ifferen  ce
m M -  J) SiR.
C o rr -K L T C o v -K L T - 5 .2 0 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT .70 1 .0 0 0
C o v -K L T C o rr-K L T 5 .2  0 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT 5.9  0 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT C o rr-K L T - .70 1 .0 0 0
C o v -K L T - 5 .9 0 1 .0 0 0
Based on observed m eans.
a. S pa tia l M od e =  FF+C, O verall B andw idth  =  40 kH z
M u lt ip le  C o m p a r i s o n s "
D e p e n d e n t V ariab le : Basic A udio Q u ality  
B onferro ni_________________________________
(1) Eigen channel 
E xtrac tio n  m eth o d s
(J) E igenchannel 
E xtrac tio n  m ethods
M ean  
D ifferen  ce 
(I-J ) SiR.
C o rr -K L T C o v -K L T - .20 1 .0 0 0
P O -K L T 3 .9  0 1.0 0 0
C o v -K L T C o rr-K L T .20 1 .0 0 0
P O -K L T 4.1 0 1 .0 0 0
PO- KLT C on--K L T - 3 .9 0 1 .0 0 0
C o v -K L T -4 .1 0 1 .0 0 0
Based on observed m eans.
a. S patia l M od e =  FF+C, O verall B andw idth  — 60 k H z
T able C-7: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ  o f  d ifferent eigenvector extraction m ethods (FF+C  
audio excerpts). T he results w ere grouped accord ing to overall bandw idth conditions and  
w ere averaged  across all excerpts.
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C2. Test of Perceptual Importance
R M -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects.
C.2.1 Checking the Assumptions of RM-ANOVA
It is known that when the number o f  sam ples is relatively large (10 for this listening test), 
R M -A N O V A  m odels are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the use o f  
R M -A N O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity w as checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables C-8). The M auchly’s test 
indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for all conditions. Therefore, degrees o f  
freedom were decided to be corrected using Lower-Bound correction, which is the safest choice.
M auchly's T e s t  o f S phericityMeasure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Eps ilonLower- b ou ndEXCERPTECEXCERPT * EC .000 .125 .250 3.12 5E- 02
T able C-8: M auch ly’s test o f  sphericity  for P erceptual Im portance.
C.2.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  R M -ANO VA are shown in Table C-9. It can be seen that excerpts and 
eigenchannel had significant influence on the Perceptual Importance. But the two-w ay interaction 
between that excerpts and eigenchannel did not have significant effect on the Perceptual Importance.
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T e s t s  o f  With i n - S u b je c t s  Effects  
M ea su re :  MEASURE 1
Source d f Sig.
EXCERPT Lower- bound 1 .0 0 0
EC Lower- bound 1 .0 0 0 .00 2
EXCERPT *  EC Lower- bound 1 .0 0 0 .06  0
T able C-9: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for P erceptual Im portance.
C.2.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparisons between Perceptual Importance scores o f  different eigenchannels are 
presented in Table C-10. The results were averaged across all excerpts.
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Pa inv is e Com  pa ris o us
M easure: MEASURE_1
(I) B2 (J) EC
Me a n 
D ifferen ce 
(I-J ) Sig.
1 2 2 .3 6 7 1 .0 0 0
3 2 4 .2 7 8 * .0 0 0
4 2 9 .6 0 0 * .0 0 0
5 2 7 .4 2 2 * .0 0 0
2 1 - 2 .3 6 7 1.0 0 0
3 2 1 .9 1  1* .0 0 0
4 2 7 .2 3 3 * .0 0 0
5 2 5 .0 5 6 * .0 0 0
3 1 - 2 4 .2 7  8* .0 0 0
2 - 21.91  1* .0 0 0
4 5 .3 2 2 .1 0 4
5 3 .1 4 4 .9 2 4
4 1 - 2 9 .6 0  0* .0 0 0
2 - 2 7 .2 3  3* .0 0 0
3 - 5 .3 2 2 .1 0 4
5 - 2 .1 7 8 1 .000
5 1 - 2 7 .4 2 2 * .0 0 0
2 - 2 5 .0 5 6 * .0 0 0
3 - 3 .1 4 4 .9 2 4
4 2.1 78 1 .000
*. The m ean ci ifference is s ign ificant at 
the .05  level.
T able C -10: P airw ise com parisons for P erceptual Im portance o f  d ifferent e igenchannels. T he  
results w ere averaged across all excerpts.
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A p p e n d ix  D S ta tis tic a l A n a ly s is  o f  L is te n in g  T e s t 3
This appendix includes the statistical analysis o f  Listening Test 3 that is reported in Chapter 4. 
RM -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for tw o overall 
bandwidth conditions.
D .l  Checking the Assumptions of R M -A N O V A
The distributions o f  the standardised residual for BAQ  o f  all conditions were examined (see Table 
D -l) . Since the sample number o f  each condition is less than 50, the Shapiro-Wilk test was used. The 
significance values indicated that only data from som e o f  experimental conditions were normally 
distributed. H ence, the assumption o f  normally distributed data was violated. However, it is known 
that when the number o f  samples is relatively large (30 for this listening test), R M -A N O V A  models 
are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the use o f  R M -A N O V A  was accepted 
in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables D -2). The M auchly’s test 
indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for excerpts and the tw o-w ay interaction 
between excerpts and processes. For those factors, degrees o f  freedom were corrected using the 
Lower-Bound correction, which is the safest choice.
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T e s ts  o f  N o r m a l i t y
S hap iro - W ilk
e x c e rp t process d f Sig.
1 KLT1 30 .0 0 0
KLT2 30 .0 0 0
MSBTF 1 30 .6 17
MSBTF2 30 .071
2 KLT1 30 .5 81
KLT2 30 .0 0 5
MSBTF 1 30 .6 3 6
MSBTF2 30 .2 4 9
3 KLT1 30 .9 0 9
KLT2 30 .008
MSBTF 1 30 .048
MSBTF2 30 .001
4 KLT1 30 .05 1
KLT2 30 .0 0 6
MSBTF 1 30 .0 10
MSBTF2 30 .0 1 0
5 KLT1 30 .00 1
KLT2 30 .0 0 0
MSBTF 1 30 .291
MSBTF2 30 .8 5 8
6 KLT1 30 .0 2 2
KLT2 30 .5 54
MSBTF 1 30 .3 3 7
MSBTF2 30 .2 81
T able D - l : N orm ality test o f  the standardised  residuals for B asic A udio Q uality. 
M auchly's T e s t  o f S phericityMeasure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Sig. Eps ilonLower-boundEXCERPT .000 .200PROCES .220 .333EXCERPT * PROCES .000 6.667E- 02
T able D-2: M auch ly’s test o f  sphericity  for B asic A udio Q uality.
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D.2 M ain R M -A N O V A
The main results o f  R M -A N O V A  are shown in Table D-3. It can be seen that all effects are reported 
as significant at p<0.05, which means that all excerpts, processing methods and their two-way  
interaction had significant influence on the BAQ.
Tests of Within-Subjects EfectsMeasure: MEASURE 1Source df S ig .EXCERPT Lower -bound 1.000 .000PROCES Sphericity Asumed 3 .000EXCERPT * PROCESLower- bound 1.000 .004
T able D-3: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for B asic A udio Q uality.
D .3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between BAQ  scores o f  different process algorithms was firstly conducted 
using data averaged across all excerpts (see Tables D -4). Then the pairwise comparison between BAQ  
scores o f  different process algorithms w as conducted separately for different excerpts (see Tables D-5, 
D -6, D -7, D -8, D -9 and D -10).
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P airw ise  C o m p a r iso n sMeasure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCES 00 PROCES Me a n Difern ce (I-J) Sig.
1 2 - 13 .65 0* .000
3 1 4.767* .000
4 3.489 .589
2 1 13.650* .000
3 28.41 7* .000
4 17. 139* .000
3 1 - 14.76 7* .000
2 - 28.41 7* .000
4 - 1 1.27 8* .000
4 1 -3.489 .589
2 - 17.13 9* .000
3 1 1.27 8* .000*• The mean diference is significant at the .05 level.
T able D-4: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ . T he results averaged across all excerpts.
Pairwise C om p a rison s  
Measure: MEASURE I
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
(1-J) Sig.
1 2 -3 .4 6 7 1.000
3 25. 100* .000
4 17.967* .001
2 1 3 .4 6 7 1.000
3 2 8 .5 67 * .000
4 2 1.433* .000
3 1 - 25.10 0* .000
2 - 28.56 7* .000
4 - 7 .1 3 3 .365
4 1 - 17.96 7* .00 1
2 - 21.43 3* .000
3 7 .1 3 3 .365
*• Tire mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able D-5: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ (excerpt 1).
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Pairwise Com parisons  
Measure: MEASURE l
(I) PROCESS (T) PROCESS
M;an 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 -6 .3 3 3 .415
3 13.167* .005
4 1 1.267 .079
2 1 6.3 3 3 .415
3 1 9 .500* .000
4 17.600* .000
3 1 - 13.167* .005
2 - 19.50 0* .000
4 -1 .9 0 0 1.000
4 1 - 11.26 7 .079
2 - 17.600* .000
3 1.900 1.000
*• The mean difference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able D-6: P airw ise com parisons for B A Q  (excerpt 2).
Pairwise Com parts ons 
Measure: MEASURE !
cn p r o c e s s  cn p r o c e s s
Mea n 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 - 30.06 7* .000
3 -2 .2 3 3 1.000
4 - 24.43 3* .000
2 1 3 0 .0 6 7 * .000
3 2 7 .8 33  * .000
4 5 .6 3 3 .922
3 I 2 .2 3 3 1.000
2 - 27.83 3* .000
4 - 22.20 0* .000
4 1 2 4 .4 3 3 * .000
2 - 5 .6 3 3 .922
3 2 2 .2 0 0 * .000
*- The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able D-7: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ (excerpt 3).
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Painvise C om parisons
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 - 20.83 3* .000
3 2 0 .600* .000
4 .56 7 1.000
2 1 2 0 .8 3 3 * .000
3 4 1.433* .000
4 2 1 .4 0 0 * .000
3 1 - 20.60 0* .000
2 - 41.43 3* .000
4 - 20.03 3* .000
4 1 - .567 1.000
2 - 21.40 0* .000
3 20.03 3* .000
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able D-8: P airw ise com parisons for B A Q  (excerpt 4).
Pairwise C om p a r is o n s
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS fJ) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce
(1-J) Sig.
1 2 - 7 .1 0 0 .078
3 3 0 .4 6 7 * .000
4 21. 133* .000
2 1 7 .1 0 0 .078
3 3 7 .5 6 7 * .000
4 2 8 .2 3 3 * .000
3 1 - 30.46 7* .000
2 - 37.56 7* .000
4 - 9 .3 3 3 * .040
4 1 - 2 1 .1 3  3* .000
2 - 28.23 3* .000
3 9 .3 3 3 * .040
*• The mean dif ference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able D-9: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ (excerpt 5).
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Pairwise C o m p a r is o n s  
Measure:  MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
fl-J) Sis.
1 2 - 14 .100* .015
3 1 .500 1.000
4 - 5 .5 6 7 1.000
2 1 14. 100* .0 15
3 1 5 .6 00 * .007
4 8 .5 3 3 .370
3 1 - 1.500 1.000
2 - 15.60 0* .007
4 -7 .0 6 7 .283
4 1 5 .5 6 7 1.000
2 -8 .5 3 3 .370
3 7 .0 6 7 .283
*- The mean difference  is significant at the .05 
level.
T able D -10: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ (excerpt 6).
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A p p e n d ix  E S ta tis tic a l A n a ly s is  o f L is te n in g  T e s t 4
This appendix includes the statistical analysis o f  Listening Test 4 that is reported in Chapter 5.
E . l  Test o f Basic A udio Q uality
R M -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
E.1.1 Checking the Assumptions of RM-ANOVA
The distributions o f  the standardised residual for BAQ o f  all conditions were examined (see Table E -l). 
Since the sample number o f  each condition is less than 50, the Shapiro-Wilk test w as used. The 
significance values indicated that only data from som e o f  experimental conditions were normally 
distributed. Hence, the assumption o f  normally distributed data was violated. However, it is known that 
when the number o f  samples is relatively large (24 for 20 kHz 20 for 40 kHz condition), R M -ANO VA  
models are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the use o f  R M -ANO VA was 
accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables E-2). For both 20 kHz and 
40 kHz conditions, the M auchly’s test indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for 
the interaction o f  Excerpt and Processing. Therefore, degrees o f  freedom were decided to be corrected 
using Lower-Bound correction for degrees o f  freedom o f  the interaction o f  Excerpt and Processing, 
which is the safest choice.
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Tests o f  Normality
overall ban dwid th excerpt process
Shapiro- YVilk
df Sis.
20 kHz Excerpt 1 no -ad 24 .076
2000 24 .087
400 24 .141
100 24 .799
20 24 .018
2 24 .645
Excerpt 2 no -ad 24 .253
2000 24 .697
4 00 24 .367
100 24 .038
20 24 .004
2 24 .001
Excerpt 3 no -ad 24 .1 18
2000 24 .423
400 24 .605
100 24 .7 7 7
20 24 .000
2 24 .000
4 0 kHz Excerpt 1 no -ad 20 .866
2000 20 .420
400 20 .084
100 20 .467
20 20 .413
2 20 .022
Excerpt 2 n o -ad 20 .135
2000 20 .0 53
400 20 .166
100 20 .444
20 20 .223
2 20 .000
Excerpt 3 no -ad 20 .363
2000 20 .029
400 20 .3 24
100 20 .001
20 20 .004
2 20 .927
T able E -l:  N orm ality  test o f  the standardised residuals for B asic A udio Q uality.
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Mauchly3 s Test of Sphericity (20 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE_1
Within Subjects Effect Sis.
Epsilon
Lower-bound
excerpt . 506 . 500
process . 061 . 200
excerpt * process . 036 . 100
Mauchly3 s Test of Sphericity (40 kHz)
M easure: MEASURB_1
W ith in  S u b je c ts  E f f e c t S ig .
E p s ilo n
Lower-bound
e x c e r p t . 726 . 500
p r o c e s s . 760 . 200
e x c e r p t * p r o c e s s . 000 . 100
T able E-2: M au ch ly ’s test o f  sphericity  for B asic A udio Q uality.
E.1.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  R M -A N O V A  are shown in Table E-3. It can be seen that for both 20 and 40 kHz 
conditions, all effects are reported as significant at p<0.05, which means that all excerpts, processing  
methods and their two-w ay interaction had significant influence on the BAQ.
T e s t s  o f  W it h in -S u b j e c t s  E f f e c t s  (20 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE_1
Source df Sig.
excerpt Sphericity Assumed 2 . 000
process Sphericity Assumed 5 . 000
excerpt + process Lower-bound 1. 000 . 000
Tests of Within-Subjects Effects (40 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE_1
Source df Sig.
excerpt Sphericity Assumed 2 . 000
process Sphericity Assumed 5 . 000
excerpt * process Lower-bound 1. 000 . 000
Table E-3: Main results of RM-ANOVA for Basic Audio Quality.
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E.1.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between B A Q  scores o f  different process algorithms was conducted 
separately for different excerpts and different overall bandwidth (see Tables E-4, E-5 and E-6 for 20  
kHz condition and E-7, E-8 and E-9 for 40 kHz condition).
Pairwise C om p a r ison s  
Measure: MEASURE l
m  PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Me a n 
Differen ce 
(i-J> Sig
1 2 3 .2 0 8 1.000
3 13.250  + .013
4 2 5 .3 7 5 * .000
5 3 0 .6 6 7 * .000
6 14.62 5 .088
2 1 - 3 .2 0 8 1.000
3 10 .042* .017
4 22. 167* .000
5 2 7 .4 5 8 * .000
6 1 1.417 .398
3 1 - 13.25 0* .013
2 - 10.04 2* .017
4 12. 125* .001
5 17.417* .0 00
6 1.375 1.000
4 I - 25.37 5* .0 00
2 - 22.16 7* .000
3 - 12 .125* .001
5 5 .2 9 2 .594
6 - 10.75 0 .339
5 1 - 30.66 7* .000
2 - 27.45 8* .000
3 - 17.41 7* .000
4 - 5 .2 9 2 .594
6 - 16.04 2* .002
6 1 - 14.62 5 .088
2 - 11.41 7 .398
3 - 1.375 1.000
4 10.75 0 .339
5 1 6 .042* .002
* The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-4: P airw ise com parisons for B A Q  (20 kH z, excerpt 1).
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s  
Measure: MEASURE l
m  PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
. 1 * '
I 2 -2 .8 7 5 1.000
3 6 .1 6 7 .516
4 1 4 .833* .001
5 3 0 .2 5 0 * .000
6 3 5 .3 7 5 * .000
2 1 2 .8 7 5 1.000
3 9 .0 4 2* .043
4 1 7 .708* .000
5 33. 125* .000
6 3 8 .250* .000
3 1 - 6 .1 6 7 .5 16
2 - 9 . 0 4 2 * .043
4 8 .6 6 7* .001
5 2 4 .0 8 3 * .000
6 2 9 .2 0 8 * .000
4 1 - 14.83 3* .001
2 - 17.70 8* .000
3 - 8 .6 6 7 * .001
5 15.417* .000
6 2 0 .5 4 2 * .000
5 1 - 30.25 0* .000
2 - 33.12 5* .000
3 - 24.08 3* .000
4 - 15.41 7* .000
6 5 .1 2 5* .0 02
6 1 - 35.37 5* .000
2 - 38.25 0* .000
3 - 29.20 8* .000
4 - 20.54 2* .000
5 -5 .1 2 5 * .002
*• The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-5: P airw ise com parisons for B A Q  (20 kH z, excerpt 2).
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Pairwise C om p a rison s  
Measure: MEASURE!
rn p r o c e s s  m p r o c e s s
Mean 
Differed ce 
(I-.!) Sig.
1 2 - 20.45 8* .000
3 -8 .5 8 3 .1 86
4 9 .2 5 0 .380
5 2 5 .2 0 8 * .000
6 3 4 .2 5 0 * .000
2 1 2 0 .4 5 8 * .000
3 1 1.87 5 * .003
4 2 9 .7 0 8 * .000
5 4 5 .6 6 7 * .000
6 5 4 .7 0 8 * .000
3 1 8 .583 .186
2 - 1 1.87 5* .003
4 1 7.83 3* .000
5 3 3 .7 9 2* .000
6 4 2 .8 3 3* .000
4 1 -9 .2 5 0 .380
2 - 29.70 8* .000
3 - 17.83 3* .000
5 15.958* .001
6 2 5 .0 0 0 * .000
5 1 - 25.20 8* .000
2 - 45.66 7* .000
3 - 33.79 2* .000
4 - 15.95 8* .00 1
6 9 .0 4 2* .024
6 1 - 34.25 0* .000
2 - 54.70 8* .000
3 - 42.83 3* .000
4 - 25.00 0* .000
5 -9 .0 4 2 * .024
*. The mean d inference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-6: P airw ise com parisons for B A Q  (20 kH z, excerpt 3).
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Pairwise C om p a rison s
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
. CM) ......... Sig. .
1 2 6 .7 0 0 1.000
3 6 .2 0 0 1.000
4 12.85 0 .267
5 -1 .0 5 0 1.000
6 - 10.65 0 .68 1
2 1 -6 .7 0 0 1.000
3 - .500 1.000
4 6 .1 5 0 .792
5 -7 .7 5 0 1.000
6 - 17.35 0 .091
3 1 -6 .2 0 0 1.000
2 .500 1.000
4 6 .6 5 0 .255
5 -7 .2 5 0 1,000
6 - 16.85 0 .145
4 1 - 12.85 0 .267
2 -6 .1 5 0 .792
3 -6 .6 5 0 .255
5 - 13.90 0 .275
6 - 23.50 0* .009
5 1 1.050 1.000
2 7 .7 5 0 1.000
3 7 .2 5 0 1.000
4 13.900 .275
6 -9 .6 0 0 * .041
6 1 10.65 0 .68 1
2 17.350 .09 1
3 16.850 .145
4 2 3 .5 0 0 * .009
5 9 .6 0 0* .04 1
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-7: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ  (40 kH z, excerpt 1).
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Painvise C om p a rison s  
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
,-iJ ' -'Sig
1 2 - 10.75 0 .900
3 3 .8 0 0 1.000
4 6 .4 5 0 1.000
5 2 6 .2 0 0 * .009
6 4 8 .9 0 0 * .000
2 1 10.75 0 .900
3 1 4 .5 5 0* .050
4 17.200* .044
5 3 6 .9 5 0 * .002
6 5 9 .6 5 0 * .000
3 1 -3 .8 0 0 1.000
2 - 14.55 0* .050
4 2 .6 5 0 1.000
5 2 2 .4 0 0 * .047
6 45. 100* .000
4 1 - 6 .4 5 0 1.000
2 - 17.20 0* .044
3 -2 .6 5 0 1.000
5 19 .750* .018
6 4 2 .4 5 0 * .000
5 1 - 26 .200* .009
2 - 36.95 0* .002
3 - 22.40 0* .047
4 - 19.75 0* .018
6 2 2 .7 0 0 * .005
6 1 - 48.90 0* .000
2 - 59.65 0* .000
3 - 45 .1 00 * .000
4 - 42.45 0* .000
5 - 22.70 0* .005
*- 'Hie mean difference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-8: P airw ise com parisons for BAQ (40 kH z, excerpt 2).
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Pairwise C om parison s
Measure:  MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
(i-J) Sig.
1 2 - 21 .100* .000
3 - 26.60 0* .000
4 - 28.55 0* .000
5 - 15.60 0 .275
6 17.550 .053
2 1 2 1 .1 0 0 * .000
3 -5 ,5 0 0 1.000
4 -7 .4 5 0 .438
5 5 .5 0 0 1.000
6 3 8 .6 5 0 * .000
3 1 2 6 .6 0 0 * .000
2 5 .5 0 0 1.000
4 - 1.950 1.000
5 1 1.000 1.000
6 44. 150* .000
4 1 2 8 .5 5 0 * .000
2 7 .4 5 0 .438
3 1 .950 1.000
5 12.950 .4 9 7
6 46. 100* .000
5 1 1 5.600 .275
2 -5 .5 0 0 1.000
3 - 11.00 0 1.000
4 - 12.950 .497
6 33. 150* .000
6 1 - 17.550 .053
2 - 38.65 0* .000
3 - 44.15 0* .000
4 - 46.10 0* .000
5 - 33.15 0* .000
* The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-9: P airw ise com parisons for B A Q  (40 kH z, excerpt 3).
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E.2 Test of Tim bral D istortion
RM -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
E.2.1 Checking the Assumptions of RM-ANOVA
The distributions o f  the standardised residual for Timbral Distortion o f  all conditions were examined 
(see Table E-10). Since the sample number o f  each condition is less than 50, the Shapiro-Wilk test was 
used. The significance values indicated that only data from som e o f  experimental conditions were 
normally distributed. Hence, the assumption o f  normally distributed data was violated. However, it is 
known that when the number o f  samples is relatively large (10 for both 20 and 40 kHz conditions), 
RM -AN O V A  models are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the use o f  
RM -AN O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables E -l 1). The M auchly’s test 
indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for all factors and their interaction. 
Therefore, degrees o f  freedom w ere decided to be corrected using Lower-Bound correction, which is 
the safest choice.
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Tests o f  Normality
overall bandwid th excerpt number process
Shapiro- Wilk
d f Sirs.
2 0 kHz Excerpt 1 no- ad 10 .00 4
2000 10 .07 1
400 10 .05 5
100 10 .109
20 10 .00 1
2 10 .02 3
Excerpt 2 no - ad 10 .00 8
2000 1 0 .02 7
400 10 .130
too 10 .03 4
20 10 .27 3
2 10 .00 0
Excerpt 3 no- ad 10 .02 2
2000 10 .00 1
400 10 .00 9
too 10 .07 0
20 10 .00 8
2 10 .00 6
4 0 kHz Excerpt 1 no - ad 10 .00 1
2000 10 .01 2
400 10 .00 7
100 10 .01 3
20 10 .224
2 10 .12 3
Excerpt 2 no- ad 10 .10 8
2000 10 .04 0
400 10 .26 2
100 10 .77 0
20 10 .01 2
2 10 .00 0
Excerpt 3 no - ad 10 .00 6
2000 10 .02 4
400 10 .00 0
100 1 0 .00 1
20 1 0 .019
2 1 0 .61 0
T able E-10: N orm ality  test o f  the standardised  residuals for T im bral D istortion.
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M auchly's T est o f  Sph ericity  (2 0 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Sig. EpsilonLower- b ou ndEXCERPT .018 .500PROCES .016 .200EXCERPT * PROCES .100
Mau ch ly's Tes t o f  Sp he ricity (4 0 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect. Sig. EpsilonLower-boundEXCERPT .036 .500PROCES .008 .200EXCERPT * PROCES .100
T able E - l l :  M au ch ly ’s test o f  sphericity  for T im bral D istortion.
E.2.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  R M -AN O V A  are shown in Table E-12. It can be seen that for 20 kHz condition, 
only Process w as significant at p<0.05, w hich means that only processing methods had significant 
influence on the TD. However, the interaction between processing and excerpts w as just above the 
threshold p=0.05. For 40 kHz condition, all effects were reported as significant at p<0.05, which means 
that all excerpts, processing methods and their interaction had significant influence on the TD. 
Considering the analysis above, the comparisons o f  the mean values o f  TD w ere analysed separately for 
each excerpt for both conditions.
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Tests of Within-Su bjects Efects (20 kHz) Measure: MEASURE 1Source df Sig.EXCERPT Lo wer- b o un d 1.000 .229PROCES Lower- bound 1.000 .000EXCERPT * PROCESLower- bound 1.000 .054
Tc stsof Within-Subjects Efects (40 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1Source df Sig.EXCERPT Lower- bound 1.000 .007PROCES Lo wer- bo und 1.000 .000EXCERPT * PROCESLower- bound 1.000 .005
T able E-12: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for T im bral D istortion .
E.2.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between Timbral Distortion scores o f  different process algorithms was 
conducted separately for different excerpts and different overall bandwidth (see Tables E-13, E-14 and 
E - l5 for 20 kHz condition and E - l6, E - l7 and E - l8 for 40 kHz condition).
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Pairwise C om parisons  
Measure: MEASUREl
m  PROCESS Cl) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
Sig.
1 2 1.700 1.000
3 - 4 .6 0 0 1.000
4 - 21.40 0* .0 1 1
5 - 40.20 0* .036
6 - 45.50 0* .024
2 1 - 1.700 1.000
3 - 6 .3 0 0 1.000
4 - 2 3 . 1 0 0 .069
5 - 4 1 .9 0  0* .020
6 - 4 7 .2 0  0* .014
3 1 4 .6 0 0 1.000
2 6 .3 0 0 1.000
4 - 16.800 .114
5 - 35.60 0* .042
6 - 40.90 0* .040
4 1 2 1 .400* .01 1
2 23. 100 .069
3 16.800 .1 14
5 - 18.800 .2 55
6 - 2 4 . 1 0 0 .242
5 1 4 0 .2 0 0 * .036
2 4 1 .900* .020
3 3 5 .6 0 0 * .042
4 18.800 .255
6 - 5 .3 0 0 1.000
6 1 4 5 .5 0 0 * .024
2 4 7 .2 0 0 * .0 14
3 4 0 .9 0 0 * .040
4 24. 100 .242
5 5 .3 0 0 1.000
* The mean d inference is significant at the .0 5 
level.
T able E-13: P airw ise com parisons for T im bral D istortion  (20 kH z, excerpt 1).
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s  
Measure: MEASURE 1
(1) PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
0-1) SiR.
1 2 2 .8 0 0 1.000
3 - 1.300 1.000
4 -6 .1 0 0 1.000
5 - 55.60 0* .0 00
6 - 72 .7 00 * .000
2 1 -2 .8 0 0 1.000
3 -4 .1 0 0 1.000
4 -8 .9 0 0 1.000
5 - 58.40 0* .000
6 - 75.50 0* .000
3 1 1.300 1.000
2 4 .1 0 0 1.000
4 -4 .8 0 0 1.000
5 - 54.30 0* .001
6 - 7 1 .400* .000
4 1 6 .1 0 0 1.000
2 8 .9 0 0 1.000
3 4 .8 0 0 1.000
5 - 49 .5 00 * .002
6 - 6 6 .600* .00 1
5 1 5 5 .6 0 0 * .000
2 5 8 .4 0 0 * .000
3 5 4 .3 0 0 * .001
4 4 9 .5 0 0 * .002
6 - 17.100* .006
6 1 7 2 .7 0 0 * .000
2 7 5 .5 0 0 * .000
3 7 1 .4 0 0 * .000
4 66 .6 0 0 * .001
5 1 7. 100* .0 06
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-14: P airw ise com parisons for T im bral D istortion  (20 kH z, excerpt 2).
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s  
Measure: MEASURE 1
<T> PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differcn ce 
it ■ Sie.
I 2 2 .6 0 0 1.000
3 4 .9 0 0 1.000
4 - 16.600 .809
5 -4 8 .6 0  0* .00 1
6 - 80.60 0* .000
2 1 -2 .6 0 0 1.000
3 2 .3 0 0 1.000
4 - 19.20 0 .272
5 - 51.20 0* .001
6 - 8 3 .200* .000
3 1 - 4 .9 0 0 1.000
2 - 2 .3 0 0 1.000
4 - 2 1 . 5 0 0 .326
5 - 53.50 0* .000
6 - 85.50 0* .000
4 1 1 6.600 .809
2 i 9 .200 .272
3 2 1.500 .326
5 - 32 .0 00 .067
6 - 64 .0 00 * .002
5 t 4 8 .6 0 0 * .00 1
2 5 1 .200* .001
3 5 3 .5 0 0 * .000
4 32 .0 00 .067
6 - 32 .0 00 .065
6 1 8 0 .6 0 0 * .000
2 8 3 .2 00 * .0 00
3 8 5 .5 0 0 * .000
4 6 4 .0 0 0 * .002
5 32 .000 .065
* The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-15: P airw ise com parisons for T im bral D istortion  (20 kH z, excerpt 3).
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P a irw ise  C o m p a r i s o n s
Measure: MEASURE_1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 7 .7 0 0 1 .000
3 7 . 1 0 0 1 .000
4 - 7 .1 0 0 1.000
5 - 9 .6 0 0 1.000
6 - 3 .6 0 0 1.000
2 1 - 7 .7 0 0 1.000
3 - .600 1.000
4 - 14 .8 00 .181
5 - 17.30 0 .1 4 5
6 - 11.30 0 1.000
3 1 - 7 . 1 0 0 1.000
2 .60 0 1.000
4 - 1 4 .2 00 .1 1 7
5 - 1 6 .7 0 0 .5 73
6 - 1 0 .7 00 1.000
4 1 7 .1 0 0 1.000
2 1 4 .8 0 0 .1 8  1
3 1 4 .2 0 0 .1 1 7
5 - 2 . 5 0 0 1.000
6 3 .5 0 0 1.000
5 1 9 .6 0 0 1.0 00
2 1 7 .3 0 0 .1 4 5
3 1 6 .7 00 .5 7 3
4 2 .5 0 0 1.000
6 6 .0 0 0 1.000
6 1 3 .6 0 0 1.000
2 1 1.300 1.000
3 1 0 .7 0 0 1.000
4 - 3 . 5 0 0 1,000
5 - 6 . 0 0 0 1.000
T able E-16: Pairw ise com parisons for T im bral D istortion  (40 kH z, excerpt 1).
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P airw ise  C o m p a r i s o n s  
Measure: MEASURE 1
<T) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sir.
1 2 13 .100 1.000
3 13. 100 1.000
4 5 .6 0 0 1.000
5 - 24.70  0 1.000
6 - 74.00 0* .0 0 0
2 1 - 13 .100 1.000
3 .00 0 1.000
4 -7 .5 0 0 .2 03
5 - 3 7 .8 0 0 .053
6 - 87.10 0* .000
3 1 - 13.10 0 1.000
2 .00 0 1.000
4 - 7 . 5 0 0 .438
5 - 37.80 0 .0 54
6 - 8 7 .1 0 0 * .0 0 0
4 1 - 5 . 6 0 0 1.000
2 7 .5 0 0 .203
3 7 .5 0 0 .438
5 - 30.30  0 .1 4 2
6 - 79.60  0* .0 0 0
5 1 2 4 .7 0 0 1.000
2 3 7 .8 0 0 .053
3 3 7 .8 0 0 .054
4 3 0 .3 0 0 .1 4 2
6 - 49.30 0* .025
6 1 7 4 .0 0 0 * .0 0 0
2 87. 100* .000
3 87. 100* .000
4 7 9 .6 0 0 * .0 0 0
5 4 9 .3 0 0 * .025
*. Tlie mean dif ference  is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-17: Pairw ise com parisons for T im bral D istortion  (40 kH z, excerpt 2).
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P a in v is c  C o m p a r i s o n s
Measure: MEASURE_1
fl) PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
fl-J) Sig.
1 2 4 .9 0 0 1.000
3 6 .9 0 0 .813
4 7 .7 0 0 1.000
5 3 .3 0 0 1.000
6 - 48 .30  0* .003
2 1 - 4 .9 0 0 1.000
3 2 .0 0 0 1.000
4 2 .8 0 0 1.000
5 - 1.600 1.0 00
6 - 53.20  0* .0 0 2
3 1 - 6 .9 0 0 .813
2 - 2 .0 0 0 1.000
4 .80 0 1.000
5 - 3 .6 0 0 1.000
6 - 55.20  0* .000
4 1 - 7 .7 0 0 1.000
2 - 2 . 8 0 0 1.000
3 - .800 1.000
5 - 4 .4 0 0 1.000
6 - 56.00  0* .000
5 1 - 3 .3 0 0 1.000
2 1 .6 0 0 1.000
3 3 .6 0 0 1.000
4 4 ,4 0 0 1.000
6 - 5 1 .6 0 0 * .0 02
6 1 4 8 . 3 0 0 * .003
2 5 3 . 2 0 0 * .0 0 2
3 5 5 . 2 0 0 * .0 0 0
4 5 6 . 0 0 0 * .0 0 0
5 5 1 .600* .002
*. The mean dif ference  is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-18: P airw ise com parisons for T im bral D istortion  (40 kH z, excerpt 3).
E.3 Test of Level o f Dynam ic Spatial D istortion
R M -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
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E.3.1 Checking the Assumptions of RM-ANOVA
The distributions o f  the standardised residual for Level o f  Dynam ic Spatial Distortion o f  all conditions 
were examined (see Table E-19). Since the sam ple number o f  each condition is less than 50, the 
Shapiro-W ilk test was used. The significance values indicated that only data from som e o f  experimental 
conditions w ere normally distributed. Hence, the assumption o f  normally distributed data was violated. 
However, it is known that when the number o f  samples is relatively large (10 for both 20 and 40 kHz 
conditions), RM -AN O V A  m odels are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the 
use o f  R M -A N O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables E-20). The M auchly’s test 
indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for 40 kHz condition. Therefore, degrees 
o f  freedom were decided to be corrected using Lower-Bound correction, which is the safest choice for 
40 kHz condition.
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Tests  o f  Normality
Overall Bandwidth excen)t number process
Sbapiro-
Wilk
Sig.
20 kHz Excerpt 1 no-ad .283
2000 .519
400 .5 88
100 .5 82
20 .300
2 .004
Excerpt 2 no-ad .256
2000 .94 2
400 .2 7 9
100 .3 7 7
20 .0 07
2 .217
Excerpt 3 no-ad .006
2000 .994
400 .324
100 .243
20 .839
2 .1 88
4 0 kHz Excerpt 1 no - ad .4 26
2000 .1 85
400 .1 13
100 .823
20 .259
2 .958
Excerpt 2 no - ad .424
2000 .004
400 .3 82
100 .4 89
20 .64 8
2 .004
Excerpt 3 no-ad .568
2000 .103
400 .000
100 .000
20 .0 00
2 .272
T able E-19: N orm ality  test o f the standardised  residuals for Level o f D ynam ic Spatial D istortion.
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M auchly's T est o f  S p h ericity  (2 0 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Sig. EpsilonLower-boundEXCERPT .3 19 .500PROCES .011 .200EXCERPT * PROCES . .100
M auchly's T e s t  o f Sp h eric ity  (40 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects EfectW IS!.EXCERPTPROCESEXCERPT * PROCES .977.249
T able E-20: M auch ly’s test o f  sphericity  for L evel o f  D ynam ic Spatia l D istortion.
E.3.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  R M -AN O V A  are shown in Table E-21. Although some o f  the factors do not have 
significant influence on the level o f  Dynam ic Spatial Distortion, it was decided to keep the consistency 
with the analysis o f  TD. The comparisons o f  the mean values o f  LDSD were analysed separately for 
each excerpt for both conditions, w hich could g ive the most details o f  all possible effects.
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Tests of Within-Subjects Efects (20 kHz) Measure: MEASURE 1So urce df Sig.EXCERPT Lower- bound 1.000 .067PROCES Lower-bound 1.000 .000EXCERPT * PROCESLo wer- b o un d 1.000 .204Testsof Within-Subjects Efects (40 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1Source df Sig.EXCERPT Sphericity Asumed 2 .001PROCES Sphericity Asued 5 .000EXCERPT * PROCESSphericity Asumed 10 .000
T able E-21: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for L evel o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion.
E.3.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between Level o f  Dynam ic Spatial Distortion scores o f  different process 
algorithms was conducted respectively for different excerpts and different overall bandwidth (see 
Tables E-22, E-23 and E-24 for 20 kHz condition and E-25, E-26 and E-27 for 40 kHz condition.
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s  
Measure: MEASURE 1
m  PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
CU) . Sig.
1 2 2 8 .4 0 0 * .027
3 2 5 .2 0 0 * .002
4 20 .900 .101
5 27 .700 .245
6 5 6 .2 0 0 * .003
2 1 - 28.40 0* .027
3 -3 .2 0 0 1.000
4 -7 .5 0 0 1.000
5 - .700 1.000
6 27 .800 .307
3 1 - 25.20 0* .002
2 3 .2 0 0 1.000
4 -4 .3 0 0 1.000
5 2 .5 0 0 1.000
6 3 1.000 .119
4 1 - 20.90 0 .101
2 7 .5 0 0 1.000
3 4 .3 0 0 1.000
5 6 .8 0 0 1.000
6 3 5 .3 0 0 * .006
5 1 - 27.70 0 .245
2 .70 0 1.000
3 -2 .5 0 0 1.000
4 -6 .8 0 0 1.000
6 2 8 .5 0 0 * .023
6 1 - 56 .200* .003
2 - 27 .800 .3 07
3 - 3 1 . 0 0 0 .119
4 - 35.30 0* .006
5 - 28.50 0* .023
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-22: Pairw ise com parisons for L evel o f D ynam ic Spatia l D istortion  (20 kH z, excerpt 1).
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s
Measure: MEASURE !
(I) PROCESS CD PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
' ''J Sig.
1 2 24.400* .009
3 23.000* .00 1
4 23 .600 .054
5 17.600 .627
6 6 8 .5 0 0 * .000
2 1 - 24.40 0* .009
3 - 1.400 1.000
4 - .800 1.000
5 -6 .8 0 0 1.000
6 44. 100* .01 1
3 1 - 23.00 0* .00 1
2 1.400 1.000
4 .60 0 1.000
5 -5 .4 0 0 1.000
6 4 5 .5 0 0 * .004
4 1 - 23.60 0 .054
2 .80 0 1.000
3 - .600 1.000
5 -6 .0 0 0 1.000
6 4 4 .9 0 0 * .0 10
5 1 - 17.600 .627
2 6 .8 0 0 1.000
3 5 .4 0 0 1.000
4 6 .0 0 0 1.000
6 5 0 .9 0 0 * .008
6 1 - 68.50 0* .000
2 - 44 .100* .0 1 1
3 - 45.50 0* .004
4 - 44.90 0* .010
5 - 50.90 0* .008
*• The mean d inference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-23: Pairw ise com parisons for L evel o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion (20 kH z, excerpt 2).
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Pairwise C om p arisons
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
......(I -IL  . Sig.
1 2 17.500 .093
3 37 .0 0 0 * .008
4 28 .200 .102
5 29 .8 00 .155
6 62. 100* .000
2 1 - 17.500 .093
3 19.500 .167
4 10.700 1.000
5 12.300 1.000
6 4 4 .6 0 0 * .00 1
3 1 - 37.00 0* .008
2 - 19.500 .167
4 -8 .8 0 0 .484
5 -7 .2 0 0 1.000
6 25. 100* .026
4 1 - 28.20 0 .102
2 - 10.700 1.000
3 8 .8 0 0 .484
5 1.600 1.000
6 3 3 .9 0 0 * .021
5 1 - 29.80 0 .155
2 - 12.300 1.000
3 7 .2 0 0 1.000
4 -1 .6 0 0 1.000
6 3 2 .3 0 0 * .026
6 1 - 62 .100* .000
2 - 44.60 0* .00 1
3 - 25.10 0* .026
4 - 33.90 0* .021
5 - 32.30 0* .026
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-24: Pairw ise com parisons for L evel o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion (20 kH z, excerpt 3).
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Pairwise Comparisons  
Me a sure: MEASURE ! ___________
<T) PROCESS 0) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
Sifi.
1 2 3 .400 1.000
3 6 .000 1.000
4 2 .200 1.000
5 18.600 1.000
6 24.700 .141
2 1 -3 .4 0 0 1.000
3 2.600 1.000
4 -1 .2 0 0 1.000
5 15.200 .480
6 21.300 .072
3 1 -6 .0 0 0 1.000
2 -2 .6 0 0 1.000
4 -3 .8 0 0 1.000
5 12.600 1.000
6 1 8.700 .470
4 1 -2 .200 1.000
2 1 .200 1.000
3 3 .800 1.000
5 16.400 .196
6 22.500* .025
5 1 - 18.600 1.000
2 - 15.200 .480
3 - 12.600 1.000
4 - 16.400 .196
6 6.1 00 1.000
6 1 - 24.70 0 .14 1
2 -21  .300 .072
3 - 18.70 0 .4 7 0
4 - 22.50 0* .025
5 -6 .1 0 0 1.000
Based on estimated marginal m eaus
*. The mean difference is significant at the .0 5 
level.
T able E-25: Pairw ise com parisons for L evel o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion (40 kH z, excerpt 1).
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P a irw ise  C o m p a r i s o n s
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 2 6 .4 0 0 .1 0 4
3 1 8 .900 1.000
4 2 6 . 5 0 0 .3 7 0
5 1 8 .8 00 1 .000
6 3 1.400 .4 2 6
2 I - 2 6 . 4 0  0 .1 0 4
3 - 7 . 5 0 0 1.000
4 1. OOOE-O 1 1.000
5 - 7 . 6 0 0 1.000
6 5 .0 0 0 1.000
3 1 - 18.90 0 1.000
2 7 .5 0 0 1.000
4 7 .6 0 0 1 .000
5 - .100 1.000
6 1 2 .5 00 1.000
4 1 - 2 6 . 5 0 0 .3 7 0
2 - 1.000 B-0 1 1.000
3 - 7 .6 0 0 1.000
5 - 7 .7 0 0 .7 2 5
6 4 . 9 0 0 1.000
5 1 - 18 .8 00 1.000
2 7 .6 0 0 1.000
3 .1 0 0 1.000
4 7 .7 0 0 .7 2 5
6 12 .600 1.000
6 1 - 3]  .40 0 .4 2 6
2 - 5 .0 0 0 1.000
3 - 1 2 .5 00 1.000
4 - 4 .9 0 0 1.000
5 - 12 .6 00 1.000
T able E-26: Pairw ise com parisons for L evel o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion (40 kH z, excerpt 2).
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Pairwise  C o m p a r i s o n s  
Measure: MEASUREl
m  PROCESS m  PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce 
. ..(I-J) •:.. ...... '  ................
1 2 3 7 .4 0 0 * .0 1 6
3 4 5 . 2 0 0 * .001
4 4 4 . 9 0 0 * .005
5 4 4 .0 0 0 * .0 1 5
6 4 2 . 8 0 0 * .005
2 1 - 37.40 0* .0 1 6
3 7 .8 0 0 .2 3 8
4 7 .5 0 0 .9 0 2
5 6 .6 0 0 1.000
6 5 .4 0 0 1.000
3 1 - 45.20  0* .001
2 - 7 .8 0 0 .238
4 - .300 1.000
5 - 1.200 1.000
6 - 2 . 4 0 0 1.0 00
4 1 - 44.90 0* .005
2 -7 .5 0 0 .902
3 .30 0 1.000
5 - .900 1.000
6 - 2 .1 0 0 1.000
5 1 - 44.00  0* .015
2 - 6 .6 0 0 1.000
3 1 .2 0 0 1.000
4 .90 0 1.000
6 - 1 .2 0 0 1.000
6 1 - 42.80  0* .005
2 - 5 .4 0 0 1.000
3 2 .4 0 0 1.000
4 2 , 1 0 0 1.000
5 1 .2 0 0 1.000
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-27: P airw ise com parisons for L evel o f D ynam ic Spatial D istortion (40 kH z, excerpt 3).
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E.4 Test of D ynam icity of Dynam ic Spatial D istortion
RM -A N O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
E.4.1 Checking the Assumptions of RM-ANOVA
The distributions o f  the standardised residual for Dynamicity o f  Dynamic Spatial Distortion o f  all 
conditions w ere examined (see Table E-28). Since the sample number o f  each condition is less than 50, 
the Shapiro-Wilk test was used. The significance values indicated that only data from som e o f  
experimental conditions were normally distributed. H ence, the assumption o f  normally distributed data 
was violated. However, it is known that when the number o f  samples is relatively large (10 for both 20 
and 40 kHz conditions), RM -AN O V A  m odels are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. 
Therefore, the use o f  R M -A N O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables E-29). The M auchly’s test 
indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for all factors and their interaction. 
Therefore, degrees o f  freedom were decided to be corrected using Lower-Bound correction, which is 
the safest choice.
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Tests of  Normality
Overall Bandwidth excerpt number process
Shapiro- Wilk
df Sifi.
2 0 kHz Excerpt 1 200 0 10 .060
400 10 .836
100 10 .970
20 10 .032
2 10 .000
Excerpt 2 2000 10 .635
40 0 10 .1 19
100 10 .334
20 10 .368
2 10 .000
Excerpt 3 no- ad 10 .000
2000 10 .021
40 0 to .74 1
100 10 .078
20 10 .094
2 10 .001
40 kHz Bccerpt 1 no- ad 10 .000
2000 10 .213
400 10 .383
100 10 .38 1
20 10 .013
2 10 .000
Excerpt 2 no- ad 10 .000
2000 10 .000
400 10 .525
100 10 .320
20 10 .149
2 10 .000
Excerpt 3 no-ad 10 .008
2000 10 .100
400 10 .000
100 to .000
20 10 .000
2 10 .000
T able E-28: N orm ality test o f  the standardised  residuals for D ynam icity o f  D ynam ic Spatial 
D istortion .
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M auchly's T est o f  S ph ericity  (2 0 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efectli+Sig. EpsilonLower-boundEXCERPT .092 .500PROCES .000 .200EXCERPT * PROCES .1 00
M auchly's T e s t  o f S p h ericity  ( 4 0  kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Sig. Eps ilonLower-boundEXCERPT .038 .500PROCES .002 .200EXCERPT * PROCES .100
T able E-29: M au ch ly ’s test o f  sphericity  for D ynam icity  o f  D ynam ic Spatia l D istortion.
E.4.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  R M -AN O V A  are shown in Table E-30. Although som e o f  the factors do not have 
significant influence on the Dynamicity o f  Dynam ic Spatial Distortion, it was decided to keep the 
consistency with the analysis o f  TD. The comparisons o f  the mean values o f  D D SD  were analysed 
separately for each excerpt for both conditions, which could give the most details o f  all possible effects.
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Tests of Within-Subjects Efects (20 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1Source df Sig.EXCERPT Sphericity Asumed 2 .004PROCES Lo wer- b o un d 1.000 .000EXCERPT * PROCESLower-bound 1.000 .094
Testsof Within- Su bjcts Efects( 4 0 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1So urce df Sig.EXCERPT Lo wer- b o un d 1.000 .015PROCES Lo wer- b o un d 1.000 .016EXCERPT * PROCESLo wer- b o un d 1.000 .023
T able E-30: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for D ynam icity  o f  D ynam ic Spatia l D istortion.
E.4.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between Dynam icity o f  Dynam ic Spatial Distortion scores o f  different 
process algorithms was conducted separately for different excerpts and different overall bandwidth (see 
Tables E-31, E-32 and E-33 for 20 kHz condition and E -34, E-35 and E-36 for 40 kHz condition.
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s
Measure: MEASURE 1_____________________
m  PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce
•i t ) Sig.
1 2 - 33.50 0* .01 1
3 - 41.80 0* .000
4 - 67.80 0* .000
5 - 72.60 0* .000
6 - 11.90 0 1.000
2 1 3 3 .5 0 0 * .011
3 -8 .3 0 0 1.000
4 - 34 .300 .101
5 - 39 .100 .2 12
6 2 1.600 .7 46
3 1 4 1 .8 0 0 * .0 00
2 8 .3 0 0 1.000
4 - 26.00 0* .01 I
5 - 30.80 0 .072
6 2 9 .9 0 0 * .025
4 1 6 7 .8 0 0 * .000
2 34 .3 00 .101
3 2 6 .0 0 0 * .01 1
5 -4 .8 0 0 1.000
6 5 5 .9 0 0 * .000
5 1 7 2 .6 0 0 * .000
2 39. 100 .2 12
3 30 .8 00 .0 72
4 4 .8 0 0 1.000
6 6 0 .7 0 0 * .0 00
6 1 1 1.900 1.000
2 - 21 .6 00 .746
3 - 29.90 0* .025
4 - 55.90 0* .000
5 - 60 .700* .000
*■ The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-31: Pairw ise com parisons for D ynam icity o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion  
(20 kH z, excerpt 1).
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Pairwise C om p a rison s
Measure: MEASURE 1____  ______________
(I) PROCESS CD PROCESS
Me a n 
Differen ce
(i-J) Sig-
1 2 - 26.30 0* .000
3 - 52 .500* .000
4 - 69.40 0* .000
5 - 75.30 0* .000
6 -7 .5 0 0 1.000
2 1 2 6 .3 0 0 * .000
3 - 26.20 0* .00 1
4 -4 3 . 1 0 0 * .000
5 - 49.00 0* .0 00
6 1 8 .800* .0 27
3 I 5 2 .5 0 0 * .0 00
2 2 6 .2 0 0 * .001
4 - 16.90 0* .007
5 - 22.80 0* .005
6 4 5 .0 0 0 * .000
4 1 6 9 .4 0 0 * .000
2 43. 100* .000
3 16.900* .007
5 -5 .9 0 0 1.000
6 6 1 .9 0 0 * .000
5 1 7 5 .3 0 0 * .000
2 49. 000* .000
3 2 2 .8 0 0 * .005
4 5 .9 0 0 1.000
6 6 7 .8 0 0 * .000
6 1 7 .5 0 0 1.000
2 - 18.80 0* .027
3 - 45.00 0* .000
4 - 61.90 0* .000
5 - 67 ,800* .000
*■ The mean d inference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-32: P airw ise com parisons for D ynam icity o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion  
(20 kH z, excerpt 2).
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Pairwise C om p a rison s
Measure: MEASURE l ____
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen cc 
tl n , .: ' Sid.
1 2 - 12.000 .299
3 - 24.20 0* .003
4 - 46.80 0* .00 1
5 - 62 .100* .001
6 - 10.100 1.000
2 1 12.000 .299
3 - 12.200 .3 4 1
4 - 34.80 0* .025
5 - 5 0 .100* .018
6 1 .900 1.000
3 1 2 4 .2 0 0 * .003
2 12.200 .34 1
4 - 22.60 0* .0 29
5 - 37.90 0* .009
6 14. 100 .480
4 1 46. 800* .00 1
2 3 4.80 0* .025
3 2 2 .6 0 0 * .0 29
5 - 15.300 .1 66
6 3 6 .7 0 0 * .00 1
5 1 62. 100* .001
2 50. 100* .018
3 3 7 .9 0 0 * .009
4 15.300 .166
6 5 2 .0 0 0 * .00 1
6 1 1 0. 100 1.000
2 - 1 .9 0 0 1.000
3 - 14.100 .480
4 - 3 6 .700* .00 I
5 - 52 .000* .00 1
*■ The mean d inference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-33: P airw ise com parisons for D ynam icity o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion  
(20 kH z, excerpt 3).
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Pairwise C om p a r ison s  
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS cn PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce
i # s Sig.
1 2 - 12.00 0* .0 06
3 - 8 .4 0 0 * .013
4 - 39 .000* .013
5 - 29 .700 .563
6 - .500 1.000
2 1 12 .000* .0 06
3 3 .6 0 0 1.000
4 - 27.00 0* .045
5 - 17.700 1.000
6 1 1 .500* .004
3 1 8 .4 0 0* .0 13
2 -3 .6 0 0 1.000
4 - 30.60 0* .032
5 - 2 1 .3 00 1.000
6 7 .9 0 0* .041
4 1 3 9 .0 0 0 * .013
2 2 7 .0 0 0 * .045
3 3 0 .6 0 0 * .032
5 9 .3 0 0 1.000
6 3 8 .5 0 0 * .014
5 1 29 .7 00 .563
2 17.700 1.000
3 2 1.300 1.000
4 -9 .3 0 0 1.000
6 2 9 .2 00 .627
6 1 .50 0 1.000
2 - 11.50 0* .004
3 - 7 .9 0 0 * .04 1
4 - 38.50 0* .014
5 - 29.20 0 .627
*■ The mean d ifference is significant at the .0 5 
level.
T able E-34: P a in v ise  com parisons for D ynam icity  o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion  
(40 kH z, excerpt 1).
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Pairwise C o m p a r iso n s  
Measure: MEASURE ! _____
m  PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mea n 
Differen ce
1 2 -5 .1 0 0 1.000
3 - 27.00 0* .034
4 - 3 1 .2 0  0* .017
5 - 31 .800 .123
6 -1 .5 0 0 1.000
2 1 5 .1 0 0 1.000
3 - 21 .900 .124
4 - 2 6 .100* .037
5 - 26.70 0 .129
6 3 .6 0 0 1.000
3 1 2 7 .0 0 0 * .034
2 2 1.900 .124
4 - 4 .2 0 0 1.000
5 - 4 .8 0 0 1.000
6 25 ,5 00 .111
4 1 3 1.200* .017
2 26. 100* .037
3 4 .2 0 0 1.000
5 - .600 1.000
6 2 9 .7 0 0 * .016
5 1 3 1.800 .123
2 26. 700 .129
3 4 .8 0 0 1.000
4 .60 0 1.000
6 30 .3 00 . 149
6 1 1 .500 1.000
2 -3 .6 0 0 1.000
3 - 25.50 0 .111
4 - 29.70 0* .0 16
5 - 30.30 0 . 149
*■ The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
T able E-35: Pairw ise com parisons for D ynam icity o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion  
(40 kH z, excerpt 2).
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P airw ise  C o m p a r i s o n s
Measure: MEASUREJ
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean 
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 .30 0 1.000
3 5 . 0 0 0 .6 2 7
4 4 . 3 0 0 1.000
5 - 2 . 6 0 0 1.000
6 1 .7 0 0 1.000
2 1 - .300 1.000
3 4 . 7 0 0 1.000
4 4 . 0 0 0 1.000
5 - 2 . 9 0 0 1.0 00
6 1 .4 0 0 1.000
3 1 - 5 . 0 0 0 .6 2 7
2 - 4 . 7 0 0 1 .000
4 - .700 1.000
5 - 7 . 6 0 0 1.000
6 - 3 . 3 0 0 1.000
4 1 - 4 .3 0 0 1.000
2 - 4 .0 0 0 1.000
3 .70 0 1.000
5 - 6 .9 0 0 1.000
6 - 2 . 6 0 0 1.000
5 i 2 .6 0 0 1 .000
2 2 .9 0 0 1.000
3 7 .6 0 0 1.000
4 6 .9 0 0 1.000
6 4 .3 0 0 1.000
6 1 - 1 .700 1.000
2 - 1 .400 1.000
3 3 .3 0 0 1.000
4 2 .6 0 0 1.000
5 - 4 . 3 0 0 1.000
T able E-36: P airw ise com parisons for D ynam icity  o f  D ynam ic Spatial D istortion  
(40 kH z, excerpt 3).
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A p p e n d ix  F S ta tis tic a l A n a ly s is  o f  L is te n in g  T e s t 5
This appendix includes the statistical analysis o f  Listening Test 5 that is reported in Chapter 6. 
RM -AN O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
F .l Checking the A ssum ptions of RM -ANO VA
It is known that when the number o f  sam ples is relatively large (17 for both 40 kHz and 60 kHz 
conditions), RM -AN O V A  models are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the 
use o f  R M -A N O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables F -l) . For 40 kHz 
condition, the M auchly’s test indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for the 
follow ing factors: excerpt, bandwidth allocation strategy (B A S) and the two-way interaction between 
them. For 60 kHz condition, the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for B A S and the two-way  
interaction between excerpts and BAS. For those factors, degrees o f  freedom were decided to be 
corrected using Lower-Bound correction, w hich is the safest choice.
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M auchly's T est o f  Sp lie ricity (4 0 kH z)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Sig. EpsilonLower- b ou ndEXCERPTBASEXCERPT * BAS .003 .100 3.846E- 02 3.846E- 03
M auchly's T est o f  S p hericity  (6 0 kH z)Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Efect Sig. EpsilonLower- b ou ndEXCERPTBASEXCERPT * BAS .839 .500 3.846E- 02 1.923E- 02
T able F - l:  M au ch ly ’s test o f  sphericity  for B asic A udio Q uality.
F.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results o f  RM -AN O V A  are shown in Table F-2. It can be seen that for both 20 and 40 kHz 
conditions, all effects are reported as significant at p<0.05, w hich means that all excerpts, BAS and 
their tw o-w ay interaction had significant influence on the BAQ.
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T ests o f  With in -Subjects Effects (40 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1Source df Sig.EXCERPT Lower- bound 1.000 .000BAS Lower- bound 1.000 .000EXCERPT * BAS Lower- bound 1.000 .01 1
T ests o f  W ithin-Subjects Effects (60 kHz)Measure: MEASURE 1So urce df Sig.EXCERPT Sphericity Asumed 2 .000BAS Lower-bound 1.000 .017EXCERPT* BAS Lo wer- bound 1.000 .019
T able F-2: M ain results o f  R M -A N O V A  for B asic A udio Q uality.
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A p p e n d ix  G S ta tis tic a l A n a ly s is  o f L is te n in g  T e s t 6
This appendix includes the statistical analysis o f  Listening Test 6 that is reported in Chapter 7. 
RM -AN O V A  was used to analyse the data from the reliable subjects respectively for two overall 
bandwidth conditions.
G .l  Checking the A ssum ptions of RM -ANOVA
The distributions o f  the standardised residual for BAQ o f  all conditions were examined (see Tables 
G -l and G-2). Since the sample number o f  each condition is less than 50, the Shapiro-Wilk test was 
used. The significance values indicated that only data from som e o f  experimental conditions were 
normally distributed. Hence, the assumption o f  normally distributed data was violated. However, it is 
known that when the number o f  samples is relatively large (16 for 40 kHz 14 for 60 kHz condition), 
R M -AN O V A  models are robust to violations o f  the normality assumption. Therefore, the use o f  
RM -AN O V A  was accepted in respect o f  this assumption.
The assumption o f  Sphericity was checked using M auchly’s test (see Tables G-3). For 40 kHz 
condition, the M auchly’s test indicated that the assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for 
excerpts and the two-way interaction between exceipts and processes. For 60 kHz condition, the 
assumption o f  sphericity had been violated for processes and the two-way interaction between 
excerpts and processes. For those factors, degrees o f  freedom were decided to be corrected using 
Lower-Bound correction, which is the safest choice.
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Tests o f  Normality (40 LHz)
processini; excerpt
Shapiro-Wi lk
df Sie.
BASE 1 16 .5 12
2 16 .644
3 16 .648
4 16 .038
5 16 .337
6 16 .606
7 16 .255
8 16 .016
9 16 .618
1 0 16 .292
1 1 16 .222
QA i 16 .444
2 16 .052
3 16 .612
4 16 .277
5 16 .037
6 16 .894
7 16 .162
8 16 .356
9 16 .000
10 16 .812
1 1 16 .871
MSBTF 1 16 .296
2 16 .595
3 16 .7 19
4 16 .573
5 16 .866
6 16 .972
7 16 .1 73
8 16 .859
9 16 .023
10 16 .8 12
1 1 16 .245
WXYEF 1 16 .881
2 16 .5 S 0
3 16 .275
4 16 .863
5 16 .336
6 16 .397
7 16 .978
8 16 .554
9 16 .154
10 16 .351
1 I 16 .745
KLT 1 16 .000
2 16 .100
3 16 .000
4 16 .076
5 16 .000
6 16 .594
7 16 .050
8 16 .215
9 16 .000
10 1 6 .009
1 1 16 .236
Table G -l: Normality test of the standardised residuals for Basic Audio Quality (40 kHz).
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T e s ts  o f  N o rm a lit y  (6 0  U Ilz )
processinu excerpt
Shapiro-Wilk
df Sip.
Ba sc 1 14 .296
2 14 .461
3 14 .900
4 14 .222
5 14 .384
6 14 .200
7 14 .175
8 14 .954
9 14 .261
1 0 14 .159
1 1 14 .412
QA 1 14 .000
2 14 .000
3 14 .062
4 14 .423
5 14 .000
6 14 .456
7 14 .124
8 14 .868
9 14 .000
10 14 .194
1 1 14 .365
MSBTF 1 14 .554
2 14 .999
3 14 .000
4 14 .000
5 14 .487
6 14 .117
7 14 .004
8 14 .027
9 14 .999
10 14 .056
1 I 14 .125
WXYEF 1 14 .189
2 14 .133
3 14 .134
4 14 .017
5 14 .248
6 14 .289
7 14 .013
8 14 .014
9 14 .732
1 0 14 .097
1 I 14 .688
KLT 1 14 .000
2 14 .084
3 14 .003
4 14 .5 10
5 14 .000
6 14 .63 1
7 14 .000
8 14 .013
9 14 .000
10 14 .001
1 1 14 .000
T a b le  G -2 : N o r m a li ty  te s t  o f  th e  s t a n d a r d i s e d  r e s id u a ls  f o r  B a sic  A u d io  Q u a l i ty  (6 0  k H z ).
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Mauchly's T es t of Sphericity (4 0  kHz)
Measure: MEASURE 1
Within Subjects Effect Sig.
Epsilon
Lower- 
b ou nd
EXCERPT .004 .100
PROCESS .558 .250
EXCERPT * PROCESS 2.5 0 0E- 02
Mau chly's Test o f Sp hericity (6 0 kHz)
Measure; MEASURE 1
W ithin Subjects Effect Sig.
Epsilon
Lower-
bound
EXCERPT .52 7 .100
PROCESS .00 2 .250
EXCERPT * PROCESS 2.5 00E- 02
Table G-3: Mauchly’s test of sphericity for Basic Audio Quality.
G.2 Main RM-ANOVA
The main results of RM-ANOVA are shown in Table G-4. It can be seen that for both 20 and 40 kHz 
conditions, all effects are reported as significant at p<0.05, which means that all excerpts, processing 
methods and their two-way interaction had significant influence on the BAQ.
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Tests of W ithin- Su bjects Effects (40 kHz)
Measure: MEASURE 1
Source d f Sig.
EXCERPT Lo vver- b o un d 1.000 .001
PROCESS Sphericity Assumed 4 .000
EXCERPT * PROCESS Lower-bound 1.000 .001
Tests o f With in- Subjects Effects (60 kHz) 
Measure: MEASURE 1
Source d f Sig.
EXCERPT Sphericity Assumed 10 .000
PROCESS Lower - bound 1.000 .001
EXCERPT * PROCESS Lower- bound 1.000 .002
Table G-4: Main results of RM-ANOVA for Basic Audio Quality.
G.3 Pairwise Comparisons
The pairwise comparison between BAQ scores of different processing algorithms was conducted 
averaged across all excerpts (see Tables G-5 for 40 kHz condition and G-6 for 60 kHz).
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P airw ise Com parisons
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
Mean  
Differen ce 
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 - 24 .47 2* .000
3 - 31.24 4* .000
4 - 28.25 6* .000
5 - 45.03 4* .000
2 1 2 4 .4 7 2 * .000
3 -6 .7 7 3 * .001
4 -3 .7 8 4 .408
5 - 20.56 3* .000
3 1 3 1 .2 4 4 * .000
2 6 .7 7 3 * .001
4 2 .9 8 9 * .017
5 - 13.79 0* .000
4 1 2 8 .2 5 6 * .000
2 3 .7 8 4 .408
3 -2 ,9 8 9 * .01 7
5 - 16.77 8* .00 0
5 1 4 5 .0 3 4 * .00 0
2 2 0 .5 6 3 * .00 0
3 1 3 .7 9 0 * .00 0
4 1 6 .7 7 8 * .00 0
*. The mean d ifference is significant at the .05 
level.
Table G-5: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ for 40 kHz condition. The results averaged across all
excerpts.
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P airw ise Com parisons
Measure: MEASURE 1
(I) PROCESS (J) PROCESS
M an
Difference
(I-J) Sig.
1 2 -9.448* .000
3 -7.097* .003
4 -7.974* .000
5 - 20.442* .000
2 1 9.448* .000
3 2.351 1.000
4 1.474 1.000
5 - 10.99 4* .000
3 1 7.097* .003
2 -2.351 1.000
4 - .877 1.000
5 - 13.344* .000
4 1 7.974* .000
2 -1.474 1.000
3 .87 7 1.000
5 - 12.46 8* .000
5 1 20.442* .000
2 10.994* .000
3 13.344* .000
4 12.468* .000
*  Tire mean dilTe re nee is significant a t the 05  
level.
Table G-6: Pairwise comparisons for BAQ for 60 kHz condition. The results averaged across all
excerpts.
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Appendix H Test of Listener Reliability
This appendix includes the test of listener reliability based on the method introduced in Section 3.7.
The box plot of Basic Audio Quality scores for hidden references obtained from Listening Test 1 is 
shown in Figure H-l. It was decided to post-screen the data obtained from three listeners (No. 5, 12 
and 15) in the “40 kHz bandwidth” condition and 6 listeners (No. 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 and 21) in “60 kHz 
bandwidth” condition.
Tot a l  Bandwi dt h= 40 k Hz
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
L isten  No. ( a  )
T o t a l  Bandwi dt h =  60 k Hz
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 8 2 0
L is te n  N o. ( b  )
Figure H-l: Box plots of Basic Audio Quality scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 1)
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The box plot of Basic Audio Quality scores for hidden references obtained from Listening Test 2 is 
shown in Figure H-2. It was decided to post-screen the data obtained from listener 3.
listener number
Figure H-2: Box plots of Basic Audio Quality scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 2)
The box plot of Basic Audio Quality scores for hidden references obtained from Listening Test 3 is 
shown in Figure H-3. It was decided to post-screen the data obtained from three listeners 1,2, 11, 18.
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~i—i—i—i—i—«—I—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—r
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Listener No
Figure H-3: Box plots of Basic Audio Quality scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 3)
The box plot of Basic Audio Quality scores for hidden references obtained from Listening Test 4 is 
shown in Figures H-4, H-5, H-6 and H-7. In the BAQ test, twelve listeners took part. In the TD and 
DSD tests, five listeners participated. Data from two unreliable listeners (No. 11 and 14) were 
removed in further analysis of the BAQ test under the 40 kHz condition. The box plot is shown in 
Figure H-4. In the 20 kHz condition of BAQ test and in both conditions in the TD and DSD tests, all 
listeners were reliable.
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20 kHz 40 kHz
_o
-3s
<
Rffl
listen er nuin ber listen er nuiti ber
Figure H-4: Box plots of Basic Audio Quality scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 4)
20 kHz 40 kHz
1 2  3 4
listen er numb e r listen er nuni ber
Figure H-5: Box plots of timbral distortion scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 4)
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20 kHz 40 kHz
1 oo
sQ
u—©
43
1 2  3 4
listener n u m b e r listener n u m b e r
Figure H-6: Box plots of Level of Dynamic Spatial Distortion scores obtained for hidden
references (Listening Test 4)
20 kHz 40 kHz
1 2
listen er n u m b  er
1 2  3 4
listen er n u m b e r
Figure H-7: Box plots of Dynamicity of Dynamic Spatial Distortion scores obtained for hidden
references (Listening Test 4)
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The box plot of Basic Audio Quality scores for hidden references obtained from Listening Test 5 is 
shown in Figure H-8. It was decided to post-screen the data obtained from three listeners (No. 16, 18 
and 19) in 40 kHz condition and three listeners (No. 8, 16 and 18) for 60 kHz condition.
40 kHz
Listener No
60 kHz
Listener No.
Figure H-8: Box plots of Basic Audio Quality scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 5)
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The box plot of Basic Audio Quality scores for hidden references obtained from Listening Test 6 is 
shown in Figure H-9. It was decided to post-screen the data obtained from three listeners (No. 5, 13 
and 14) in 40 kHz condition and four listeners (No. 2, 5 and 14) for 60 kHz condition.
40 kHz
Listener No.
60  kHz
listener
Figure H-9: Box plots of Basic Audio Quality scores obtained for hidden references (Listening
Test 6)
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G lo s s a ry
This glossary section will define the meanings of the abbreviations and some of the specialised terms 
as used within the context of this thesis.
A bbreviations and Term s
3/2 Stereo
An arrangement for spatial audio reproduction involving three front channels and two 
surround channels (ITU-R BS.775, 1994).
5.1 Surround Sound
A term coined by Holman to specify a somid reproduction format of five channels that 
conform to the 3/2 Stereo format, with an additional, reduced bandwidth channels for “low 
frequency effects” intended for reproduction by a subwoofer (ITU-R BS.775, 1994)..
AAC
Advanced Audio Coding.
aacPIus
Another name of High Efficiency AAC (HE-AAC).
ANOVA
Analysis of Variance.
AM
Amplitude Modulation.
BAQ
Basic Audio Quality.
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BAS
Bandwidth Allocation Strategy.
Corr-KLT
KLT process based on correlation matrix.
Cov-KLT
KLT process based on coviriance matrix.
CPE
Channel Pair Elements.
DDSD
Dynamicity of Dynamic Spatial Distortion.
DSD
Dynamic Spatial Distortion.
Eigenchannels
KLT-transformed signals.
ESW
Ensemble Stage Width.
FB
Front-back spatial mode, see Section 3.5.2.1.
FB+C
Front-back with predominant centre channel spatial mode, see Section 3.5.2.1.
FF
Front-front spatial mode, see Section 3.5.2.1.
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FF+C
Front-front with predominant centre channel spatial mode, see Section 3.5.2.1.
FIR
Finite Impulse Response.
FM
Frequency Modulation.
HBL
Hierarchical Bandwidth Limitation.
HE-AAC
High Definition Advanced Audio Coding.
HF
High Frequency.
IELF
Inverse Equal Loudness Filter.
ISO
International Standards Organization.
ITU
International Telecunication Union
KLT
Karhunen-Ldeve Transform.
LDSD
Level of Dynamic Spatial Distortion.
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LPF
Low-pass Filter.
MAF
Minimum Audible Field.
MLP
Meridian Lossless Packing.
MNR
Mask-to-noise-ratio.
MP3
MPEG-1 layer 3.
MPEG
MPEG Moving Pictures Experts Group.
MUSHRA
Modified double-blind multi-stimulus with hidden reference and hidden anchors (ITU-R
2001).
PC
Principal Components.
PCA
Principal Component Analysis.
PI
Perceptual Importance for bandwidth limitation.
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PLS-R
Partial Least Squares Regression. 
PO-KLT
Perceptual Optimised KLT.
PS
Parametric Stereo.
QA
Quality Adviser.
RM-ANOVA
Repeated-measures ANOVA.
RMSE
Root mean square error.
SBR
Spectral Band Replication.
SI
Statistical Importance.
SVD
Singular Value Decomposition.
TD
Timbral Distortion.
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